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SUMMARY
This thesis describes an experimental study undertaken to
examine the influence of joint resistance to in-plane moments on the
performance of steel columns and complete frames. The principal
objective of the tests was to provide experimental data against Which
sophisticated computer analysis programs may be verified.
Details of the experimental study of 22 joint tests, eight
column sUbasseMblages, and two three storey, two bay steel frames are
reported. It is demonstrated that all beam to column connections have
an inherent degree of stiffness and that their moment-rotation
characteristics are non-linear. The load carrying capacity of
columns, confined to buckle in-plane, is shown to be enhanced consid-
erably by the resistance to rotation provided by simple beam to column
connections. In frames incorporating flange cleat connections the
beams and columns can sustain greater loading and deflect less than is
predicted by current design models. The assumptions of pin-ended
columns and simply supported beams are shown to be conservative.
Comparisons of the results of the column and frame tests with
two finite element analysis programs are presented. The use of
computer programs for semi-rigid design as well as the development of
a simple approach are discussed.
X X
NOTATION
In this thesis the following notation has been used. Notation
peculiar to the Appendices is described therein.
initial stiffness of a connection
C*	 effective stiffness of a connection
modulus of elasticity of steel
second moment of area of a section
joint restraint coefficient
ratio of effective and actual column length (LE/L)
column length; beam span
LE	 effective length
moment applied to a joint or member
Mcx, Mcy	 moment capacity of a section about the major and minor
axes in the absence of axial load
Mp	 plastic moment of a section ignoring local buckling
applied axial load
Pcx, Pcy	 compressive resistance about the major and minor axis
Py	 squash load of a section
Pc	 compressive strength
Py	 yield stress of steel
point load applied to a beam
uniformly distributed beam load
connection to beam factor
p*
	
effective p value
slenderness ratio
connection rotation (radians)
xxi
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Structural steel frames have become increasingly popular in
recent years. The cost of steel, the speed of erection of steel
frames and their inherent versatility have all contributed to make
steel attractive to clients and architects. In contrast to the
'hi-tec' image of many new steel framed buildings the permissible
stress methods of design normally used have been in existence for many
years. Presently designers are being encouraged to adopt a new design
philosophy, that of limit states, in several new steelwork codes (1.1,
1,2),
Despite the apparent sophistication of the new codes and the
progress that has been made in the analysis of steel frames using
computer programs, steelwork design still centres around simplifying
assumptions about the interaction of structural members. In braced
frames in particular the design of columns is dependent on the
designer's estimation of an effective column length based on an
assessment of the performance of the beam to column connections.
Transfer of load through the connection is then calculated from the
eccentricity of the beam end reaction.
	 In unbraced frames the
adoption of so called rigid connections allows the designer to perform
a detailed analysis of the frame using elastic, elasto-plastic and
second order elasto-plastic computer programs. Thus one of the first
decisions a designer must make is whether to assume the connections
will function as pins, in the so called simple design approach, or as
fully rigid moment resisting joints in the rigid design method.
The fact that connections do not act either as perfect pins or
as fully rigid will not surprise the reader. Nor did it escape the
notice of researchers Wilson and Moore (1.3) seventy years ago who
1.1
reported an investigation into the flexibility of riveted structural
connections. Testing of beam to column connections has continued ever
since. These investigations have conclusively demonstrated that
'simple' connections; those designed only to carry the beam end
reaction, do in fact possess a degree of rotational stiffness and
'rigid' connections have some flexibility. Though some connections
closely approximate to one of the two extremes the majority lie
somewhere in between. In recognition of this many connections are now
classified as 'semi-rigid'.
The beneficial effects of the semi-rigid nature of connections
were realised fifty years ago and attempts to take advantage of the
connection restraint in reducing beam sizes were made (1.4) . However
the influence of the restraining effect of connections on column
behaviour has only relatively recently been researched (1.5).
With the wider availability and increased power of computers,
interest in the incorporation of the semi-rigid nature of joints into
analysis programs has been widespread. Numerous analytical studies of
the influence of connection stiffness in member and frame stability
have been undertaken. Tests against which the computer models may be
compared have unfortunately been left far behind. Thus the need for an
experimental study of the effects of joint flexibility in steel frames
is manifest.
The principal purpose of the investigation detailed herein was
to examine experimentally the behaviour of full size columns and
frames incorporating simple connections and to assess the influence of
the inherent stiffness of the joints on stability. Moment-rotation
characteristics of the joints are of fundamental importance in
understanding the behaviour of steel frames. An accurate prediction
1.2
of the Mr-, curve for a particular connection is not possible so the
first phase of the test programme was directed towards determining the
Mr0 relationship for several commonly used beam to column connections.
The second phase comprised the examination of the effect of
connection stiffness on the load carrying capacity of a limited column
subassemblage. Finally the performance of two full size, two bay,
three storey frames was studied.
1.3
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1.4
2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
In 1929 the Steel Structures Research Committee was appointed to
review the then present methods and regulations for the design of
steel structures and to investigate the application of 'modern' theory
of structures to the design of steel structures. The steel industry
of the day hoped that the work of the Committee "would yield a more
exact knowledge of the strains in a given structure and could be
expected to lead to the adoption of a precise factor of safety with
consequent higher standards of design. The outcome would be the more
efficient economic and extended uses of steel" The work
undertaken by the Committee formed the basis of BS 449 'Specification
for the Use of Structural Steel in Building' (2,2), first published in
April 1932, but it also highlighted a fundamental problem with the
analysis and design of steel framed structures; how best to account
for the interaction of the beam and column members due to the fixity
of the connections. This quandary identified in the early 1930's has
received attention at various times over the last 50 years and has
become more widely appreciated but the interaction of components of a
frame is not commonly accounted for in steel frame design, simplified,
easier to handle solutions being preferred.
The work of the Steel Structures Research Committee (a summary
of which may be found in reference 2.3) and that of Young and
Jackson (2,4) in Canada provided the impetus for much research into
the action of joints, and later the performance of restrained columns
and complete structural frames. The following sections briefly
describe notable achievements in past research into the above aspects
of frame behaviour.
2.1
2.2 Beam to Column Connections 
A vast number of tests on the behaviour of beam to column
connections have been conducted since Wilson and Moore (2.5) first
investigated the response of riveted connections in 1917. A history
of research into moment-rotation tests is reported in reference (2.6).
Additionally Goverdhan (2.7) has collected a large number of test data
and provides M-e curves, numeric data and useful information in a
single document. Nethercot (2.5) has also summarised the available
test data and supplies comprehensive tables containing details of over
700 experimental investigations. The Structural Stability Research
Council recognised the importance of collecting all the available data
on connection tests in order to investigate ways of incorporating
their semi-rigid nature into design and analysis.
	
They have
produced a comprehensive bibliography (2.5) , which is also available
stored on disk, to enable the reader to identify references to tests
•
on connections of a particular type. Chen and Kishi (2.10) have also
recently produced a comprehensive collection of data on joint tests.
The tests conducted confirm that all connections possess some
rotational stiffness, the degree of which is a function of the type,
size, and exact details of the joint. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
range of moment-rotation, or M-e, curves which occur for the popular
types of connections.
	
The ideals of fully fixed and pinned are
represented by lines coincident with the ordinate and abscissa
respectively. In practice fully fixed connections are restricted to
fully welded and stiffened connections, the more popular extended end
plate connection does possess some flexibility. At the opposite
extreme very flexible connections for example the single sided web
plate (which is popular in North America though it is little used in
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the United Kingdom) and double web cleats may carry modest moments.
This inherent stiffness has a beneficial effect on the strength and
deflection of notionally simply supported beams. Consider figure 2.2.
A truly simply supported beam spanning a distance L and subjected to a
total load W must sustain a moment of Wt/8 at the midspan and no
moment at the supports. The fully fixed beam has moments of W11/12 and
WL/24 at the built-in ends and midspan respectively. A beam having
'semi-rigid' connections (a term which embraces all types of connec-
tion) would cause a reduction in the moment at the centre of the beam,
compared with the simply supported case, as the connections resist the
beam end rotations and attract some moment. The potential benefits of
connection stiffness in reducing the moment and deflection at the
centre of a beam, and hence the required beam size, were realised in
the 1930's by researchers in Britain and the United States. Methods
of incorporating these benefits were proposed in semi-rigid design
methods (2.11, 2.12).
In order to incorporate the effects of the semi-rigid connec-
tion into design a knowledge of the Mr11) response is a prerequisite.
Attracted by the potential economies, a strong research effort into
the response of typical beam to column connections and proposed design
procedures was initiated. This early work concentrated on the popular
riveted construction methods. The development of connections using
bolts and welding (2.14) made much of this early test data obsolete,
and many investigations into the new types of connection were under-
taken (2.15 - 2.18).
As researchers tested connections the attraction of being able
to predict their response, dependent on geometrical size and layout,
material properties and bolt types became evident. Sommer (2.20)
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fitted non dimensional polynomial curves to a series of test data for
web cleat connections, and used a size effect factor to apply the
function to connections of a similar type but differing sizes. Frye
and Morris (2.21) developed the work to embrace several types of
connection. However, though good agreement between the functions and
test data was achieved, extrapolation beyond the size and exact
details of the connections tested has had limited success. More
recently finite element techniques have been used to predict the
behaviour of various types of connection (2.22-2.24), but once again
the results can be unreliable when applied to similar connections of a
different size or varied detail.
It is therefore apparent that at present the only reliable way
to find the M-4) relationship for a particular connection is by
structural testing. This obviously prevents the widespread use of
semi-rigid design methods, but recent developments Should help to
remove this obstacle. Firstly the large body of test data which has
been created is now more readily available. This will allow investi-
gations into the likely variability of the M-41 response for connec-
tions to be undertaken and standard, lower bound curves to be
produced. Secondly, the effects of semi-rigid joints on both columns
and complete frames can be accurately predicted by computer models
(see section 6). These models may be used to examine the sensitivity
of structures, and structural elements, to the precision of the M-,
data and thereby verify the suitability of particular standard curves.
Work already conducted in this area suggests that for large frames the
overall performance is not particularly sensitive to the precise M-40
curve (2.26).	 Finally, a move towards the adoption of standard
connection details would reduce the number and variability of connec-
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tions used in practice and also make the provision of guidance on the
expected performance of the connection much easier. In Australia
standard connection details are already available (2.26), and the
merits of their use are discussed in reference (2.27).
The purpose of the joint test series detailed in Chapter 3 was
to provide /4-10 data for a range of practical connections for use with
the beam and column sections to be used in column and frame tests.
This data was subsequently used in analysing the results of the column
and frame tests, but the series also provided the opportunity to
examine the relative performance of connections, which were all
suitable for the same beam and column sections and tested in the same
manner.
2.3 Restrained Cblumns
In 1759 Euler derived the solution of the elastic buckling of a
perfectly straight, centrally loaded, pin-ended column. Since then
analytical and experimental investigations have been undertaken to
examine the effects of initial crookedness, residual stress, load
eccentricity, material properties and section shape on the strength of
a member in compression. As a result, knowledge of the behaviour and
strength of the pin ended column is extensive. Ballio and Nazzolani
provide a historical record of research into the behaviour of columns
which started with Eione of Alexandria in 75 B.C. (2.28).
Design practice has relied upon understanding of the pin-ended
column to produce safe column designs. In braced structures, with
simple connections between beam and column, the column has been
assumed to act as a pin-ended column of length equal to the storey
height. Column curves relating the slenderness ratio of the column to
a safe working stress have then been used to calculate a safe working
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load. This method has been in general use for many years. However, in
many structures 'rigid' connections are used, in some cases to
eliminate the need for bracing, so in order to use a similar design
approach, and the same column curves, in situations where the pin-
ended column assumption is not acceptable the concept of an 'effec-
tive' column length was developed. The real column restrained by
connected members is replaced by an 'effective' length of pin-ended
column, chosen to have the same strength as the real restrained
column. The effective length is usually estimated by the designer
from considerations of the relative size of members and the type of
beam to column connections. This is an obvious limitation of the
method, and one which has been recognised for many years. The recent
trend towards limit state methods of design has reinforced the need
for column design to include the effect of restraint from the adjacent
structural members which becomes of increased importance as the column
approaches failure.
The first attempt to include the effect of connected members or
column stability made use of a limited, rigid jointed subassemblage,
comprising the column and four beams. A series of nomographs, or
alignment charts were provided which enabled the designer to calculate
an effective length for a column forming part of a rigidly jointed
structure. This method is in popular use today and variations of it
ru	 2.30) .appear in many st ctural codes (2.29 , As discussed in section
2.2 most connections fall in between the extremes of 'pin' and
'rigid'. Consequently neither the simple method of design assuming
pin ended columns, nor the method just described for rigidly jointed
structures, are appropriate in many cases. De Falco and Marino (2.31)
were the first to try to modify the alignment charts for use with
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semi-rigid connections. The method used the initial tangent stiffness
of the connection. Reference 2.32 details a method which incorporates
the initial tangent stiffness of the connection and beam flexibility
into column design for American practice.
The problem of the end restrained column has been investigated
recently by several researchers, notably by Chen (2.33), Jones et
al (2.34) and Razzaq and Chang (2.35) . These studies have shown,
mainly by analytical investigations verified by some experimental
results, that the stiffness of the restraining connection is a major
factor in column strength. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the column strength
curves for members with a variety of end conditions. The effect of
the connection stiffness is evident, particularly at high slenderness.
Noteworthy too is the fact that the connections used are of the simple
type, i.e. those which would normally be considered to act as pins in
design. The potential for economies to be made in structural design
by incorporating the beneficial, and as yet neglected, effect of the
semi-rigid nature of simple shear connections is clear.
Although much attention has been focussed on the problem of end
restrained columns in recent years it has been mainly of an analytical
nature (2.34,2.36,2.37),	 The question of whether the expected
improvements in performance of restrained columns over pin ended
columns are evidenced in practice has not been as thoroughly investi-
gated.
In the early 1960's GalaMbos (2.35) examined experimentally the
behaviour of columns with end moments applied through loading devices
and later tested column and beam subassemblages with welded
joints ( 2 . 3 3) to provide verification of restrained column theories
proposed for use in the plastic design of multi-storey frames.
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Experiments on laterally loaded beam-column subasseMblages, again with
rigid connections between the beam and column, were reported by
English and Adams (2.40). Probably the most significant contribution
to the experimental evidence of the restraining characteristics of
simple connections was provided by Bergquist in 1977 (2.41). Bergquist
tested five subassemblages, each comprising of a column and four
beams, connected with web cleats to the column web. The tests,
designed to examine the influence of the connections on the column
buckling load, have been the only source of data for comparison of
analysis techniques and have consequently been used by many research-
ers. However the self contained beam loading arrangement adopted by
Bergquist, illustrated in figure 2.4, used tension cables to apply
loads to the beams which resulted in an unrealistic load pattern.
Examples of the connections used in the study were tested separately,
but the cleats were bolted to a reaction frame rather than the column
section to be used in the subsequent subassemblage tests.
Since this project was initiated the work of Cuk (2.42) in
Australia has been completed. A series of nine tests on three storey
beam columns, subjected to bending moments and axial loads was tested.
Clearly the number of experimental investigations into the
action of restrained columns, particularly those which incorporate
simple connections and the effect of the finite length of the beams,
are limited. It was the purpose of this project to add to the
experimental evidence that beam to column connections have a pro-
nounced effect on the load carrying capacity of columns. A series of
ten column subassemblage tests covering the spectrum of connection
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stiffness, buckling about major and minor axes, with loading applied
through the beams as well as axially in the column, WBB performed and
is described in detail in Chapter 4.
2.4 Frame Tests
The earliest tests conducted on steel frames were carried out in
the 1920's in the United States. Strain measurements were taken on
the columns of two buildings, the Equitable Building, Des Moines,
Iowa (2.43) and the American Insurance Union Building, Columbus,
Ohio (2.44) •
 The results of the tests showed observed stresses that
were consistently greater than those calculated, the discrepancy being
attributed to some error in the theory; although the strain gauge
device used, a Berry gauge, appears not to have been particularly
accurate and there were problems with temperature corrections which
were necessary.
In Britain the work of the Steel Structures Committee during the
1930's covered an extensive range of tests on actual building frames
and an experimental frame. The purposes of the tests (2.45) were to
investigate the effects of the lack of fit at column splices, the
moments transmitted by the beam-to-column connections, the reduction
in beam span stresses due to the restraint offered by the connection,
the influence of the column base to foundation interface and the
effect of concrete encasement. The first tests conducted were on the
Geological Museum in South Kensington (2.46), Measurements of strain
were taken on the bare steel frame under load and also for the frame
when encased in concrete, the results are presented in refer-
ence (2.47), The interesting feature is that the observed readings
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more closely resembled the strains expected within a rigidly jointed
frame than one with assumed pin joints and moments calculated assuming
an eccentric beam reaction.
Next Baker studied a number of three storey frames specially
erected at the Building Research Station (2,48), A three dimensional
frame two 16' bays wide, and one 16' bay deep, with three 8' storeys
was erected using 8" x 4" x 18 lb/ft steel joints throughout (2.49),
The test frame incorporated frames with columns bent about both major
or minor axes and used a variety of riveted connection details. The
numdts of the tests on this experimental frame demonstrated that the
bending moment distribution around the frame When subjected to
vertical loads was similar in form to that of a rigidly jointed frame,
but the magnitude of the moments in the column were less than those
predicted by a rigid frame analysis.
Having gained experience with the experimental frame three
London buildings were tested during construction, the Cumberland
Hotel ( 2.50) at Marble Arch, Euston Offices (2.51) and a block of
London flats (2.52), Tests were carried out on the bare steel frames
under point loads, after the floors had been constructed, after the
columns had been encased and finally when the structure was complete.
All the structures behaved very nearly as rigidly jointed frames,
Which made nonsense of the main assumptions inherent in BS 449 design
methods. The implications of the experimental observations are
discussed in reference 2.53 and outlined in reference 2.3 and 2.54.
In America interest in plastic design prompted a study by Yura
and Lu (2.55) into the ultimate load carrying capacity of braced
multi-storey frames. Maximum load tests were conducted on four braced
frames, each with the same geometry and member sizes but with the
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loading conditions varied. All the tests reached or exceeded the
maximum load predicted by plastic theory and demonstrated that plastic
methods could be applied to the design of braced multi-storey frames.
Figure 2.5 (taken from reference 2.55) illustrates the test
frames investigated. Notice that the connections are heavily welded
and are at the 'rigid' end of the spectrum of beam to column connec-
tion stiffness. Details of the apparatus used to load the frames may
be found in reference 2.56 along with a list of references of rigid
steel frame testing c-)iducted in the United States from the 1940's to
the early 1960's.
In 1964 a Joint Committee of the Institute of Welding and the
Institution of Structural Engineers reported a simplified design
method for fully rigid multi-storey welded steel frames (2.57). In
order to verify the method tests were conducted on a full-scale 3
storey, 2 bay by 1 bay rigid jointed frame fabricated from rolled
steel sections of Grade 43 steel. The tests were reported in The
Structural Engineer (2,58). A second report (2,59) permitted the use
of a higher grade steel and a second, more extensive frame was tested,
the results of which are reported by Smith and Roberts (2.60) . These
tests were conducted in the large structures laboratory at the
Building Research Station.
Taylor reports on an experimental study of continuous
columns (2.61), Nineteen two-bay three-storey 1/3 to 1/2 scale steel
frames were tested. Rigid joints were again used for the beam to
column connections. Beams framing into the column's minor axis (on one
side only) were . pinned at their remote ends. No in plane sway was
permitted during testing. Loading was applied to the central column,
the major axis beams at midspan and to the minor axis beams in four of
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the tests.. The tests were designed to study the effect on the
collapse load and behaviour of a continuous column, of minor axis
restraint, slenderness ratio, the relative importance of loads applied
to the major and minor axis beams, and the relative importance of
single and double curvature bending of a column about its major axis.
The tests conducted on steel frames since the 1930's have
concentrated on rigid frames. Recent interest in the semi-rigid
nature of connections and their influence on frame behaviour and
developments in computer analysis have been restricted by the lack of
experimental data on modern structures with simple connections. The
aim of the full scale tests conducted in this project was to provide
experimental evidence of the restraint characteristics of simple
connections and demonstrate the contribution they make towards a more
beneficial distribution of bending moments in the beams and the effect
they have on the collapse load of columns. It is also envisaged that
the data will be used to verify the predictions of semi-rigid analysis
programs which have been recently developed.
In the period since this project was started a report of work by
Stelmack et al (2,62) has been published. The purpose of the study
reported therein was to provide experimental documentation of the
validity of analytical methods for predicting the response of flexibly
connected steel frames. Ten tests on two frames, a two storey single
bay, and a two bay, single storey, were conducted. The results showed
good correlation with the predicted response. However the scope of the
work was limited because neither the tests nor the analysis extended
beyond the elastic range.
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3.0 ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS CHARACTERISTICS OF STEEL BEAK TO COLUMN
CONNECTIONS
3.1 The Need for Experimental Data
Since connections are statically indeterminate and attempts at
rigorous analytical study have met with limited success, the need for
experimental data to provide the moment-rotation relationship of
connections is self-evident. Many researchers have fitted their data
with mathematical expressions quite closely, but invariably constants
which are peculiar to each connection and dependent on many design
variables are required; these can only be determined by experiment.
An accurate representation of the non-linear moment-rotation behaviour
of the connections to be used in the sUbassemblage and frame tests was
essential, so a series of joint tests to provide this data was
undertaken.
It is noteworthy that a great deal of previous experimental work
conducted on joint behaviour was concerned with connections that are
now obsolete, so experimental data on connection types in common use
at present should be of considerable interest.
3.2 Connection Selection and Design
A recent survey (3.1) of beam to column connections used
throughout the construction industry in the U.K. revealed that web
cleats, flange cleats, combined seat and web cleats, and flush and
extended end-plates are presently in common use. These types cover the
spectrum of connection response, from the very flexible web cleats to
the relatively rigid extended end-plate. An example of each was
selected for study. The complete test series is summarised in table
3.1 and figure 3.1 details each of the connections.
3.1
Both the web cleat and flange cleat connections were designed
for Shear only to the permissible stress method described in the AISC
handbook, "Design of Structural Connections" (3.2)• 	 It is common
practice to employ flush end-plates as shear connections and to base
their design on the shear capacity of a number of bolts, checking the
bearing resistance of the column flange and end-plate thickness. A
flush end-plate of 12mm thickness employing six M16 bolts was selected
as being representative for the size of members used.The moment
capacity of this joint was then calculated using the method proposed
by Horne and Morris (3.3) . The plastic moment of the beam section was
used as the design moment for the extended end-plate connection, which
was undertaken using the recommendations of Mann and Morris (3.4).
Design calculations for each connection are provided in Appendix B.
3.3 joint Test Apparatus
A cruciform test arrangement was chosen, rather than a canti-
lever type, since the former requires a less extensive test rig and
also provides some indication of the variability of nominally identi-
cal connections. Load WWI applied to the column by a 500 kN screw
jack. The reaction of each beam was measured at a distance of 1000mm
from the column face or web for the major and minor axis tests
respectively. Figure 3.2 illustrates the main features of the test
apparatus, whilst figure 3.3 shows a seat and web cleat specimen under
test.
When performing connection tests to determine the moment-
rotation response it is the relative rotation of the beam to the
column that is required (3.5) . Rotations were therefore measured at a
point on the centreline of each beam and on the column. The method of
rotation measurement used at each of the three positions is illus-
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trated in figure 3.4. 'T' bars, tack welded to the cruciform, were
attached to three LVDTs by a system of wires and pulleys. Rotation of
the specimen and 'T' bar resulted in a change in the initial wire
lengths Li, L2, L3 to new lengths 21, 92, D. The changes in length
were measured by the movement of the LVDTs and the new wire lengths in
the revised geometry were used to compute the new position and
rotation of the bar. The rotation of each joint WBB then computed. By
positioning the 'T' bars as near as practicable to the connection the
contribution to rotation made by the beam's curvature can be
minimised. An obvious limitation of this system is that no quantita-
tive information on the contributions of the individual components of
the connection is obtained. However, since the objective of the tests
was to obtain the overall moment-rotation response of a series of con-
nections, rather than to study connection behaviour in detail, the
method was deemed suitable. The data were recorded and processed by a
microcomputer based data logging system developed at the University.
3.4 Fabrication of Test Specimens.
Details of the materials used throughout the test series, i.e.
section sizes and tensile test results are recorded in Appendix C.
3.5 Assedbly and Testing
The test specimens were assembled in the rig. This was found to be
the best way to ensure that the column was vertical and the beams were
set at 90 0 degrees to it. When bolting up the connections no attempt
was made to centralise the bolts in the bolt holes. Two grades of
bolts were used, 4.6 and 8.8; all were 16mm in diameter. In this
series of tests the bolts were not required to be fully torqued. A
decision on the method of bolt tightening was necessary. As will be
discussed later, the first three tests were tightened with an ordinary
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spanner, or a socket and Short ratchet. A torque wrench was used for
the remaining tests. After careful consideration it was decided that
some measure of control of tightening would be beneficial. In the
field bolts are tightened to 'hand-tight'. The most enlightening
definition of this condition is found in the Australian code (3.6),
where 'snug-tight' is defined as 'the tightness attained by a few
impacts of an impact wrench or the full effort of a man using a
standard podger spanner'. Clearly 'hand-tight' is extremely variable;
and the question of what is a reasonable value to adopt is raised.
In order to find what torque should be applied, the bolts
tightened in the first three tests were checked with the torque
wrench. A figure of 160 N.m (1201b.ft) was suggested by the bolt
manufacturer as a reasonable torque, and one that the technician had
applied with ordinary hand tools. This figure is approximately 50% of
the torque required to bring the MI6 grade 8.8 bolt up to its proof
load.It was found that the location of the bolt affected the torque
applied in the first three tests - for example, it appeared to be
easier to apply a torque to a bolt when the spanner was pushed down,
rather than pulled up. This variability was eliminated by use of the
torque wrench in subsequent tests. The adoption of a torque control
method of bolt tightening was used to ensure consistency between tests
in each of the phases of the project, not to develop frictional forces
in the connections.
Having assembled the test specimen the rotation bars were welded
to the beans and columns. The load cells were positioned on the beams
at a distance of 1 metre from the column face (or web for the minor
axis tests), and the test piece was slowly lifted by the screw jack
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until the load cells were just nipped into place. The initial lengths
of all nine transducer wires, and the end clearance of the beam from
the column face were recorded.
Data logging was then commenced. The tests were started very
slowly to allow the apparatus to settle into place, but without
applying much load. The speed of the jack was then increased to a
suitable rate. The data logging equipment takes a reading of all
channels at pre-set time intervals; scan time intervals of 45-60
seconds were used. A total of 120 scans could be accommodated in the
computer memory, giving a total test time of 1.5 to 2 hours.
The above procedure was typical of most of the tests conducted.
Details peculiar to the testing of each connection type are described
in the following sections, along with some comments on connection
behaviour.
3.6 Behaviour of Iftb Cleat Connections
The behaviour of web cleat connections was studied in seven
tests (3T/01-06 and 018). The results of the first test are not
reported because the load cells were not working properly, though the
test proved to be a useful pilot.
In tests ..7T/02 and 03 the bolts, which were 1416 grade 8.8, were
tightened with either a spanner or a small socket and ratchet. No
method of tightness control was employed. The resulting mo-
ment-rotation curves are shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6. It is apparent
that very little resistance to rotation was encountered till a
rotation of 0.01 radians (0.57 0 ) had been exceeded. A fairly constant
connection stiffness of the order of 130 kN.m/rad. was achieved for
rotations in the range of 0.01 to 0.05 radians. Beyond this range the
bottom flange of the beam came into contact with the column and the
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connection stiffened up considerably. In test JT/03 the connection
was loaded and unloaded several times. The unloading and loading
stiffness at different levels are approximately equal and linear (1835
kN.m/rad.) but once the connection was loaded above its current
maximum level it followed the original non-linear moment-rotation
curve. It is also noticeable from test 3T/03 that the deformations
produced by a moment are largely inelastic and irrecoverable.
The interesting feature of these tests was the apparent lack of
stiffness at low levels of moment. Many of the tests reported in the
past have used high strength bolts torqued to quite high levels,
certainly higher than those achieved by simple hand tightening. The
importance of bolt tightness in beam web connections was reported in
two papers by Richard (3.7 , 3.3) in which a series of tests were
conducted to investigate the behaviour of single plate framing
connections with slotted holes. 7/8" diam. A307 bolts were used and
for comparative purposes tests were conducted with the bolts hand
tight (i.e. tightened with a spanner), and finger tight. An earlier
series of tests had been conducted with higher strength bolts, A325
and A490, in a fully torqued condition. Irrespective of the number of
bolts the moment resisted by the connection was zero or near zero when
finger tight bolts were used, but was progressively larger for hand
tight A307, and fully torqued A325 and A490 bolts. This led Richard
to the conclusion that the moment generated by the connection was
primarily a result of a clamping force between the connection plate
and the beam web. In Richard's test, since slotted holes were used,
no bearing of the bolts could occur. It appears that the same
mechanism of moment transfer is developed in web cleat connections,
the bolt force induces a frictional force between the cleats and beam
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web and allows only limited amounts of slip to occur. This need only
be the case until the bolts move into bearing. The amount of rotation
that can occur before the bolts move into bearing will depend on the
ratio of bolt to hole size, the position of the bolt in the bolt
holes, the number of bolts, and the bolt layout. In the two bolt
connection detailed the bolts to hole size ratio is relatively small,
and the distance between the bolts is quite large. Therefore the
rotation experienced before the connection begins to load can be
easily accommodated by the clearance of the bolts in their respective
holes. Not until this 'slack' has been removed will the connection
begin to exhibit resistance to rotation. Figure 3.7 illustrates the
possible rotation if the bolts were centrally positioned in perfectly
aligned holes. Since the experimental results Showed unresisted
rotation for About 0.015 radians the actual slip per bolt must have
been of the order of 0.75mm.
How much rotation may occur before the connection begins to load
is significant. For example, consider a 254 x 102 x 22UB spanning 5m
under full elastic loading, the rotation of its ends is given by
(01,3
- 24E1
which for w = 11.9 kN/m 11.9 x 25 x 5 x 10
9
24 x 210 x 103 x 2867 x 104
= 0.0103 radians
Notice that this rotation is of the order of that which may occur
essentially unresisted by the connection.
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Some concern was felt that the results above are inconsistent
with those reported by several other researchers. In order to check
if the method of bolt tightening adopted, i.e. tightening as tight as
possible with hand tools, was the cause of the difference a further
test was conducted but with the bolts tightened to 160 N.m (120 lb.ft)
with a torque wrench. As discussed in section 3.5 this value was
selected as a typical hand-tight figure and not as a torque to fully
tension the bolts. The result of this test 3T/01B, is shown in figure
3.8.
In contrast to tests JT/02 and 03, the bolts in test JT/01B were
sufficiently tight to prevent slip occurring in one large movement.
Instead the bolts moved gradually into bearing as a series of small
slips took place. This can be seen from the moment-rotation curve
where the connection resists moment immediately. It is therefore
evident that the bolt tightness does affect the behaviour of web
cleats.
In the first two minor axis tests access to the two bolts was
limited, and it is possible that because of this tightening of the
bolts was not as effectively achieved as for example in a major axis
test where all the bolts were more readily accessible. By using the
torque wrench all bolts were assured the same torque, regardless of
their location. Normal fabrication practice is to bolt cleats onto
beam webs in the shop, thereby ensuring that they are secure. However
since no control of this operation is required, and the cleats may be
loosened during erection, the wisdom of relying on this bolt tightness
is called into question.
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Tests 3T/04 to 06 were conducted with web cleats fixed to the
column flanges. The moment-rotation curves for these three tests are
shown in figures 3.9 to 3.11. In all three tests the bolts were
grade 8.8 MI6's, tightened to 160 N.m.
During test Jr/04 a great deal of noise was heard as the test
proceeded. These loud cracks coincided with sudden drops in the load.
In figure 3.9 these sudden reductions in load are readily apparent.
The test apparatus WBB deflection controlled - so sudden slips caused
the load to drop off, and the screw jack had to travel further before
additional load could be applied. This accounts for the erratic
nature of the moment-rotation curve. More commonly joint tests are
conducted in a 'load control' system, so if slip occurs the load
remains constant but a sudden increase in deflection would be ob-
served.
Test 3T/05 was conducted to examine the response of the connec-
tion under decreasing loads. Similar to test JT/03, the connection
unloaded and reloaded with the same stiffness, and rejoined the
original	 curve when the current maximum moment was exceeded.
Joint test 7T/06 VMS assembled as test JT/04 yet the resulting
moment-rotation curve shows a much smoother relationship. In this
test there were few noticeable slips and the bolts moved gradually
into bearing. A comparison is made between this test and the minor
axis test, JT/0113, in figure 3.12. The major axis connection is
initially less stiff than the minor axis test, due to the deformation
of the column flanges. The minor axis connection does not deform at
very low loads, giving a greater initial stiffness. The distortion of
the flanges produced by the web cleats can be seen in figure 3.13.
Though the ductility of the two connections is produced by different
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deformation patterns, i.e. in a major axis test the column flanges may
distort, but in a connection to the column web the cleats must deform,
once the bottom flange comes into contact with the column the behav-
iour is similar. The increase in stiffness which occurs when the beam
bottom flange comes into contact with the column arises at too great a
rotation and is accompanied by too much deformation to be of any
practical use. For the tests conducted a rotation of about 0.075
radians Was achieved before contact with the column, but the exact
amount will of course depend on the connection geometry, particularly
the end clearance of the beam.
In order for the experimental data to be of use in analysing the
results of the sUbasseMblage tests typical major and minor axis
connection moment-rotation curves have been refined. The analytical
methods used in Chapter 6 require experimental data points to Which
curves are then fitted. In order to obtain reasonable curves the data
points have been reduced in number and the 'saw-tooth' effects
smoothed out. Figure 3.14 shows the typical moment-rotation curves to
be used in subsequent analysis.
3.7 Behaviour of Flange Cleat Connections
The popularity of this type of connection is probably due to its
simple fabrication and its usefulness during erection. The seat, a
bottom flange cleat, is either welded or bolted to the column in the
fabrication shop. Once the columns are erected, beams may be rested
on the cleats, bolted in place, and the top, restraining, cleat then
bolted up. In practice the choice of welding or bolting the cleats to
the column will be dependent on the fabricator's machinery - if an
automatic drilling machine is available they will be bolted to the
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column. The decision to bolt the cleats to the column in these tests
was based at least partly on the necessity of keeping welding to a
minimum.
Two tests incorporating flange cleats were performed: JT/07 and
08, the moment rotation curves for which are shown in figures 3.15 and
3.16.
In order to set up the tests so that the top flanges of the
beams were level, and at 900 to the column it was found to be easier
to set up the connection using the top cleat first. Once the beams
were level and the column vertical the seat cleat was securely fixed
to the bottom flange of the beam and then bolted to the column. All
the 2416 grade 4.6 bolts were then systematically tightened from 80 N.m
to 160 N.m in 40 N.m increments. The method of assembly though
different from that used in practice, should not affect the resulting
moment-rotation curves because the bottom cleat was fixed tightly to
the beam flange before bolting the cleat to the column, thus ensuring
good contact between the cleat and the beam flange.
In both tests the relative movement between the beam flanges and
the cleats was measured. In test JT/07 this was monitored by record-
ing the distance between the edge of the cleat and a point on the beam
flange with a digital calliper, and in test JT/08 a Huggenburger dial
gauge was used. Test JT/07 examined the effects of unloading the
connection, but test JT/08 used monotonic loading.
Initially rotational movement was due to continuous slipping of
the bottom flange on the seat cleat. Little movement of the top cleat
was seen. This movement continued until the bolts in the beam flange
came into bearing on the edge of the seat cleat holes; about 1.2 to
1.4mm of movement had occurred. Once the bottom bolts were in bearing
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the top suddenly slipped about 0.8mm and continued to slip a further
0.8mik until a sudden large slip of 1.2mnbrought the top bolts into
bearing. The pattern of movement of top and bottom cleats can be seen
in figures 3.17 and 3.18. Figure 3.19 compares the behaviour of the
two tests. The major axis test has a lower initial stiffness than the
minor axis connection due to the flexibility of the column flanges.
The unloading stiffness of the connections is once again
considerably greater than the loading stiffness once initial deforma-
tion has started to occur. Figures 3.21 to 3.24 show the deformation
of the flanges and cleats of test JT/08.
An idealised moment-rotation curve for both major and minor axis
convections is presented in figure 3.20. Here the data have been
conditioned to give a smooth curve suitable for use in analysis.
3.8 Behaviour of Seat and Web Cleat Connections
A recent review (3.9) of steel beam to column test data noted
that none was available for bottom flange and web cleat connections,
figure 3.1. Test 1T/09 and JT/10 were conducted to study this type of
connection.
The connection was assembled from the same angle sections as the
flange cleat tests, but the top flange cleat VMS replaced by two web
cleats. M16 grade 4.6 bolts were used throughout, in 18mm diameter
holes, and were all tightened to 160 N.m.	 Both tests were conducted
with monotonically increasing load.
Test JT/09 clearly illustrates a disadvantage of the cruciform
type of testing method employed. The right-hand beam dipped by large
mxmmts and was influenced by the behaviour of the left-hand beam. As
can be seen from figure 3.25 the left- hand beam had a reasonably
smooth moment-rotation curve, except for a large slip at 15 kNan, but
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the right-hand beam displayed very erratic behaviour. Results of the
major axis test JT/10 are plotted in figure 3.26. The ductility of the
connection appears to be provided by the deformation of the column
flanges and the web angles. A photograph of this test is shown in
figure 3.27, and of the minor axis test in figure 3.28.
A comparison of the moment-rotation characteristics of major and
minor axis bottom flange and web cleat connections is made in figure
3.29. Surprisingly the major axis test has the greater stiffness.
This is certainly the opposite of what was expected, and it may be due
to the variability of the tests rather than a true indication of their
respective behaviour.
Figure 3.30 compares the flange cleat and bottom flange plus web
cleat connection tests. Both have similar initial tangent stiff-
nesses, but the top flange cleated connection softens at a lower
moment. Once the connections have started to soften the top flange
cleated connection has a slightly higher inelastic stiffness, which is
probably due to the longer lever arm compared to the web cleated
connection. Figure 3.31 presents smoothed moment-rotation curves for
web and seat cleat connections.
3.9 Behaviour of Flue& End Plate Connections 
The flush end plate is currently the most popular type of
connection, principally because of its straightforward fabrication,
although convenience in containing the joint within the beam depth is
also a factor. This type of connection is often used simply as a
Mmx joint, for example in eaves beam connections, and no advantage
is taken of its inherent stiffness. The design of this connection (as
presented in Appendix A3), was based on the shear capacity of the
connection, though the design moment capacity was also checked.
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Three tests were conducted on flush end plates JT/11 minor,
JT/11b minor and j'/l2 major. Where possible the end plates and
columns were drilled together to ensure alignment of the holes. E43
electrodes were used to weld the end-plates to the beams. A 4mm
continuous fillet weld was provided. All the end plates were welded
by an experienced welder, but may not be typical of those produced in
a fabrication shop since the welder's experience was not wholly
derived from the welding of structural sections. After welding the
end plates to the beams the plates were examined for distortion. They
were unaffected by the welding, the only irregularities appeared to be
along the plates' free edges where shearing them had caused some
slight curvature. During assembly of test specimens JT/11 and J'r/l2
the bolt holes were aligned by pushing two lemm diameter bars through
two sets of holes and then bolting the beams in place with the
remaining four bolts. The bars were then removed and the remaining
bolts inserted. Obviously on site such precautions would not be
taken, but for these tests it ensured that the plates were not in
bearing on the bolts initially and allowed some investigation of
vertical slip. In test JT/11b the Above procedure was not followed
because the end plates were not drilled as a set with the column, and
consequently the alignment of the holes was not as good. In this test
the beams were offered up to the column and the bolts inserted, so it
is likely that the connection was bearing on the bolts initially.
Some grinding of the edges of the plates in the web connection tests
payll and lib) was necessary to clear the root radii at the column's
web-flange junction.
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Figure 3.32 shows the average moment-rotation curve for test
37/11. The curve is initially virtually linear up to a moment of
about 30 kN.m (35% of Mp). After this the curve bends in a rounded
knee due to the distortion of the end plates, and begins to level off
at a moment of between 46.5 kN.m (left-hand beam) and 46.1 kN.m
(right-hand beam) - see experimental curves in figure 3.33. Once the
maximum was obtained on the right-hand beam there was a loud crack and
sudden drop off in load, and the left-hand beam was forced to follow
the decrease in load as the right-hand connection continued to rotate
under decreasing loads. Inspection of the connection after the test
revealed that the web weld at the level of the tension bolts had
failed. This was unexpected.
A repeat test was conducted, 3T/11b, to verify the result and to
examine whether web weld failure was typical. The moment-rotation
curves for test JT/lib are shown in figure 3.34.
Notice from the figure that the initial stiffnesses are again
almost linear up to a moment of about 30 kN.m. The rounded knee
brings the curve round to maximum moments of approximately 51.1 and 49
Soon after attaining this peak load a loud crack heralded a
sudden reduction in load. After the test it was apparent that bolt
stripping had been the cause of failure. Figure 3.35 shows the three
bolts when the specimen had been unloaded. The top nut had been
pulled along the bolt the end of which was about 2mm short of being
flush with the edge of the nut. The middle bolt had become flush with
the nut, whilst the bottom bolts projected through the nut by about
two threads, approximately 3mm. Figure 3.36 shows the three bolts set
against a full scale diagram of the distortion of the end plates at
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failure. The 5mm and 7mm clearances between the end plates and column
web were measured before the removal of the load at the end of the
test.
Tests JT/11 and lib highlight a problem that occurs with
cruciform testing. The two connections cannot act independently and
irregularities in behaviour of one connection produce corresponding
irregularities in the other. For example in test 3T/11b the left-hand
beam showed a negative rotation at about 46 kN.m - see figure 3.34.
Clearly this would not occur in a building, but with the cruciform
arrangement the column may move and alters the balance of one side of
the test to the other.
. It is interesting to note that neither of the minor axis tests
appeared to suffer from vertical slip. This is not surprising in test
JT/11b where the bolts may have been in bearing from the start of the
test, but in test JT/11 it would suggest that the clamping force
developed by the compressive component of the applied moment WBB
sufficient to prevent slip occurring. However the ratio of moment to
shear in these tests was not particularly severe, and it is likely
that in a more heavily loaded connection some slip may occur.
Test JT/12 WBB conducted to investigate the behaviour of a flush
end-plate connected to the unstiffened flanges of a light column. As
expected the flexibility of the column's flanges considerably reduced
the connection's initial stiffness, and appreciably increased its
ductility. Figures 3.37 and 3.38 give some indication of the relative
amounts of distortion suffered by the column flanges and the end
plate. Figure 3.39 shows the experimental moment rotation curves for
the test. Quite large differences in the maximum capacities and
plastic stiffnesses of the left and right-hand connections were
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observed. Maximum moments of 23.0 kN.m and 29.6 kN.m and plastic
stiffnesses of 290 kN.m/radian and 625 kN.m/radian were achieved for
the left and right-hand beams respectively. Figure 3.32 is the
average of the two curves which gives a clearer picture of the
connection's initial stiffness and the negative rotations recorded at
the right-hand connection have been rationalised. An initial tangent
stiffness of approximately 20,000 kN.m/radians was recorded. Some
difference in the behaviour of the two connections may be due to the
presence of washers adjacent to the column flange on the right-hand
connection, but on the left side the bolts were inserted with the head
of the bolt on the inside of the flange. The effect of the presence
of washers was noted previously in a series of tests by Chesson and
Munse (3.10).
Undoubtedly the difference between the two sides is not wholly
attributable to the bolts. Throughout the test series some differ-
ences in response and maximum moment capacity have been present and
this suggests that the apparatus imparts some bias into the connection
test. Control in setting up the end-plated connections was very
limited, so the possiblity of the column not being vertical, or the
beams not set at the same level arises. With the cleated connections
careful alignment could be achieved due to the tolerances in the
connection elements, but this was not so with the stiffer connections.
Joint test 3T/14 Was conducted to determine what contribution
the flange welds make to the behaviour of a flush end-plate connec-
tion. A flush end-plate, identical to those in tests JT/11 and JT/12
was welded to the beams with a 4mm continuous fillet weld down each
side of the web only. The bolt spacing and plate overall size were
the same as the all-welded flush end-plates (even though header plates
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are usually plates of a smaller depth than the beam's depth) in order
to make direct comparison with the flush end-plate tests possible.
The experimental moment-rotation curve is shown in figure 3.40.
Surprisingly the connection performed almost as well as the
fully welded connection, the maximum moment was 43.6 kN.m which
compares well with 46.5 kN.m and 51.1 kN.m recorded in tests 3T/11 and
JT/lib respectively. The average of the two sides was 88% of the
average of the four flush end-plate connections, and 53% of the beam's
plastic capacity. A comparison of tests of header plates and double
web cleats conducted by Sommer (3.11) showed a very similar behaviour
between the two connection types. This was not the case in these
tests leading to the conclusion that the plate depth is an important
factor in the behaviour of header-plates since it controls the amount
of rotation which can occur before the beam flange comes into bearing
on the column.
3.10 Behaviour of Extended Bild Plate Connections
The extended end plate connection, with a row of tension bolts
outside the beam flange, has a greater moment capacity than a flush
end plate due to the increased lever arm of the resultant tensile
force. Despite the disadvantage of the connection projecting above
the beam's top flange the extended end plate has become very popular
for connections required to transfer beam moments into columns. Many
investigations have been undertaken to study the effects of changing
the various components in the connection (3.12), but in this series of
tests the objective of conducting the extended end plate connection
was to find experimentally its moment-rotation relationship. Though
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the connection closely approximates rigid behaviour it provides an
upper bound to the 'semi-rigid' connections under study in this
project.
A "rigid" connection, designed to carry the beam's fully plastic
moment, was fabricated as shown in figure 3.1. The design, based on a
method by Mann and Morris (3.4) is contained in Appendix A4. Due to
the relatively thin column flanges (approximately 7mm) compared to the
15mm thick end plate considerable stiffening of the column was
necessary. Figure 3.41 shows the test specimen prior to testing.
High strength tensile bolts, grade 8.8 M16, were used and tightened to
150 N.m. This torque was applied to ensure the bolts were all
consistently tightened and was insufficient to 'fully torque', or
prestress, the bolts.
The moment-rotation curve for the extended end plate test,
3T/13, is shown in figure 3.42. Maximum moments of 53.5 and 49.9 kN.m
were achieved by the right and left-hand beams respectively. The
behaviour of the connection was non-linear throughout, but with a knee
occurring at About two-thirds of the beam's plastic capacity. A slip
occurred at a quite high load and was thought to be the onset of
failure. Since the test was not adequately shielded for destructive
testing the test was stopped. However on dismantling the specimen
there were no signs of imminent failure and the only sign of distress
was the distorted column flanges. The specimen VW reassembled and
retested as test JT/13b. Figure 3.43 shows the moment-rotation curve.
Reloading the connection resulted in a near linear response up to the
moment at which slip occurred in test JT/13. Failure of test JT/13b
was due to weld failure. The beam top flange weld to the end plate on
the right-hand side failed. This was not unexpected since the 4mm
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continuous fillet weld was small and the design calculations showed it
to be a possible failure mode. The actual mode of failure was not
regarded as particularly important in these tests because the connec-
tion response at levels of load and rotation significantly lower than
those at failure was sought. Tests by Johnstone and Walpole (3.13)
which studied the effect of loading and unloading extended end plate
connections Showed the unloading and subsequent reloading behaviour of
the connections to be approximately linear up to the current maximum
moment, where the curve then rejoins the original moment-rotation
relationship. By overlaying the results of test JT/13b and test JT/13
the curve shown in figure 3.44 was achieved.
A series of tests by Packer and Morris (3.14) involved testing
nominally identical specimens, except for column size. A reduction in
column flange thickness reduced the initial connection stiffness
appreciably, and changed the shape of the moment-rotation curve. The
tuts incorporated 254 x 102 x 22UB beams and 152 x 152UC columns of
serial weights 23,30 and 37 kg/m. 16mm diameter HSFG bolts were used
to bolt the 15mm extended end plates to the columns which were
stiffened at the level of the top and bottom beam flanges. The
moment-rotation curves are shown in figure 3.45. A direct comparison
of behaviour between Packer and Morris tests and test JT/13 is not
possible due to the different bolts used and the pattern of column
ftiffening. However the behaviour observed in test PP/13 would appear
to be closer to the curve obtained for the 9.5mm thick column flanges
than that for those 6.5mm thick (152 x 152 x 23UC) due to the more
efficient stiffening employed. It also seems likely that the
'ordinary' 8.8 M16 bolts perform as well as HSFG bolts.
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Figure 3.46 shows the deformation produced in the test. Consid-
erable deformation of the thin column flanges is evident, but only
Blight deformation of the beam end plates occurred. Before the
specimen was assembled the end plates bent towards the beam; the
magnitude was about lmm at the plate's top edge. This curvature was
removed during bolting up and was not evident when the specimen was
dismantled after the test.
The use of backing plates has been the subject of recent
research because they can provide a cheaper alternative to the time
consuming, and therefore costly, conventional methods of column
stiffening. A series of tests were conducted at BRE to study the
effects of backing plates on the behaviour of a 15mm thick extended
endplate bolted to 152 x 152 x 23UC. The beams, column and method of
testing were very similar to those used in this test series. Figure
3.47 shows the moment rotation characteristics of a connection to an
unstiffened column, a column stiffened with backing plates, and the
conventionally stiffened column JT/13. Notice that the conventionally
stiffened column has a greater initial stiffness than the column
stiffened with backing plates and is more linear up to about 40 kN.m.
Unfortunately test JT/13 was not continued as far into the plastic
region as the BRE tests since weld failure occurred. However the use
of conventional column stiffening is very time consuming and does not
appear to give large increases in connection stiffness compared with
that which may be achieved by the much simpler, and cheaper, use of
backing plates.
3.11 The Effect of Lack of Pit on Connection Performance
Some degree of lack of fit, arising from rolling tolerances,
fabrication and erection deviations, is inherent in all structural
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frames and designing for perfect fit is impractical. Numerous on site
disagreements over the quality of fit-up achieved in end plate
connections arise. For this reason CIRIA investigated the problem of
fit-up in connections - and presented their findings in Report No. 87
(3,15) . Consideration was given to the problem of lack of fit in end
plate connections incorporating HSFG bolts in this report, but what
effect does lack of fit of end plate connections have When ordinary,
not fully torqued, bolts are used? During steelwork erection lack of
fit is often rectified by enlarging bolt holes. What effect does this
have on 'simple' connections? Since neither of these questions were
addressed in CIRIA Report No. 87, CIRIA sponsored eight lack of fit
tests at Sheffield University. These subsidiary tests were conducted
in the same manner as the main joint test series and enabled a direct
comparison to be made between nominally 'perfect' and deliberately
imperfect connections.
3.11.1 Web Cleat Connections 
Web cleat connections have an inherent degree of tolerance due
to their use of bolts in clearance holes. However on occasion it is
necessary to open up the holes through the beam web to accommodate
lack of fit, perhaps due to a shortfall in beam length, or mis-
alignment of holes. Test CT/01 was conducted to investigate the
effect of increasing the diameter of the holes through the beam web
from 18 to 20mm. The holes in the cleat and column remained at lem
diameter, and the connection was identical to the major axis web cleat
test (JT/04-06) specimens. In addition to the automatic logging of
moment and rotation, four dial gauges were used to measure the
rotation of the left-hand beam relative to the column flanges and the
relative rotation of the cleat to the beam web - see figures 3.48 and
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3.49. The connection was assembled in the test rig and levelled
before tightening the bolts. No special measures were taken to align
the cleat and beam holes or to centralise the bolts, but it was
observed that the connection rested in bearing on the bolts as would
be the case in practice. All the bolts were grade 8.8 M16, and the
tightening procedure discussed in section 3.5 was followed. The mo-
ment-rotation relationship is shown in figure 3.50.
Comparing the results with those obtained for the 'perfect'
connection in test JT/06 it is apparent that the larger holes do
influence the connection's response. The behaviour of the right and
left-hand beams was very similar and can be summarised as follows.
Initially the connection responded almost linearly up to a moment of 3
kN.m, thereafter it began to rotate with little increase in moment.
The connection must have been slipping but no audible slips were
observed until the rotation reached 7.5 x 10- 3 radians. Up to a
rotation of about 40 x 10- 3
 radians the connection carried increasing
loads but slipped on numerous occasions in a rather erratic and noisy
manner. Between 40 x 10- 3 and 70 x 10- 3 radians, the connection
sustained increasing moment with a uniform increase in rotation. A
maximum moment of 7.5 kN.m was recorded at a rotation of 70 x 10-3
radians at which point the test was terminated.
Turning to the moment-rotation curve for test JT/06, presented
in figure 3.11, a similar pattern of behaviour is evident but the
amount of slip is considerably less and a maximum moment of 9.5 kN.m
was attained at a rotation of about 65 x i0- 3
 radians. In neither
test did the bottom flange of the beam come into contact with the
column flange.
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Clearly with larger holes through the beam web the potential for
slip is much greater and it would appear that the full amount of slip
is produced. Theoretically the top and bottom bolts, if central
through the holes, would allow 3mm of slip, resulting in a rotation of
60 x 10- 3
 radians. In the experiment the rotation at which independ-
ent slips ceased was 40 x 10- 3 radians, which suggests that the
connection was set up in a less favourable position than the idealised
model.
For connections required to act as pins, or designed as such,
the effect of oversized holes through the beam web is not significant.
However if the connection's behaviour was of importance in the
design, for example in reducing the span moment and/or deflection, or
to provide restraint to a column, then the effect of the larger holes,
which reduces the moments carried by the connection by around 30%,
would be detrimental.
3.11.2 Flange Cleat Connections
The second test in the CIRIA lack of fit series CT/02, was a top
and bottom flange cleat connection identical in all respects to test
grT/CM except that the holes in the beam flanges were increased to 20mm
diameter. All the bolts were grade 46 M16, and were tightened to 160
N.m• In order to monitor the relative slip between the beam and
cleats two dial gauges were mounted on the left-hand beam's flanges
and recorded the movement of a small metal upstand welded to the
cleats - see figure 3.52.
Figure 3.51 shows the behaviour of the specimen during the test.
The dial gauge readings were helpful in providing insight into the
connection's response as the test proceeded and the following mode of
behaviour was observed. From the start of the test the top cleat
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slipped steadily until about 3mm of movement had taken place in the
dial gauge with the bottom cleat remaining almost stationary. At
about 10 kN.m the top and bottom cleats both moved slowly to give the
curved central portion of the moment-rotation curve. A loud bang ac-
companied a sudden 2mm slip of the bottom flange cleat at a moment of
17.7 kN.m. The top cleat had moved some 4mm by this time. A drop in
load due to this large slip can be seen on the moment-rotation curves
for both the left and right-hand beams. The connection load then
increased until another slip at the bottom of about 1.5mm caused the
load to plummet to a value corresponding to a moment of 10.3 kN.m.
From that point onwards the top cleat steadily moved a further 0.5mm,
and the bottom a further 1.8mm. The remaining irregular behaviour was
due to the right-hand beam slipping at the bottom cleat.
A comparison of the lack of fit connection's response with the
nominally perfect connection test 3T/07 shows that, as for the web
cleat tests, the potential for slip is both greater and fully devel-
oped by the connection. Totals of 4.5mm and 6.Imm of slip were
experienced by the top and bottom cleats respectively, compared with
2.8 and 1.2mm in the 'perfect' test. Clearly the amount of slip which
can occur will depend on the relative positions of bolt holes and
bolts, and consequently will be subject to wide variation. Another
difference between the two tests was the mode of behaviour -in the
'perfect' test the top cleat did not slip until the bolts in the
bottom cleat were in bearing, whereas, as explained above, the top
cleat slipped first and then forced the bottom cleat to slip in the
lack of fit test. It is likely that the mechanism developed will
depend on the relative magnitude of the frictional forces created
between the top and bottom cleats with the beam flanges, although it
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Is probable that the top cleat would slip first in a real beam-column
connection due to the greater frictional force developed on the bottom
cleat by virtue of the beam end reaction.
Unless the flange cleat connection was to be used as a semi-
rigid connection the effect of large holes in the beam flanges is not
important and, even where the restraint provided by the connection is
to be relied upon, the imperfect connection still managed to attain a
similar maximum moment and at a comparable rotation.
3.11.3 Plush Eta Plates
During the welding process distortion of the end plate fre-
quently results. The pattern and amount of distortion depends on the
welding process, the shape and thickness of the end plate and the
degree of care taken in fabrication. Distortion may be controlled by
careful tacking and positioning of welds, but in some cases it is
almost inevitable that some distortion will occur. Many disputes arise
when badly distorted end plates are fitted up on site, perhaps because
daylight can be seen through the connection, or the plates are not
pulled up fully against the column. In connections incorporating HSFG
bolts this clearly leads to confusion - after all HSFG bolts derive
their name from the means by which they are supposed to carry shear
loads, and if the plates are not in full contact can the necessary
shear force be developed? This particular problem was dealt with in
CIRIA Report No. 87. However many end plates do not employ HSFG bolts
and the effect of initial lack of fit on these connections was not
studied.
In order to investigate the effect of distortion on flush end
plate connections a further test, CT/03, was conducted using the same
details as LIT/11. In the case of the original test series very little
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distortion of any end plates was encountered, mainly because of the
light welds and relatively heavy end plates. It was therefore
necessary to distort the end plates after welding them to the beams. A
pattern of distortion similar to that produced by welding was formed
in the end plates by heating the plates and hammering them into shape.
The distorted shape can be seen in figure 3.53 and diagrammatically in
figure 3.54.
A torque of 160 N.m WUB applied to all 6 M16 grade 4.6 bolts
when assembling the test. Grade 4.6 bolts had been selected for the
previous test series as the connection was designed to carry only
shear, and although JT/lib had shown that bolt failure was likely it
was necessary to keep all parameters the same in test CT/03 in order
to isolate the effect of lack of fit. As the test was a minor axis
one (a major axis test would doubtless result in flange deformation
similar to JT/12) it was impossible to see how well the plates pulled
together. After tightening the bolts it appeared that not all the
distortion in the vicinity of the central pair of holes was removed
because the nuts on these two bolts were flush with the end of the
bolt Whereas the bolts in the top and bottom rows projected a few
millimetres through the nuts.
Figure 3.55 shows the results of the test in the form of a
moment-rotation curve. Failure of the test occurred by bolt thread
stripping. A comparison of this test with JT/lib shows a similarity
of behaviour in terms of initial stiffness and the rotation at failure
but the lack of fit test failed at a lower moment. The average moment
in test CT/03 was 43.3 kN.m compared with 49.6 kN.m in test JT/11b,
and in test JT/11, although the failure was caused by a weld, the
bolts must have been very near to their ultimate load as evidenced by
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the levelling off of the moment-rotation curve at a maximum of 46.2
kN.m. With so small a number of tests it is not possible to draw
definite conclusions but it appears likely that the effect of lack of
fit was not drastic and the reduction in capacity may have been due to
the variability between tests rather than the lack of fit. A possible
cause for concern would occur if the bolts in such a connection were
tightened excessively in an attempt to eliminate the unsightly lack of
fit. If they were loaded well beyond their elastic limit (which would
be possible with some badly distorted plates and ordinary bolts) then
they may not have sufficient capacity to carry either the shear load
for which they were designed nor the moment that would be produced due
to the beam end rotation. The permissible shear capacity of an M26
grade 4.6 bolt, for example, is halved if the bolt tension is in-
creased from 7 to 19 kN. In such a connection it would be better to
simply tighten the bolts band tight, as required for ordinary bolts,
and make no attempt to remove the distortion.
A further flush end-plate was tested in test CT/05 to examine
what effect a higher strength bolt has on connection performance. The
end-plate was distorted in the same manner as CT/03 and assembled with
6 1416 grade 8.8 in place of the 4.6 bolts all torqued to 160 N.m.
Figure 3.56 shows the experimental moment-rotation curve.
Maximum moments of 61.8 kN.m and 68.0 kN.m were observed for the left
and right hand beams respectively. A comparison of figures 3.55 and
3.56 demonstrates that little difference in behaviour up to moments of
about 55% Mp was observed for the two connections with different grade
bolts. At around 45 kN.m the grade 4.6 bolts were stripped but the
higher grade bolts were capable of sustaining larger moments. Where
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bolt failure is the failure criterion using a higher grade bolt does
not affect the initial response of the connection but does permit a
longer plastic plateau at a higher value of moment.
3.11.4 Extended End Plate
As explained in sections 3.11 and 3.11.3 the need to examine the
effect of lack of fit on connections incorporating untorqued bolts has
been identified. A test identical to test JP/13 was conducted but
with a deliberately deformed end plate. The distortion can be clearly
seen in figure 3.57, where the specimen was set up with the bolts
finger tight, and also diagrammatically in figure 3.53. Distortion
was produced in the same way as for the flush end plate test. All the
bolts were tightened to 160 N.m. Notice from figure 3.58 that not all
the distortion was removed by the bolts, and in fact even at higher
loads it is unlikely that the distortion would be eliminated because
the flanges of the column had already started to bend.
A comparison of the resulting moment-rotation curve, figure
3.59, and that for the nominally perfect test, figure 3.42 shows a
good correlation. The peak moments were 57.5 kN.m and 58.1 kN.m
respectively. Test CT/04 was stopped because the beams were beginning
to fail by lateral torsional instability and the channels providing
the beam end reactions were showing signs of distress, but it is
likely that the test would have failed by weld failure as test
J11/13.b.
Examination of the results of the two tests suggests that the
lack of fit in the test did not adversely affect the connection's
performance. Where the friction between the plates is not important,
i.e. in connections not incorporating HsFG bolts, distortion of end
plates appears not to be a problem. This conclusion is in accordance
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with CIRIA Report No. 87 which states that "where HSFG bolts are used
as high tensile bolts in moment connections poor contact is unlikely
to matter structurally. Lack of fit does not affect the ultimate
tensile capacity. Sufficient slip resistance will normally be
generated by the compression component of the applied moment. Slip is
not normally a design criterion for such joints".
As further verification of CIRIA Report No. 87 an extended
end-plate connection, test CT/06, incorporating distorted end plates,
but with HSFG bolts was tested. The end plates were distorted in the
same way as test CT/04.
	 2426 HSFG bolts were fully torqued and
inspected by using load indicating washers. Some distortion of the
relatively thin column flanges took place.
Figure 3.61 shows the test specimen with the bolts just nipped
into place. The column flange distortion produced by tightening the
HSFG bolts to their proof load can be seen in figure 3.62. Notice
that not all of the plate distortion was removed. The performance of
the connection was similar to test CT/04, which incorporated grade 8.8
bolts. Figure 3.60 gives the moment-rotation curve, and a comparison
of this with figure 3.59 shows that the connection with HSFG bolts has
a greater initial stiffness than the 8.8 bolt connection. Figure 3.63
records the deformed shape of the specimen at the end of the test.
A recent piece of research in Australia (3.16) noted that
pretensioning of bolts increased the initial connection stiffness, but
the ultimate capacity remained the same. In test CT/06 some increase
in strength over the grade 8.8 bolt connection is noticeable. However
this may be due to variability between the tests due to different
fit-up, or material properties. Without more extensive testing it is
not possible to completely explain this increase in strength.
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It would appear from this single test that the use of HSFG bolts
with a distorted end-plate produces little difference in the general
behaviour of the connection compared with that of a connection
incorporating grade 8.8 bolts. Although a 'perfect' connection with
HSFG bolts VW not tested it is felt that the effect of plate distor-
tion in a moment connection incorporating HSFG bolts will be minimal
because the mechanism of load transfer is not dependent on the
frictional force developed between the end-plate and column flanges.
3.11.5 Extended Eta Plates to Column Web
The final two tests dealt with a distorted (CT/07) and a
perfect (CT/08) extended end plate connection, both with grade 8.8
bolts, attached to a thick plate to simulate a connection to a 'rigid'
flange or to each side of a column web see figure 3.64. The tests were
conducted in a large Amsler machine and were load controlled. The
magnitude of the rotations measured was very small and since the
method of rotation measurement used (as described in section 3.3) was
designed to record rotations over a .wide range it was therefore not
sensitive to very small changes. For these reasons the moment-rotation
curves shown in figure 3.65 for tests CT/07 and CT/08 are probably
less accurate than those reported earlier. However, they do indicate
that the presence of lack of fit was not significant. They also give
some indication of the contribution of flange distortion to the moment
rotation response of the other extended end plate connection tests.
The 24-40 responses of the two connections to the column
flanges have a rounded knee which commences at about 30 kN.m (35% of
the fully plastic beam moment) followed by a ductile plateau. In
contrast the responses of the connections to the column web are
virtually linear up to about 75% of fully plastic beam moment before
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some yielding of the end plates and bolts causes a reduction in
stiffness. The difference is attributable to the contribution of
flange distortion to connection flexibility.
3.12 Conclusions
A set of connections suitable for use with a 254 x 102 x 22U8
and 152 x 152 x 23UB have been tested and their moment-rotation
characteristics measured. Figures 3.66 and 3.67 display the typical
behaviour of each connection type, and the range of connection
stiffness is readily apparent. The reason for testing the connections
was to provide moment-rotation data for subsequent use in analysing
the behaviour of sUbassethblages and frame tests but the following
conclusions may be drawn from the test programme.
1. The web cleat connections showed very flexible behaviour until the
beam bottom flange came into contact with the column. Bolt
tightness appears to be a significant factor in the initial
response of this type of connection.
2. Tests conducted on flange cleat connections showed this type
exhibits an almost bi-linear moment-rotation response. The
initial curve is approximately linear up to a moment of about 15%
of the beam's fully plastic moment at Which point the curve's
slope quickly decreases and a second almost linear phase is
encountered. Connections to the column web are stiffer than those
to the column flanges since the latter are able to produce some
distortion of the column.
3. Seat and web cleat connections behave in a similar way to flange
cleat connections. They have a similar initial connection
stiffness; but a slightly lower inelastic stiffness.
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4. The effect of lack of fit resulting from enlarged bolt holes in
cleated connections does not appear to cause a significant
reduction in strength. Its effect is confined to allowing more
slip to occur during moment transfer. In connections designed to
provide 'simple support' this is clearly of no concern. If the
semi-rigid behaviour of the connection was to be utilised in the
design of the beams or columns then the detrimental effect on the
moment-rotation response should be considered. In such a case the
use of HSFG bolts to prevent slip between the beam and cleats
would be a possible, if not always convenient, way of ensuring
that the enlarging of the bolt holes would not adversely affect
the structural performance.
5. Flush end plate connections are currently very popular. The tests
conducted showed large differences in behaviour between connec-
tions to the column web and unstiffened column flanges. In the
case of the connection to the column web, failure was caused by
stripping the threads of bolts. For the major axis test the
comparatively thin column flanges produced a much more flexible
connection and failure was by excessive deformation of the column.
Substituting grade 8.8 bolts for grade 4.6 enabled the connection
to the column web to extend further into the plastic range but did
not appear to affect the response of the connection. A flush end
plate welded only to the beam web and connected to the column web
had a similar moment-rotation response to those welded to the beam
flanges.
6. Lack of fit in the form of distortion in flush end plates does
not significantly change the response of the connection, except
perhaps if the bolts are overtightened in order to remove the
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plate distortion. Where ordinary grade bolts are used it would be
preferable to handtighten only rather than attempt to pull in the
distortion.
7. Much research has already been conducted on the behaviour of
extended end plates. The three extended end-plate connections
conducted in this test series show that the use of HSFG bolts in
preference to grade 8.8 bolts has little beneficial effect on the
moment-rotation behaviour.
8. In extended end plate connections the effect of distortion of the
plates does not appear to cause a significant difference in the
moment-rotation response. This applies to connections incorporat-
ing either HSFG or grade 8.8 bolts.
9. It must be remetbered that the importance of lack of fit in any
connection is related to the desired mechanism of load transfer.
If HSFG bolts are used in a connection to transfer shear by the
frictional forces developed by the two or more contact surfaces
then the effect of distortions Which prevent the surfaces mating
is important. If a cleated connection is required to carry a given
moment and not rotate excessively then the effect of enlarged bolt
holes in this case may be significant. In such cases the designer
must consider the implications carefully.
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TEST
NUMBER
CONNECTION
TYPE
AXIS CONNECTION
COMPONENTS
BOLT
GRADE
COMMENTS
T/01 Web cleats Minor 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8 Random bolt
tightness
3TO1B Web cleats Minor 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8
T/02 Web cleats Minor 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8 Random
bolt tightness
JT/03 Web cleats Minor 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8 Random
bolt tightness
3T/04 Web cleats Major 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8
JT/05 Web cleats Major 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8
JT/06 Web cleats Major 80x60x8	 RSA 8.8
3r/07 Top and bottom
flange cleats
Minor 80x60x8	 RSA
125x75x8 RSA
4.6 Unloading
behaviour
obtained
JTie08 Top and bottom
flange cleats
Major 80x60x8
	 RSA
125x75x8 RSA
4.6
JTA:19 Bottom flange
and web cleats
Minor 80x60x8	 RSA
125x75x8 RSA
4.6 Slip in R.H.
beam
JT/10 Bottom flange
and web cleats
Major 80x60x8	 RSA
125x75x8 RSA
4.6
JT/11 Flush end-plate Minor 265x125x12
M.S. Plate
4.6 Premature
weld failure
3T/11B Flush end plate Minor 265x125x12
M.S. Plate
4.6 Bolt thread
stripping
JT/12 Flush end-plate Major 265x125x12 4.6
M.S. Plate
3T/13 Extended end-plate Major 350x135x15 8.8
M.S. Plate
JT/13B Extended end-plate Major 350x135x15 8.8 Re-test of
M.S. Plate JT/13
JT/14 Header plate Minor 265x125x12
M.S. Plate
4.6 End-plate
welded to beam
web only
TABLE 3.1 Summary of connection tests
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COMMENTS
Holes through beam web
enlarged from 18 to 20mm
diameter
Holes through beam flanges
enlarged from 18 to 20mm
diameter
Distorted 12mm flush end
plate. Test failed 6ato
bolt thread stripped.
Distorted 15mm extended
end plate. Test stopped
due to lateral torsional
buckling of beams.
Distorted 12mm flush end
plate.
Distorted 15mm extended
end plate. Bolts pre-
loaded using load
indication washers.
Beams and end plates
from test CT/08 retested.
Failed by weld failure.
Undistorted 15mm end
plate. Test failed due to
local buckling of beam
web under the reaction
point.
TABLE 3.1 continued
TEST	 CONNECTION
NUMBER
	
TYPE
AXIS CONNECTION
COMPONENTS
BOLT
GRADE
CT/O1
	 Web Cleats Major 80x60x8 RSA 8.8
ayo2	 Flange Cleats Major 80x60x8 RSA 4.6
ay03	 Flush End Minor 265x125x12 8.8
Plate M.S. Plate
ay04	 Extended End Major 350x135x15 8.8
Plate M.S. Plate
mu	 Flush End Minor 265x125x12 8.8
Plate M.S. Plate
mos	 Extended End Major 350x135x15 HSFG
Plate M.S. Plate
avo7* Extended End Minor 350x135x15 8.8
Plate M.S. Plate
aym Extended End Minor 350x135x15 8.8
Plate M.S. Plate
*different test arrangement
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4.0 SOBASSEMBLAGE TESTS
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 of this report detailed the need for a series
of tests to be conducted on columns restrained by a variety of bolted
bun to column connections. The aim of the study was to provide
firstly a limited number of experimental results to demonstrate the
behaviour of columns in semi-rigid frames, secondly a series of checks
against which an analysis program could be verified and finally test
histories against Which other theoretical approaches could be checked.
In addition the subasseMblage tests were to be used to assist in the
evaluation of the results of the frame tests (which are discussed in
the following chapter).
An I shaped sUbasseMblage was selected as the most appropriate
for investigation. A total of nine sUbasseMblages and two 'pin-ended'
columns were tested.
4.2 Test Apparatus and Instrumentation
'I' shaped sUbasseMblages shown diagrammatically in
4.1 were tested in the horizontal position in the purpose built rig
eicsm in figures 4.2 and 4.3.	 The self restraining rig was con-
structed from 305 x 102 RSC sections and securely bolted to a strong
floor. Physical constraints and limits on loading capacity necessi-
tated the adoption of a rather extreme test specimen shape which had a
column 6.51m long and very short beams. 	 In order to reduce the
influence of the shortness of the beams special restraints were
devised for the ends of the beams remote from the column. These
restraints, shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 , permitted the beam to
deflect tumdy along an axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
column but prevented in-plane rotation. In this way the short beam
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simulated a beam which was twice as long. A further advantage was
that all load introduced to the sUbasseMblage had to pass through the
column and could not escape into the rig as might have been the case
if a simpler beam end restraint i.e. full fixity, had been adopted.
Out of plane action was prevented by restraints at three positions
along the column length.
Load to the column was applied through a screw jack nominally
rated at 500 kN. Load could also be applied through the beams at the
head of the column using two hydraulic jacks driven by a single
automatic pump. Four load cells were used to monitor the three applied
loads and the reaction at the foot of the column.
Bending moments at 11 positions around the sUbasseMblage were
mound using groups of 10 x 3 mm foil strain gauges. The locations
of the strain gauges are shown in figure 4.6 and table 4.1. Bending
moments in the beams were measured directly by wiring four gauges into
a full bridge circuit; secondary bending effects were cancelled. At
the head and foot of the column a half bridge circuit was used to
permit measurement of both the in-plane bending moment and the axial
load in the column, and at the column centre four gauges were wired
singly into separate bridges so that the state of axial load and
in-plane and out-of-plane bending moments could be recorded.
Deflections of the column were measured near to the restraint posi-
tions by 250mm travel linear voltage displacement transducers.
Rotations of the column at its intersection with the upper and lower
pairs of beams were measured by a system of three LVDT's. The method
used was the same as that used in the joint tests and described in
chapter 3.
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Relative rotations of the beams to the column were calculated
from the readings of two transducers mounted at the ends of a bar
which in turn was held in place on the beam centreline by a magnetic
base.
All the instrumentation was read by an automatic data logging
system driven by a microcomputer. The equipment required three
analogue to digital converters to handle the 40 channels of informa-
tion. Data was stored on a floppy disk and later transferred to a
PRINEconputer for interpretation.
43 Tee: Procedure
All the test specimens were fabricated by the same technician
using the facilities available in the department, except for the
welding of the end plates in tests ST9 and 10 which was done by an
experienced welder. After fabrication the cross section of each
component was carefully measured. Strain gauging and the associated
wiring was completed before the frame was assembled. The column was
lightly nipped into position with the screw jack and the beam members
were then carefully aligned before tightening up the connection bolts.
Atom* of 160 Nail was applied to all the bolts in order to achieve
consistency both from test to test and also to ensure comparability
with the previous joint test series. Transducers were then mounted
mind the test frame and the 'T' bars used in measuring the column
rotation welded on. Checks were made on all the instrumentation and
the strain gauges balanced, before application of any loads.
The data logging system was capable of displaying a plot of
two channels as the test proceeded and could also give an instant
readout of any single channel. To assist in the control of the test a
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display of central deflection against the load recorded at the bottom
of the column was utilised and the load applied by the screw jack was
monitored continuously. The monitoring system permitted the following
test procedUre to be implemented.
The screw jack was backed off until the cap for the load cell
could be moved slightly, indicating that no load was applied. A few
scans of all channels were then taken to establish a zero condition.
Load was then applied to the column by the screw jack until a value of
25 kN was displayed on the monitor. A few scans were taken during
this stage. Next an increment of load was applied to the beams by
hydraulic jacks fed from an automatic pump. Pump pressure was
increased by use of a pressure release valve Which gave reasonable
control. The application of the hydraulic loads caused a slight drop
in the load applied by the screw jack. The loading in this jack was
increased until the monitor again showed 25 kN. At this point a scan
of all the channels was recorded before incrementing the beam loads
and repeating the procedure. Once the desired level of load had been
applied the screw jack was used to gradually increase the load in the
column to failure. The loads on the beams remained constant due to
the hydraulic loading. Scans were taken at regular timed intervals.
The trace on the monitor enabled the operators to detect the onset of
failure and adjust the speed of the jack and the frequency of taking
readings accordingly.
The above test procedure was typical however and some test
variations were necessary. In the next section the tests conducted
are reported and the method of testing for each discussed in detail.
4.4
4.4 Smeary of Tests Conducted
All of the tests conducted used 152x152x23 serial size universal
column sections and 254x102x22 universal beam sections in grade 43A
steel. Table 4.2 summarises the tests conducted. The table
contains a reference for the column and beam sections used in each
test and the dimensions and material properties of each are given in
Appendix C. From the residual stress patterns measured (see Appendix
0, the marks in the mill scale and the initial straightness of all
the columns (generally less than 2mm in 6500mm, L/3250) it appeared
that all the columns used had been cold straightened.
In the design of columns the role played by simple connections,
those designed to operate in shear, in restraining the column is
either ignored or estimated by the selection of an effective length.
Attention was therefore focused upon connections designed to carry
shear loads, but which are known to possess some rotational stiffness
and moment capacity, as these are of greatest interest in the context
of multistorey steel construction. However, two tests incorporating
end plate connections were also included to widen the range of
results.
In the following subsections the tests will be discussed in
detail. The test series was numbered in order of ascending connection
stiffness (ie ST1 had no beams, ST10 incorporated extended end plates)
but it is more appropriate to deal with the tests in chronological
order as the test procedure was to some extent evolutionary.
4.4.1 Details of Test 8T5 
Preliminary tests were conducted on a column restrained by beams
connected to the column flanges by top and seat cleats. The results
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of these tests, which were conducted to check the loading arrangement
and adequacy of the test rig, are not reported. A revision of the
screw jack Trotor gearing was found to be necessary and the need for
the addition of two tension members to tie the reactive Abutments
together was highlighted by these preliminary tests.
The first test to be conducted was 5T5 Which had top and seat
cleat connections between the beam and column and was tested About its
major axis. Minor axis buckling was prevented by 25mm diameter bars
fastened above and below the column at three locations -see figure
Prior to assembling the test specimen in the rig the column had
an initial bow at its centre of 0.5mm (L/13000. Loads were applied to
the beams by hydraulic jacks, supplied by the same pump, at distances
of 266 and 268 nun from the face of the column. The beam loads were
applied in increments up to a maximum of around 125kN per beam. This
level of load caused considerable local deformation of the column
flanges (as figure 4.8 clearly shows). Having loaded the beans, axial
load was then introduced to the column through the screw jack. Despite
the slight eccentricity of load in the beams and the initial curvature
the column failed by deflecting in the opposite direction at a peak
load about 610kN. On completion of the test the column was examined
and it was noted that failure had occurred by biaxial buckling of the
length between the screw jack and first lateral restraint position.
Alter carefully considering the test it was realised that the intro-
duction of the beam loads had moved the column away from the screw
jack, which located the column head, and had allowed the column to
deflect vertically under its self-weight and the weight of the beams.
Tuts, when the axial load was applied by the screw jack, it was no
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longer acting axially in the vertical plane and introduced a signifi-
cant minor axis moment into the column. The results for this test are
therefore not useful and not reported.
4.4.2 Details of Test 8T6
In this second test flange cleats were again used to join the
beams and column but the connections were made to the column web and
the behaviour of the column bent about its minor axis investigated.
The colt= had no measurable out-of-straightness. Experience from
test 5T5 suggested that it would be better to put some load into the
column via the screw jack and locate it before applying loads to the
beam. A load of 50kN was applied to the column in a series of
increments and then the screw jack was stopped. Loads were then
applied to the beams at equal distances from the face of the column
web in several increments up to a maximum of approximately 40kN per
beam. On completion of the beam loading phase the screw jack was
switched on and the column loaded to failure with readings taken at
regular intervals. A maximum load of 520kN was recorded. Figure 4.9
iftwe the plot of total load in the column against deflection measured
by the transducer approximately at the column's mddheight.
Readings of the load recorded by the loadcell at the head of the
column showed that the application of the beam loads had reduced the
preload in the column from 50kN to a minimum of 5kN. Although this
did not present a problem in this test it was thought desirable to try
to maintain a constant preload in the column and a slightly different
loading sequence was devised for test ST7.
4.4.3 Details of Test ST7 
ST7 was a minor axis test with flange cleat connections, as 5T6,
but load was applied to the righthand beam only at a distance of 325mm
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from the column web. The column was initially straight. In this test
the procedure described in section 4.3 was adopted. Briefly this
entailed the application of a 25kN axial load into the column via the
screw jack which was maintained by frequent adjustment as load was
added to the beam in small increments up to a maximum of 42kN. The
axial load in the column was then increased to cause failure. Figure
4a0 Mums the total axial load against deflection trace for the test
which followed the unloading of the column in the post buckling
region. The stepped nature of the plot suggested that there was some
friction in the apparatus. It was most likely that the problem was
due to the lateral restraints and these were modified for the subse-
quent teats.
4.4.4 Details of Test ST3 
Test ST3 was the first test in Which improved lateral restraints
were used. These are shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12. At the central
position a pair of 80x60x8 RSA angles were positioned above and below
the column. A mild steel plate was fastened to the underside of the
top angle and the top of the lower angle to act as a wearing plate.
Shoes made from 30 x 10mm mild steel plate were placed on the column
at the restrained position. To allow for the shortening of the column
the wearing plate VW made larger than the shoe. The surface of the
shoe was coated with grease to reduce friction. At the two remaining
restraint positions 40 x 40mm mild steel bars were used; these were
polished on the wearing side. Shoes similar to those at the central
position were again used. Before the test was conducted each re-
straint position was checked to ensure that the shoes could move
smoothly on the restraints.
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The column had an initial bow of 2mm About its minor axis. Beams
were fixed to the column web with double web cleats. Loads were
applied to each beam at distances of 330 and 340mm from the column
web, for the left and right hand beams respectively. This slight
eccentricity of loading was introduced to capitalise on the initial
bow at the centre of the column. The now standard procedure of
introducing a small, constant axial load into the column before
applying beam loads was again used. Failure of the column was caused
by increasing the axial load to 435kN, Which combined with the 41 and
44Mibeam loads gave a total axial load of 520kN. The load-deflection
plot for this test is shown in Figure 4.13. The smooth nature of the
cum suggests that the new restraints were performing satisfactorily.
4.4.5 Details of Test ST2 
Test ST2 featured web cleat connections between the beams and
colt= flanges. In order to fail the column about its major axis a
load of 451cN was applied to the right-hand beam only to add to the
effect of a 2.25mm initial bow in the column. The screw jack was run
up to 623kN without failure of the column. On the monitor an almost
linear trace was produced up to this point. Since the screw jack load
was considerably in excess of its rating (500kN) it was decided that
the beam load should be increased. In several increments the beam
load was increased from 45kN to 110kN; the screw jack load decreased
during this phase of the test. Next the screw jack was switched back
onandthe test run to failure.
Figure 4.14 shows the total load against deflection plot for the
test.
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An examination of the loadcell readings revealed that failure
was encountered When the beam load was increased as the column was
then unable to support additional axial loading. This is illustrated
in the figure as a large increase in deflection from 7.5wan to 13mm,
Iv/doh took place towards the end of the beam loading phase.
Although this test was not ideal for computer analysis due to
the complicated loading sequence it has been successfully modelled by
an analysis program - see chapter 6.
4.4.6 Details of Test 8T9 
Seat and web cleats were used for the connection between the
beams and column in this test. The column was tested About its minor
mds. An initial out-of-straightness of less than 1mm was measured.
In the previous test the strength of the column had caused problems
due to the limited capacity of the screw jack. TO reduce the failure
loads, and also to ensure the column failed in a predetermined
direction, an initial imperfection was put into the column after the
specimen had been assembled in the rig, and instrumented as usual. A
MN preload was applied axially to the column to locate it in
position then a hand operated screw jack was inserted between the
column and upright support at the central restraint position ( see
figure 4.2). A 12.5mm imperfection, measured using a dial gauge, VW
*lad transverselyinto the column. No measurement of the load applied
at this location was taken. The load-deflection plot for this test,
figure 4.15, clearly shows this operation. Loads up to 70kN were then
applied to the beams approximately equidistant from the column .
Application of an additional axial load of 384kN through the main
screw jack caused a controlled failure, allowing several points in the
unloading phase of the test to be recorded.
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4.4.7 Details of Test 8T4
ST5 incorporated flange cleat connections to a column bent about
its major axis. That test had been useful in proving the apparatus
and testing procedure, but had not produced particularly useful
results. The later frame tests were to use flange cleat connections
so a test on the major axis behaviour of a column restrained by this
type of connection was desirable. It was anticipated that the level
of loading would be quite high so loads applied to each beam , as in
575, were used in test ST4. The previous test, ST8, had successfully
slim that a more controlled and predictable test could be conducted
if the column had a significant initial bow.	 Once again the initial
out-of-straightness for the column was negligible so a similar
procedure to that used in test ST8 was adopted and an imperfection of
6.25umwas introduced at the start of the test.
Figure 4.16 shows the total load deflection trace for the test.
A total load of 762kN was sustained by the column. As the lateral
deflections increased, increasing the moment at the centre, a local
buckle formed which can be clearly seen in figure 4.17 and 4.18.
4.4.8 Details of Test 8T9
The penultimate test was a minor axis test with flush end plates
used to connect the beams to the column web. An initial bow of only
Zara was measured at the centre of the column. An axial load of 25kN
was applied to the column before application of the first increment of
bun loading. In this test an eccentricity of loading was introduced
byapN/ingevalteam loads at distances of 340mm and 425mm, measured
from the web face, to the left and righthand beams respectively. An
additional imperfection of 5mm (to make the total 7mm) was added at
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this stage by the small hand jack. Beam loads were gradually in-
creased to 85kN per beam, Whilst maintaiming the applied axial load at
2510i biMEcme increasing the axial load to initiate failure.
Figure 4.19 illustrates the load-deflection response of the
but. The combination of eccentric loading and initial out-of-
straightness resulted in a rounded response. Several readings were
again taken in the post-buckled part of the test.
4.4.9 Details of test STIO
The influence of the restraint provided by the stiffest connec-
tion tested in the joint test series, the extended end plate , on the
strength of a column bent about its major axis was investigated in
test ST10. Beam loads of equal intensity were applied to the left and
right-hand beams at distances of 260mm and 355mm from the column face
respectively. The column was initially straight so an imperfection
of 7.5trin was put into the column. By increasing the axial load,
through the screw jack, the column was brought up to failure.
Figure 4.20 shows the total load against deflection plot for
this test. At a load of approximately 620kN the slope of the plot
changes and the column begins to deflect to the right. This continues
till the total load approaches 700kN at Which point the column
deflects back to the left and moves towards failure. An examination
of the loadcell readings revealed that the hydraulic jacks applying
the beam loads had exceeded their travel and lost load. The right-
hand beam load had decreased more rapidly than the left thereby
relieving some of the moment on the column. Despite the loss of load
to the beams the axial load from the screw jack alone was capable of
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failing the column since it was able to capitalise on the deflection
created by a combination of pushing the column over arid the eccentric
loading.
4.4.10 Details of Unrestrained Column Tests
As a lower bound to the range of connections a notionally
pin-ended column, without any beams, was tested about the minor and
major axes. The column in the first test conducted, ST1Y1, had an
initial out-of-straightness of 1.0mm at the centre. After applying a
load of 251CH to the column the centre WBB pushed out by 13mm. The
column failed at a load of 390kN. This WWI considerably in excess of
the theoretical buckling load ( f2EI/L2 ) of 195kN, but well below the
column squash load, 791kN, indicating that elastic buckling effects
were dominant. A further test on the same specimen was conducted by
removing the slight permanent set in the column and putting an
imperfection of 6mm in the opposite direction. The column was again
loaded to failure and sustained a load of 410kN. Clearly the loadcells
at the ends of the column and the out-of-plane bracing provided some
restraint.
Finally the same column was tested about its major axis. An
initial curvature about the x-x axis of 4mm was increased to 7mm
before loading the specimen to failure. A maximum load of 660kN was
applied compared with a theoretical load of 611kN for buckling about
the major axis.
A first impression of the results suggested that the apparatus
was enhancing the strength of the columns by a very significant
margin. However it should be recognised that tests on a truly
pin-ended column are very difficult to conduct and require sophisti-
cated bearings to simulate a pin at high load levels. (Compare the
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( 3 )0.9318 L Ic( 1 - 0.93)
650	 650
=. 196m
tests of reference 4.1.) The purpose of the experimental study was
to examine the influence of connection restraint on column performance
eo an examination of the relative magnitude of the restraint provided
bytheappaiatus in tests ST1 was of interest.
Figure 4.21 shows the Euler curves for the column Section
buckling about its major and minor axes. Also shown on the figure are
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the test loads. The 'effective length', ie the length of a pin ended
column which has a load carrying capacity equal to the real column,
can be obtained as shown. Table 23 in BS 5950 (4.2) relates the
effective length to the joint restraint characteristics, k, at the two
extremities of the column, where k is defined in cl E.2.1 as
Total column stiffness at joint k =	 (1)
Total stiffness of all members at joint
If it is assumed that the restraint provided by the loadcells
may be modelled by beams of length L rigidly connected to the column
at 6.51m centres, as shown in Figure 4.22, a qualitative assessment of
the degree of restraint provided may be made.
For the major axis case the effective length required to give a
failure load equal to the test load is 0.954. This corresponds to k
values at the top and bottom of the column of 0.93 (from Table 23).
By substitution into equation (1), the length of beam (254x102x220mm)
required if rigidly connected to the column may be found as follows,
1c/650 
k = 0.93 =2(0.5 IA) +
650
which maybe rearranged to give
(2)
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In the minor axis case the effective length required to give a
failure load equal to the test load is 0.754, for which a joint
ymtridmt factor of 0.67 would be required., This implies a length of
bent, given by
0.6718
1c 1 — 0.67t
1 650 650
=. 94m	 (4)
Compared with the lengths of beam used in the subassemblage
tuts, which were 1.5m but with the special end restraint representa-
tive of a Mn beam, it can be seen that the rigidity of the beams and
connections are very much greater (see also section 4.5.3). Thus the
modest restraint provided by the test apparatus would be unlikely to
significantly influence the test results. The 'pin-end' column tests
also illustrate the sensitivity of column strength to very modest
degrees of restraint.
4.5 Discussion of Results
4.5.1 Behaviour of Connections 
In order to examine the role of the connections in the perform-
ance of the subassemblage the bending moment and rotations of the
four joints were recorded. Bending moments were measured at two
positions on each beam, adjacent to the connection and at the remote
end. Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 give the exact locations of the gauges
in each test. It was necessary to position the gauges some distance
from the connection to avoid local strain distributions. However
because the beam loads were applied relatively close to the connection
(to permit the application of large loads without deforming the joints
excessively) the gauges were located on a steep moment gradient. The
analysis program, written to interpret the data, predicts the moment
at the column flange or web face (for major and minor axis tests
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respectively) by linear extrapolation of the moment gradient calcu-
lated from the moment under the beam load and that adjacent to the
connection. This assumption would appear to be valid since in no
test did the stresses in the beams approach yield. Rotations were
measured using two LVDT's as described in section 4.2. The resolution
of the transducers was approximately 0.04mm. When mounted on a bar of
typically 400mm length changes in angle of 0.2 x 10- 3 radians could be
detected. Although this was sufficiently sensitive for the top
connections in some tests the angular movements of the lower connec-
tions were so small until failure that interpretation of the mo-
ment-rotation curves was not possible.
4.5.1.1 Comparison of Joint Test and SnbasseMblage WM Response
Comparisons of the moment-rotation responses measured in three
suhammmblage tests, ST4, ST7„ST8 and ST6 with their corresponding
joint tests are made in figures 4.23 - 4.26.The comparisons are
between the raw data points from the sUbasseMblage tests and the
refined average joint test curves, required by the analysis program
discussed in chapter 6. Having in mind the differences in measuring
techniques, the degree of control in loading and the number of test
points recorded, the correspondence appears to be good. For all the
connection types used in the subassemblage tests the moment-rotation
mines are below those of the individual joint tests. This may be
coincidence but it appears more likely that differences in the test
arrangements, particularly the proximity of the beam load to the
joint, and the measurement of the bending moment has imparted bias
into the rentlts. Be that as it may the comparisons show that there
are no fundamental differences in the behaviour of the joints when
tested as isolated components or as part of a larger frame.
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4.5.1.2 Joint Action During Column Failure
Test 8T6 most clearly shows the behaviour of the top connec-
tions as the column failed. Figure 4.26 plots the moment-rotation
curves for the top two connections. This test incorporated flange
cleat connections between the beams and column flanges and had equal
loads applied to the beams. 	 Both connections performed in a similar
way during the beam loading phase of the test , rotating to approxi-
matsly 14x10- 3 radians and sustaining a moment in the region of 8
kN.m. As the column was loaded axially, with the beam loads remaining
reasonably constant, little further rotation of the connections took
place. When the column began to fail by buckling towards the left
the rotation of the column head in a clockwise direction caused the
left hand connection to open further and conversely closed the right
hand connection. Thus the left-hand connection can be seen to rotate
further in the last stages of the test and to continue to follow the
loading M-, response, whereas the right-hand connection unloaded.
Clearly the restraint offered to the column is mainly from the
unloading connection, as the loading joint follows the MH, curve with
little stiffness. Interestingly, since the loads on the beams were
not shed by the hydraulic system the decrease in moment on the
right-hand connection was balanced by an increase in moment in the
centre. The opposite was true of the left-hand beam with the span
momentdeareasing as the joint moment increased.
This pattern of behaviour was also demonstrated by the Bergquist
tests(4.3) and has been verified analytically by Rifai(4.4) and Poggi
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4.5.2 Effective Restraint Provided by Connections
Figure 4.27 compares the test results with strengths predicted
by Bs 5950 (4.2) . In making this comparison no allowance has been
made for any end restraint effects when determining the design values
i.e. the full column length has been used as its effective length when
calculating the column strength component of the interaction. Since
the experimental results plot so far above the design values - above
even the axially loaded column strength in every case - some consid-
erable measure of end restraint must have been transmitted by the
send-rigid action of the "simple" connections employed, a fact that
was also evident from inspection of the column deformations at failure
where clear evidence of the presence of points of inflection within
the column length was observed. A method of incorporating the effect
of semi-rigid connection restraint into column strength calculations
has been	 described by Bjorhovde (4.6).	 The method uses the
initial tangent stiffness of the connection, C, as illustrated in
figure 4.28 in conjunction with the stiffness of the beam to which the
connections are attached to determine an effective end restraint
factor, C. In reference 4.4 the derivation assumes beams to be bent
in single curvature with equal and opposite end rotations. However in
BS 5950 the charts presented in Appendix E to calculate the effective
lengths of aDltmss in rigid frames assume that the remote end of the
Nms is fixed. Therefore it is more appropriate to consider the
effective restraint of a connection attached to a beam whose remote
end is fixed. In this case the effective end restraint factor C* is
defined in ref. 4.7 as
4EIbfil la
1 + (4EIO/LEICc* (5)
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( 6 )
(7)
( 8 )
In order to simplify this expression define )3, the connection-to-beam
factor as
EIbAb
and the effective connection-to-beam factor, 0*
C*
EIb/Lb	 •gb
or from eqn. (5)
4
1 + 4EIb/LbC
Multiply the numerator and denominator of eqn.(4) by El ,'L'b to obtain
413
13 + 4
Re-arranging eqn.(3) gives
C*	 fl*	
Lb
	 (10)
Notice that as 0 tends towards infinity, i.e. the connection
becomes much stiffer than the beam, the value of /3* tends towards a
value of 4, and C* becomes equal to 4EIb/Lb, which is the correct
soltuion for a column rigidly attached to a beam whose far end is also
fixed. But in the code beam stiffness is defined only as I/L, in
other words the 4 is taken into account in figure 23 of BS 5950
therefore /3* should be redefined as
so that in the limiting condition of /3 tending towards infinity p*
EIhbecomes equal to 1 and C* =	 .
Lb
/3* .
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Having calculated the effective connection restraint, C*, from
Kn. (6), the elastic distribution factors, k, at the top and bottom
ofthecoltmmi may be calculated from the expression
total column stiffness at joints 
k
	
	
(BS 5950 cl. E.2.1)
total stiffness of all members at joints
The effective length ratio LE/L for the column may be determined
from figure 23 in BS 5950. However cl. E.4.1 of BS 5950 states that
for a sway prevented rectilinear frame the critical buckling mode of
failure puts the beams in single curvature and therefore in order to
use figure 23 the beam stiffness must be *halved. Hence the effective
restraint factor C* (given in eqn. (6)) must also be halved.
Referring again to figure 4.28 a connection Which is continuing
to load reduces in stiffness and its effectiveness as a restraint
diminishes. However, an unloading connection regains its original
1
stiffness, a fact confirmed from the connection tests in which
unloading stiffnesses were measured. Therefore in the subassemblage
tests only one connection at the top of the column has been considered
as providing an effective restraint along with both connections at the
bottom of the column (since neither beam was loaded and rotations were
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the results of calculations to
include the effect of the semi-rigid connections in determining column
effective lengths and thus in predicting failure loads.
When these revised column strengths are used as the basis for
plotting the test results, the points denoted by solid squares and
circles are re-positioned much closer to the design expression.
Because of the proportions of the components in the particular
subamseW)lages tested - specifically the stiffness of the beams,
connections and the column - the magnitude of this correction is quite
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different for the major and minor axis tests but is not very sensitive
to changes in connection type, see Table 4.4. Thus the original
mderestimatms of some 200% in the case of the minor axis tests and
approximately 70% for the major axis tests are both reduced to more
=lest figures. Note that all results still plot comfortably above
the design interaction despite the very low column effective length
factors being used. It is believed that this is due to relaxation in
column end moments as failure is approached. This has been observed
in the parallel theoretical study (4.8, 4.9),
To check that the influence of the restraint provided by the
connections on the column's strength was not peculiar to the particu-
lem frame geometry tested the effect of the restraint provided by web
cleat corrections on a 3.6m column with beams spanning 5m was consid-
ered. Effective length factors of 0.56 and 0.66 for the column bent
about its minor and major axis were calculated. These values are
larger than those obtained in the sUbassemblage tests but they show
that by using the same design procedure significant reductions in
effective length in non-sway frames of representative geometry are
possible. The degree of restraint provided by the connections is
dependent on the relative stiffness of the beam to column connection,
the bums and the column. The effect of restraint provided to the
minor aids tests was in all cases greater than that in the major axis
tests because of the increased flexibility of the column when bent
about its weak axis.
The wisdom of using the initial stiffness of the very non-linear
moment rotation curves of semi-rigid connections in analysing the be-
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haviour of end restrained columns has been discussed in several papers
(4,6) . In comparing the results of this test series with a simple
analysis method the correspondence is good. However, with the computa-
tional power that the wide availability of desk top computers has made
available the use of more accurate representations of the moment—
rotation relationship in analysis and design is now possible. This is
discussed more fully in chapter 7.
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DIMENSIONS IN MM
TEST A B
FM 346 125 1115 541 3250 6025 140 251
mn 333 343 125 1185 490 3250 5990 60 250
5T4 338 353 125 1115 547 3250 5950 100 204
ST5 343 344 1225 1.115 542 3250 5972 100 196
F5 335 335 125 1.185 550 3250 5950 65 210
ST7 328 125 1185 550 3250 5950 65 217
MM 342 348 125 1185 550 3250 5950 65 217
MM 343 428 125 1185 500 3250 5995 40 247
mo 336 431 125 1115 520 3250 4880 100 220
TABLE 4.1 Strain gauge positions
MUMMER DATE TESTED DESCRIPTION OF CONNECTION COLUMN AXIS EQUAL/UNEQUAL
BEAM LOAD
may 19/2/86 No beams Minor Not Applicable
snx 19/2/86 No beams Major Not applicable
5T2 6/2/86 Web cleats Major Unequal
rn 3/2/86 -Web cleats Minor Equal
FM 14/2/86 Flange cleats Major Equal
ET5 16/2/86 Flange cleats Major Equal
ST6 20/1/86 Flange cleats Minor Equal
M/ 24/1/86 Flange cleats Minor Unequal
MN 11/2/86 Web and seat cleats Minor Equal
MI 21/2/86 Flush end plate Minor Unequal
rno 25/2/86 Extended end plate Major Unequal
TABLE 4.2 Subassemblage test series.
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TEST CONNECTION	 Cp*
	 C* Ktop Kbottom
TYPE
	
LE/L
3 Web Cleats	 11100 5.6811 0.5868 1149 0.197	 0.109	 0.54
(Minor)
4 Flange cleats 7000 3.5618 0.4710 	 922 0.489 0.324	 0.64
(Major)
6 Flange Cleats 29500 15.0644 0.7902 1.548 0.154 0.083 	 0.53
(Minor)
7 Flange Cleats 20300 10.2771 0.7198 1410 0.166 	 0.091	 0.53
(Major)
8 Web and	 11700 5.9792 0.5992 1174 0.194 0.107 	 0.54
Seat (Minor)
9 Flush End	 72550 37.028	 0.9025 1768 0.137	 0.074	 0.53
Plate (Minor)
10	 Extended End 46750 23.8613 0.8564 1678 0.345 	 0.208	 0.59
Plate (Major)
where
C	 initial tangent stiffness
13
	
EIb/Lb
13
+ 4
EItc*	 0* x
Kt ° P	 EIc/Lc + 0.5 x C*
EIc/Lc 
Kbottom
	 + 0.5 x 2 x C*
TABLE 4.3 Calculation of effective length factor k
Lb
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5.0 FUMSCALEITMAE TESTS
5.1 Introduction
The final phase of the experimental testing programme examined
the response of two full scale, flexibly connected, no sway frames
loaded up to failure. Both frames were tested at the Building
Research Establishment, Garston, Watford, using a facility developed
elm for testing full scale plane steel frames. The tests contrib-
uted towards a collaborative effort by BRE, Hatfield Polytechnic and
Sheffield University to study the influence of semi-rigid bolted
connections on frame behaviour. In total five frames were tested (two
each by Sheffield University and Hatfield Polytechnic and the fifth by
BRE)which covered the spectrum of connection stiffness, from extended
endplates to flange cleats. The contents of this chapter deal only
with the two frame tests for which Sheffield University were responsi-
ble though the reader is referred to publications covering the related
tests.
5.2 Frames Selected for Study
It was intended that the frame tests be viewed as a logical
extension of the work conducted on joints and sUbasseMblages, and
therefore the same sections, namely 254x102x22UB and 152x152x23UC,
were used for both frames. As the principal aim of the work was to
examine the effect of the inherent, but usually neglected, stiffness
of 'simple' connections the flange cleat type of connection was
selected. This type of connection is frequently used in steel frame
construction, often because of the usefulness of the seat cleat during
erection, and, as was demonstrated in chapter 3, it has a 'typical
semi-rigid' moment-rotation response. A further requirement of the
frame tests was that of realism so that convincing experimental
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evidence of the capacity of flexibility connected frames could be
presented. A bay width of nominally 5m was chosen as being reasonably
representative and suitable for the beam section used. The storey
height was 3.6m) a figure again selected as representative of current
office building practice. The maximum frame size which could be
tested in the laboratory was three storeys high and two bays wide.
Frame designs for a three storey, two bay wide structure with beams
framing into the column flange in test 1, and into the column web in
test 2 were performed to BS 5950 and BS 449 (see Appendix B). The
calculations were used to determine the level of beam loading which
the amen section would sustain at the ultimate condition and to
estimatetts 'design' capacity of the columns. Both frames were tested
in-plane and with no sway ie out-of-plane buckling and lateral
displacement of the frame was prevented by bracing.
53 Fabrication and Material Properties 
Fabrication of the two frames was carried out by the workshop at
MM. Noma' fabrication tolerances were adhered to. Prior to fabrica-
tion the notions were measured at several locations. Tensile tests
were =ducted from off-cuts of all sections used in the frames prior
to testing to give a good indication of the expected test loads. The
details of the sections used are contained in Appendix C. Residual
stress measurements and stub column tests were conducted on lengths of
column cut from the test specimens after completion of testing (see
Appendix C).
5.4 Test Anumsmsent
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show test frames 1 and 2 in place ready for
testing. The frames were erected adjacent to the laboratory wall so
that the balconies could be used as a bracing system. Nine structural
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Tee sections were bolted to the balconies and aligned with bracing
mit:ions on the frame. Articulated bracing bars were fixed to the
beams and calmms at the positions shown in figure 5.3. Movement in
the vertical direction was unhindered but out-of-plane displacements
were restrained. In order to prevent sway displacements the nodes of
the left-hand column ( as viewed in figure 5.1) were braced to the
adjacent balcony. The columns had a fixed base detail with heavy base
plates bolted to the laboratory floor through the existing grid of
holes spaced at 381mm centres. Figure 5.4 illustrates the nomencla-
ture used for describing the frames when viewed from the balcony
behind.
5.4.1 loading System
Each beam was loaded independently by the system illustrated in
figure 5.5. The arrangement, comprising of longitudinal and trans-
verse RNS spreader beams, allowed loads from two steel cables to be
transferred to the test beam at its quarter and three-quarter points.
Each load spreading arrangement had a design capacity of 600 kN. The
steel cables passed through the laboratory floor and were tensioned by
two hydraulic rams reacting against the underside of the floor. A
pair of hydraulic rams was controlled by a single servo-control valve.
In order to achieve good control the rams, Which were nominally
identical, were driven at the same hydraulic pressure by splitting the
supply into two branches after the oil had left the servo-valve. TWO
load cells with identical load-strain characteristics were used, one
for each cable, and were connected together to provide an average
feedback sigma. A description of the complete servo-controlled
hydraulic system is given by Jennings et al (5 .1)
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A similar loading system was used to apply axial loads to the
columns. Figure 5.6 shows the detail at the head of the column. Two
UMW rams were used to load each column. McAlloy bars, instead of
steel cables, were used to apply loads to the RES spreader. Control
of the system was again achieved by control of a servo-valve, but the
feedback signal was supplied by a displacement transducer mounted to
the head of the column. Control by displacement rather than load was
considered much safer in the inelastic range near failure.
Application of loads to the frame was achieved remotely via an
un 11/73 minicomputer and digital to analogue converter. The
software permitted the operator to load any number of beams and
columns to a specified level. Safeguards, for example responding to
the prompt, 'Are you sure?', a display of the loading requested for
each beam and column, and the need to select a specific key to apply
loads to the structure helped to minimise the possibility of 'acci-
dents'.
5.4.2 Inftnmentation
The primary requirements of the instrumentation were to measure
the applied loads, the distribution of forces around the frame, the
deflected shape of the structure and the moment-rotation response of
the connections. These requirements were met by the instrumentation
illustrated in figure 5.7.
The distribution of forces around the frame was measured using
strain gauges located at three sections in each column storey, and
four sections along each beam. Four gauges at each section permitted
the components of axial strain, bending strains about both major and
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minor mum, and torsional warping strains to be identified at that
section. A linear strain distribution between gauges was assumed.
Gauge positions for the frames are shown in figure 5.8.
Colt= and beam rotations at the connections were measured using
a rotation device similar to that described by Yarimci (5.2) . Figures
5.9 and 5.10 show the device. Rotation of the beam (or column) causes
the thin metal strip to bend as the weight remains vertical. The
relationship between rotation and the resistance of gauges mounted on
the strip is linear. A total of 21 of these devices was used.
Rotation of the column at the base was measured by an electro level,
ohm in figure 5.11. The device is quite delicate and subject to
vibration and therefore when reading the output a total of 50 readings
was taken and averaged in order to 'damp' the device.
Displacements of the beams and columns were measured relative to
their ends. A light aluminium rig was bolted to each column storey
and each beam (see figures 5.11 and 5.12). Deflections of the column
or Nms relative to the rig were recorded by LVDT's. For a no-sway
frame the connection displacements are negligible and so the measure-
ment systsmwas suitable for the type of test conducted. An advantage
ofthesystemwas that an additional independent instrument supporting
frame was not required and left the frame free of visual obstructions.
In addition to the primary instrumentation strain gauges were
also fixed to the bracing bars restraining the beams and columns, and
to the holding down bolts in test frame 2. This information may be
regarded as supplementary to the main investigation but was recorded
with little inconvenience and it was thought to be sensible to take
advantage of the test and record as much potentially useful data as
was practically possible.
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5.4.3 Data Acquisition System
The date logging system used to record all the test data
consisted of three Solartron Orion data loggers each connected via an
IEEE interface to an LSI 11/73 mini computer with a 10 mega—byte
Winchester hard disk and an 8—inch floppy disk drive. The system
could log and transfer as many as 1000 channels to hard disk in under
10 seconds, thereby taking a set of readings at an instant of time
which is useful in the elastic plastic range. During the tests around
400 channels were used and the first 370 channels, which included the
loads, strain gauges and displacement transducers, were recorded in 37
seconds. The rotation gauges were recorded last and took longer to
record because the average of 50 readings was taken over a 25 second
period. A total time of 120 seconds was required from start to finish
for a single scan. Information recorded by the data logger was imme-
diately transferred to a hard disk. The mini computer accessed this
information and permitted the user to examine the current forces and
bending moments in any member of the frame or to trace the history of
a number of channels through the tests. This facility was extremely
useful during the execution of a test particularly near failure.
Detailed information on the data acquisition system and interrogation
procedures may be found in Jennings et al (5.1) .
At the completion of a test the information was transferred to
an 8 inch floppy disk. For use in Sheffield the information was
transferred first to a 5 )4 inch floppy disk and then onto the PRIME
computer. A suite of programs, similar to that developed at BRE, was
written to interrogate the raw data on the PRIME computer in Sheffield
(and also in Milan).
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5.5 Test Procedure
The frames were erected and checked for alignment. Adjustment
of the bracing bars allowed the frame to be pulled into position. A
survey of the frame geometry was then taken and recorded. Figures
5.13 and 5.14 show the initial set up of both frames. All bolts in the
connections were tightened to 160 N.m (compare chapter 3 and 4). With
the frame in its test position all the instrumentation was checked.
First the location of every strain gauge was ascertained and corre-
spondence between the data logging system and interrogation programs
verified. Next each displacement transducer was inspected and its
calibration figure confirmed by placing a block of known dimensions
between the transducer shaft and the test frame. A consistent sign
convention was adopted, namely, vertical downward deflections and
horizontal movement to the right (as viewed from the balcony behind
the test frame) were defined as positive. A check on all the rotation
gauges was made to ensure that they functioned and conformed to a
convention of positive rotation defined as clockwise (when viewed from
the balcony).
Preliminary testing was undertaken to check the loading appara-
tus and the measuring system. Each beam was loaded to a maximum of
20kN and the distribution of forces through the beam and adjacent
columns was examined. The columns were loaded to a maximum of 50kN
and the load at the level of each set of gauges was checked. This test
enabled any discrepancies between the applied load and that recorded
In the column to be identified. Particular attention was paid to
those gauges on the column near the beam and column connection in
frame 1 because of the possibility of local deformation of the column
flanges causing spurious gauge readings. A short length of column and
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bean had been tested in Sheffield to examine the extent of flange
bending and the required distance of the gauges from the connection to
ensure no interference occurred. A distance of 250mm above the holes
for the upper cleat and 250mm below the lowest row of holes for the
seat cleat had proved satisfactory. Similarly in the frame test the
gauges at these locations appeared to be unaffected by secondary
bending.
During preliminary testing of frame 1 the upper storey of the
left hand column was damaged by overloading. This accident occurred
as the column loading apparatus was being commissioned. A feedback
signal to the servo-valve was not connected and on application of load
therms applied full load in an attempt to equalise the input signal
and Cm* ranging feedback signal. This resulted in severe damage to
theca= head and top floor beam, but fortunately the damage was not
extensive and did not harm anyone. An investigation into the accident
WU undertaken by BRE and precautions to ensure it could not be
repeated were taken. In order to proceed with the testing schedule
with the minimum of disruption it was decided that the upper storey
column and beam should be removed and the remaining asymmetric frame
be touted.
Data files of tests on the frame were assigned names of the form
SDFxy.DAT
wlumex refers to the frame, either 1 or 2
and y refers to the test number, e.g. 1 was the preliminary test,
and SUF is an acronym of Sheffield University Frame
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5.6 Test Frame 1
5.6.1 Loading History
Test frame 1, which featured columns bent about their major
axis, was tested to failure under a combination of beam loading and
cob= loading applied to the two three storey columns. After taking
initial readings loads were applied to the five beams in small
increments, and a scan was taken after each load step. The beam in
the fifth position was loaded to a level corresponding to unfactored
dud loads (see also Appendix B) and remained constant at this load as
the remaining four beams were loaded to factored dead and imposed
load. Table 5.1 summarises the load levels applied to the beams.
After the beam loads had been applied the connections around the frame
were inspected for signs of distress. During the beam loading phase a
few audible slips occurred in the connections, but none were dramatic
or unduly affected the structure. On completion of loading the beam,
loads were applied to columns 2 and 3. Displacement, rather than
load, was employed to control the hydraulic system used to apply axial
deformation to the columns. In the first phase of column loading both
columns were loaded to around 250kN in five increments. Column 3 was
then kept constant as column 2 was brought up to failure in a further
six increments. Having failed column 2, column 3 was similarly loaded
to failure, although more increments were required due to the lower
load passed into this outer column from the beams.
After failing both columns the axial deformation applied to each
was released and the beam loads reduced to 53kN/beam before taking all
load off the structure.
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Table 5.2 gives the complete loading history for the test frame
and displays the load applied to each beam and column for each scan
recorded.
5.6.2 Action of Connections 
A survey of the joints after loading the beams revealed some
distortion, particularly in the connections to the interior column at
the first and second floor levels. The beam appeared to have moved in
towards the column flange by approximately limn at the bottom flange
and had caused some distortion of the top cleat and column flanges -
see figure 5.15. Connections to the outer columns were generally less
distressed.
Figures 5.16 to 5.24 show the moment-rotation curves for joints
C and E-L. The rotation device at D developed a fault during
the test and no useable data was recorded.
A close examination of these figures illustrates the influence
that the connections have on the performance of the frame. The
initial phase of the curves is due to the increase of beam loads, and
generally the joints behaved in a similar way, except joints I and J
which were subjected to smaller moments due to the reduced load
applied to their associated beam. Next the columns were axially
shortened. Figure 5.25 shows the deflected shape of the frame at runs
12, 17 and 22, corresponding to completion of beam loading, equal
loading of both columns and the deformed shape after failure of the
central column. Considering the history of joint I, as the central
column rotated anti-clockwise during loading the connection was
subjected to an increasing rotation (i.e. further opening in the same
direction as that due to beam loading), and this is evident as a
collection of points at around 8 x 10- 3
 radians. The connection
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imediately below I, K by contrast, was forced to close as the column
at the first floor level rotated in a clockwise direction - this is
clear in figure 5.23 as a reduction in moment as the connection closes
and unloads. The adjacent connection F, continued to rotate in the
same direction as that produced by beam loading, although an unex-
pected reduction in moment as rotation increased was recorded.
Timing attention to the external three storey column and
connections H, J and L, a similar pattern of opening and closing
connections can be seen. Figure 5.26 shows the deflected shape of
the tame at runs 12, 17 and 36 (completion of beam loading, equal
loading of both columns and failure of the external column). Starting
with connection H, shown in figure 5.20, as columns were loaded the
deformed shape produced reduced connection rotation i.e. the change in
relative angle between the beam and column was in the opposite
direction to that produced by beam loading. Further loading of the
central column and later the external column produced further unload-
ing of the connection. The unloading of this connection forced G, at
the opposite end of the beam to attempt to accept more moment and
hence an increase in rotation - compare with figure 5.19. The behav-
iour of joint J is difficult to interpret, but points towards the end
of the test during which time the external column was brought up to
failure appeared on an increasing moment path. This is in accord with
the expected behaviour since the column rotated in a clockwise
direction which would produce rotation in the connection in the same
sense as the initial beam loading. The connection at L behaved
predictably, as shown in figure 5.24. Firstly as the central column
was brought to failure the connection continued to increase in
rotation - this was due to the action of joint K which reduced its
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went. However when the external column was subsequently loaded to
failure the connection at L unloaded as the rotation of the column
decreased the connection rotation. A corresponding increase of moment
wised by connection K during this phase can be seen in figure 5.24.
5.6.3 Effect of Connection Restraint on Beam Moments 
Figures 5.27 to 5.31 show the change in moment at the four
strain gauged sections along each beam as load was applied to the
structure. In all cases the connections at each end of the beam
attracted a modest moment, leading to a decrease in moment at the two
loading points below the free bending moment. The moments measured at
the beam connections were located 150mm from the beam end in a region
of steep moment gradient; the measured moments are shown in figures
5.27 to 5.31. (The moments presented in the moment—rotation figures
axe those at the beam end and were extrapolated from the measured
values).
As the beams were loaded the connections attracted moment in a
non-linear fashion, and consequently the load and moment relationship
was not linear. The distribution of moments to the beam ends and
mitre as the beam loading was increased is illustrated by figure 5.32
which displays the superimposed bending moment distributions for beam
muter 3 during the beam loading phase of the test. At a load level
corresponding to the ultimate design load for the beam the connections
sustained a moment of approximately 20% of the free bending moment in
the centre segment of the beam.
Failure of the columns required either further rotation or
relaxation of the connections with a consequent shift of moment
towards the beam centre. This is evident on the load against moment
diagram ( figures 5.27 to 5.31) as an increase in moment under loading
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positions with no increase in applied loading (and was explained in
section 5.6.2) and is also apparent in the load-deflection behaviour
of the beams - see figures 5.33 to 5.37. At the end of the beam
loading Phase deflections of 25mm at the midspan were typical for the
four fully loaded beams. This compares favourably with the deflection
expected for a simply supported beam which may be readily calculated
as 33mm and demonstrates the benefit of connection restraint in
reducing beam deflections.
5.6.4 Bending ?foment Distribution around the Frame
The semi-rigid nature of the connections obviously influences
the distribution of moments around the frame. Figure 5.38 illustrates
the distribution of bending moments at two load levels; run number 6
which corresponds to 53kN on each beam (dead load only) and run
number 12, at which full ultimate loading was applied. Table 5.3
gives the numeric data for the distributions shown in figure 5.38. The
moments attracted by the semi-rigid connections are transferred into
the columns. The apparent out-of-balance at the beam-column intersec-
tions is due to the additional moment induced at the column centreline
by the eccentricity of the beam end reaction. In figure 5.39 the
moments at each beam and column intersection are shown along with the
notational eccentricity of the beam end reaction which would be
required to satisfy equilibrium. Eccentricities range between 58 and
102um. These values compare very well with the half-depth of the
cam section, i.e. 76mm.
5.6.5 Effect of Connection Restraint on Column Capacity
The internal column and three storey external column were loaded
by additional axial load after completing beam loading. Consider
first the internal column (comprising of column lengths designated 4,
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5 and 6, the last being the lowest lift) the load deflection plots for
the three sections of this column are shown in figures 5.40 to 5.42.
In the upper two lifts a discontinuity in the behaviour is clear at
the end of beam loading and commencement of axial loading. The
transition is less marked in the behaviour of the lowest lift. Beam
loads produced the largest deflections in the top storey column, since
the colt= sustained a large moment from the single beam connected at
its head. The central lift deflected less due to the reduced moments
introduced at the second and first floor levels. At the ground to
first floor level very little deflection occurred during the beam
loading phase because of the balanced loads introduced at the first
floor level and the stiffness of the column base. As axial load was
applied the deflections of columns 4 and 5 increased slightly, but the
deflection in column 6 increased steadily. Failure occurred when the
column was unable to sustain a steady axial load at an applied axial
deformation - the peak value recorded was 482kN, resulting in a total
load of 74017 in the lowest lift. Figure 5.44 and table 5.4 display
the bending moment distribution throughout the frame at this level of
loading.
A close inspection of the strain gauge readings suggests
that failure was imminent in both the upper and ground to first floor
lift, but the top storey appeared to be the cause of failure to carry
increased loading. The failure of the top lift was peculiar to the
experimental arrangement since the severity of the bending produced in
the cat= was due in part to the Absence of a column length above the
third storey level coupled with the application of a high axial load,
which in reality would be difficult to achieve without the presence of
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upper column lifts. However the test illustrates that severe moments,
considerably in excess of those based on a notional 100mm eccentric-
ity, can be introduced into columns in asymmetric frames.
A comparison of the test load in each column lift compared with
the maximum axial load predicted by the interaction equation in
M 5950 clause 4.8.3.3 is presented in table 5.5. In order to make a
fair comparison calculations based on the assumed parameters (section
properties, yield stress, effective length, moment distribution) have
been supplemented by similar calculations based on the experimental
data. Note also that the section's moment capacity has not been
reduced from its fully plastic value even though the section is
actually semi-compact. An assumed effective length factor of 1.0 for
all columns above first floor level and 0.85 for the ground to first
floor was chosen from the guidance provided by Table 24 in BS 5950 (or
Appendix D in BS 449). Base rotations recorded during the test
revealed that the bases were almost fixed, with a maximum rotation of
may2.9x 10- 3 radians (0.16 0 ). Thus the assumption of a fixed base
appears bole reasonable. The calculated effective lengths were based
on the method suggested by Bjorhovde (6.4), Which was explained in
chapter 4.
The first point of note is that the calculations based on
assumed values of material properties and section size underestimate
the load capacity in all columns except number 4. Variations in
section sizes and material properties clearly influence the column
strength but the designer can do no more than use the suggested,
expected figures. A more useful comparison may be made by using the
measured section and material properties. In column 4 the influence
of the actual moments present in the column compared with the assumed
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values is clear in case 2 and case 4 - the former underestimates the
amentsinthe column and consequently overpredicts the axial capacity
at V.MIt the latter limits the axial load to 598kN due to local
captain. This reflects what happended in the test Where severe
laments produced at the head of the column caused a failure predomi-
nantly governed by material strength and not overall column behaviour.
Turning attention to column 6 cases 2 and 5 which predict column
rapacity at 803 and 801kN. This illustrates the 'trade off' between
two compensating assumptions; in case 2 the moments have been underes-
timated since no moment would be assumed to be transmitted at the
first floor level, but the effective length of the column has been
slightly underestimated also, and the two assumptions have led to a
reasonable prediction of axial capacity very similar to that of case
which uses the experimentally recorded values of moment induced in
the column and a more considered value for the effective length
factor.
Having failed the internal column loads were then applied to the
external three storey column. Figure 5.45 and table 5.6 show in
graphic and numeric detail the distribution of moments around the
frame at maximum load in the external column resulting in a deformed
shape as depicted in figure 5.26. Again the moments transmitted to
theca= at the third storey level were large and caused appreciable
deformation in the column as noted from the load-deflection plot in
figure 5.43. An examination of the strain gauges indicates that
failure occurred in the lowest lift at an axial load of between 769
and 835kN. (Some doubt of the accuracy of the column load measuring
isyMmhaisbeen raised by the calibrations conducted at the end of the
tests. However in this case the loads predicted by the strain gauges
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appear to be high, which suggests that the rather high value of E
measured in the stub column test may be in error - see Appendix C.)
The prediction of cases 2, 4 and 5 are all reasonbly close to 769kN.
5.7 Test Prase 2 
5.7.1 Loading History
The second test frame was a three storey, two bay symmetrical frame
with beams framed into the column webs. Loads were applied to the
beams in eleven increments as summarised in table 5.1. Loading of
beam 5 was restricted to 53k.N, corresponding to unfactored dead load;
the other beams were loaded to ultimate design values. Next the three
columns were loaded by axial deformation in three increments of 1.0mm
and the resulting applied load recorded. Column 1 (i.e. the left hand
external column) was then brought up to failure by successively
incrementing the axial deformation in 1.0mm and, near failure, 0.5mrn
steps. Similarly column 2, the internal column, was failed by
gradually increasing the axial load. The test was concluded by
removing the applied axial loads and finally the beam loads. In table
5,7 the load applied to each part of the structure at each scan during
the test is documented.
Throughout test 2 the lateral movement of joint C was monitored
using a theodolite. This was undertaken to verify that the frame was
effectively braced. A maximum displacement of only lnwn was observed.
5.7.2 Action of Connections
The moment-rotation curves for the dozen joints in the frame are
presented in figures 5.46 to 5.57. The action of the connections, and
their role in contributing to the frame's stability, may be discussed
with reference to these figures.
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During beam loading all the connections loaded up reasonably
smoothly (except A Which was rather erratic). The difference in
performance of connections to the external columns (AL, C, E, H, J, L)
and those to the internal columns (B, D, F, G, I, K) is quite appar-
ent. Those connected to the internal column were able to sustain
quite large moments, 15 to 20kN.m, particularly where the loading on
adjacent spans was equal (compare joints B/G, F/K with D/I). However
nose to the external column behaved more flexibly due both to the
absence of a connection on the opposite side and column flexibility
and moments in the range 10-15kN.m were typical.
Consider next the behaviour of the connections to the left hand
mctenua column as the test proceeded. Figure 5.58 shows the deformed
shape of the frame at the completion of beam loading, commencement of
loading to the external column only, and after failure. Beam loading
produced considerable deformation of the top lift and addition of an
axial load caused further lateral deflection. This produced rotation
In connections A and E in a direction opposite to that experienced
previously and a reduction in moment can be seen in figures 5.46 and
5.50. In joint C further positive rotation was experienced as the
column deformed and the moment-rotation curve continued to follow a
loading path (figure 5.48). A sympathetic action in the connections
B, Band F at the opposite ends of beams 1 to 3 is evident in figures
5.47, 5.49 and 5.51. The behaviour of connections A and B is confused
bya slip Which occurred between scans 15 and 16 which caused connec-
tion B to lose moment, but thereafter as the column was further loaded
It attempted to pick up more moment, in contrast to A which continued
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to unload. However comparisons of the figures for connections C and D,
and E and F very clearly show one connection loading thus forcing its
companion to lose moment, and vice-versa.
The internal column was next brought up to failure in several
increments of displacement. Figure 5 • 59 shows the deformed shape of
the structure at scans 12, 27 and 36 (i.e. end of beam loading, failure
of column 1 and failure of the internal column). The deformations
produced during the earlier loading sequences were amplified as the
column was loaded axially causing the response of connections D and F
to continue further - see figures 5.49 and 5.50. The connections on
the adjacent side of the column behaved oppositely. This is best il-
lustrated by comparing the response of connection D and I, and F and
K. As D unloaded, I continued to load. As F loaded, K began to
unload.
Finally the column applied axial loads were released, causing
reloading of some connections and further unloading in others,
followed by removal of beam loads.
5.7.3 Effect of Connection Restraint on Beam Moments 
The relationship between applied load and resulting moment at four
locations for each beam is shown in figures 5.60 to 5.65. As load was
applied to the beams the connections attracted some moment. Moments
were attracted to the joints most readily early in the loading, when
the joint stiffness was greatest. The distribution of moment in beam
3 18 shown in figure 5.66, which superimposes the changing bending
wont diagrams as the beam was loaded. At a load level corresponding
to the ultimate design load for the beam the connections sustained
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nnents in the range 15-25% of the free bending moment dependent on
the stiffness of the column and the presence of an equal load on an
adjacent span.
Loading of the left and central column required a response from
the connections, some underwent further rotation whilst others relaxed
producing a shift of moment towards the beam centre. This is most
clearly WAM in figures 5.60 to 5.62 for beams 1 to 3, which were
affected by failure of both columns, whereas beans 4 to 6 (figures
5.63 to 5.65), were affected mainly by the failure of the central
cam. For beams 1 to 3 the moment under the loading points in-
creased significantly, but for beams 4 to 6 the change in moment was
less pronounced since only the left hand connections were actively
involved in restraining the internal column (see particularly beam 6).
Beam deflections were reduced by the connection restraint up to
ultimate design loads - see figures 5.67 to 5.72. Relative central
deflections of around 27mm were recorded at this stage, Which is
significantly better than the 33mm which is suggested by simple hand
calculation. At the serviceability limit state the change in deflec-
tion between dead load and dead and live load is around 7mm; a simply
supported beam would deflect by 7.7mm. During column loading, When
the connections were engaged in restraining the column, beam
deflections naturally increased, typically to around 35 to 40mm.
5.7.4Bendirojtkiment Distribution around the Frame
Figure 5.73 is the bending moment distribution around the frame at
load levels corresponding to dead load on all six beams, and secondly
at ultimate design load on five of the beams. Table 5.8 gives the
numeric data for the above two distributions. The top lifts of the two
external camms were subjected to quite high moments (12.8kN.m) which
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caused considerable deflection. At the second and first floor levels
slightly higher moments were transmitted to the column, but with less
detriment because it was shared between the upper and lower column
lentils. It would appear that the connections at the top of the two
external columns, A and H, were prevented from transferring larger
laments by the columns' flexibility, Which illustrates that frame
behaviour is dependent on the interaction of all components and cannot
be completely understood simply by consideration of the individual
elements in isolation. The presence of a connection on each side of
the internal column reduced the moment transferred to the column and
Camped larger moments to be developed in both connections. At the
second floor level the modest load on beam 5 restricted the moment
Induced in connection I and also D, the right hand end of the adjacent
beam.
A check of the state of equilibrium at each beam to column
intersection is made in figure 5.74. In all cases the out-of-balance
is small, less than 1.5kN.m, and where appropriate this out-of-balance
has been converted to an equivalent eccentricity through Which the
bum end reaction would be required to act. Eccentricities ranging
fran7 to 29mmwere calculated.
5.7.5 Effect of Connection Restraint on COlusn capacity
After applying full design loads to the beams all three columns
were simultaneously loaded axially. The hydraulic loading gear was
displacement controlled and small deflection increments (about 1.0mm)
were applied to the columns until an axial load of approximately 150kN
was generated in each. The left hand external column was selected as
the tint to be loaded to failure whilst the load (or more correctly
the applied displacement) in the remaining two columns was held
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constant. Table 5.7 presents the full loading history. This first
wham resisted axial deformation until the applied load reached a
recorded value of 451kN (scan 27). Figure 5.58, figure 5.76 and table
5.9 show the deflected shape and bending moment distribution at this
stage in the test from which it is clear that failure occurred in the
top lift due to a combination of excessive bending produced by the
beam loading and the effect of the applied axial load. Figures 5.76
to 5.78 show the load-deflection response of each column lift, which
confirm the point of failure.
A comparison of the experimental column capacities with design
values is made in table 5.10. In calculating the axial load capacity
the interaction equation used in BS 5950 clause 4.8.3.3. have been
used (the less conservative of the 'simple' and more 'exact' method is
tabulated). The moment capacity about the minor axis has been taken
as the product of the plastic section modulus and yield stress, rather
than the elastic section modulus and yield stress which is suggested
for a semi-compact section, on the basis that moments in excess of the
first yield value were recorded and also that the classification of
sections bent About their minor axis producing a stress gradient
through the compression flange are not expressly covered in Table 7 of
BS 5950. The most striking feature of the comparison is that the
predicted capacities are substantially lower than the test results,
particularly where the measured moments at failure are used. This
suggests that the interaction equation is not accurate in this case,
though it is conservative. This point is addressed in chapter 7.
The internal column was next brought up to failure in several
mall increments of displacement resulting in the loading shown in
Table 5.9. Figures 5.59 and 5.79 and table.5.11 show the deflected
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shape and handling moment distribution at scan 36. The largest
deformations occurred at the centre of the first to second floor level
column due to the out-of-balance beam loads at level 2. Figures 5.80
and 5.81 are the load-deflection plots for columns 5 and 6 - both
appear to be flattening out suggesting failure was imminent in both.
A close examination of the strain gauges in the centre of column 5
revealed that some major axis instability had occurred.
The results of the comparison of test results and design
predictions made in table 5.10 once again illustrates that the inter-
action equation is very conservative. For this reason it is difficult
to quantify the improvement in response of the columns due to the
semi-rigid nature of the connections. The calculations show the
likely improvements (compare the results of case 2 and 3 and case 4
and 5) of including the effect of inherent joint stiffness and
associated beam flexibility into the determination of effective
lengths. Section 5.7.2 explained the action of the joints throughout
the test and demonstrated how they influence the performance of the
columns to the frame.
5.8 Conclusions
Experiments on two three-storey, two-bay bare steel frames with
flange cleat beam to column connections have been described and the
results reported. The tests illustrated that the rotational stiffness
of the simple connections influenced the distribution of moments
around the frame, reduced beam deflections and enhanced column
capacities. Moments transmitted by the connections were considerably
greater than assumed values obtained from the beam end reaction acting
at a nominal 100mm eccentricity. The moment transferred to the column
was found to be dependent on the balance of stiffness of the connec-
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tion, beam and column. During failure of the column connections on
either side rotated in the same direction causing unloading of one and
continued loading of the other. The unloading connection has the
greater stiffness and hence restrains the column more than the
adjacent, loading connection.
Criticism of the experiments may be directed towards the loading
arrangement at the head of the columns and the measurement of the load
applied. Rotation of the column head caused the applied load to be
eccentric. In view of the size of the sections necessary to apply
kale to the column head it is difficult to conceive of an arrangement
which would have overcome this problem and yet remained stable and
We. It may have been prudent to have applied lower loads to the
third floor beams and hence reduce the rotation at the column head.
Strain gauged bars were used to record the loads in the McAlloy bars
which applied load to the columns rather than commercial loadcells.
With the benefit of hindsight the bars appear to lack accuracy and
repeatability - a fact confirmed by recalibration after the tests.
Comparison of the column failure loads with those predicted by
IMMO showed reasonable correlation for the major axis test, but the
minor axis column capacities were considerably underestimated.
In the next Chapter the results of the two frame tests are
=pared with the predictions of a finite element frame analysis
program.
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TOTAL LEAD
	
COMMENTS
PERM
01)
10.0
20.0
90.0
53.0	 unfactored dead load only (1.0D.L.)
60.0
M/	 factored dead load only (1.4D.L.)
79.5	 unfactored dead + imposed load (1.0D.L.+1.0L.L)
90.0
100.7
	
factored dead + unfactored Imposed (1.4D.L.+1.0L.L)
116.6	 factored dead + factored imposed (1.4D.L.+1.6L.L)
VOILE 5.1 Load increments for application of beam loading
Test SUF12 Major Axis Frame
Scan
Total Load per Beam 	 (kN)
been 2	 beam 3	 beam 4	 beam 5 beam 6
Column Load	 (kN)
col.	 2	 col.	 3
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 8.72 8.01 8.78 8.82 8.81 0.00 0.00
3 18.88 18.09 19.00 19.50 19.60 0.00 0.00
4 29.02 28.21 29.29 30.17 30.35 0.00 0.00
5 39.18 38.39 39.52 40.86 40.89 0.00 0.00
6 52.36 51.60 52.77 54.71 54.37 0.00 0.00
7 59.51 58.76 59.93 54.69 61.63 0.00 0.00
8 73.93 73.24 74.46 54.68 76,36 0.00 0.00
9 79.31 78.64 79.84 54.70 81.81 0.00 0.00
10 90.02 89.36 90.61 54.69 92.70 0.00 0.00
11 100.73 100.02 101.34 54.68 103.52 0.00 0.00
12 117.03 116.21 117.70 54.71 119.98 0.00 0.00
13 117.12 116.12 117.57 54.68 119.75 41.40 41.92
14 117.12 116.10 117.58 54.68 119.75 97.84 98.00
15 117.13 116.09 117.58 54.69 119.76 155.90 153.65
16 117.15 116.08 117.61 54.71 119.76 229.79 207.36
17 117.15 116.09 117.56 54.69 119.75 297.25 259.78
18 117.17 116.14 117.52 54.69 119.75 367.23 252.12
19 117.16 116.15 117.55 54.67 119.74 444.58 252.31
20 117.19 116.16 117.59 54.71 119.77 461.38 247.43
21 117.20 116.17 117.57 54.71 119.77 471.94 244.84
22 117.18 116.15 117.54 54.69 119.76 482.63 242.96
23 117.18 116.14 117.51 54.68 119.76 415.35 246.39
24 117.16 116.14 117.54 54.66 119.74 412./1 305.87
25 117.16 116.15 117.52 54.67 119.74 414.10 369.41
26 117.16 116.15 117.53 54.67 119.75 415.06 422.12
27 117.15 116.15 117.55 54.66 114.73 413.75 474.30
28 117.14 116.16 117.52 54.66 119.73 412.00 506.55
29 117.12 116.15 117.60 54.64 119.72 408.18 531.92
30 117.11 116.14 117..63 54.64 119.72 407.51 548.62
31 117.11 116.16 117.67 54.65 119.74 406.78 563.28
32 117.10 116.15 117.62 54.64 119.72 409.45 575.99
33 117.11 116.17 117.60 54.65 119.73 409.37 589.31
34 117.12 116.18 117.59 54.66 119.75 409.05 601.94
35 117.12 116.18 117.56 54.66 119.74 408.15 613.82
36 117.11 116.18 117.55 54.65 119.74 407.75 622.88
37 117.10 116.17 117.58 54.64 119.73 406.38 608.29
38 117.13 116.23 117.44 54.64 119.75 86.57 416.59
39 117.13 116.25 117.58 54.64 119.72 -3.93 1.31
40 52.60 51.66 52.54 54.62 54.14 -4.37 0.49
41 0.42 0.13 5.14 -0.10 1.28 5.83 0.23
TABLE 5.2 Loading history of test frame 1
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COLUMN Mmt AT TOP	 Mmt AT MIDDLE	 Mrnt AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
2 11.0 1.92 -7.18
3 6.32 0.71 -3.42
4 10.39 3.87 -2.73
5 -5.26 -2.38 0.91
6 3.34 1.40 -0.33
7 -11.65 -1.92 -7.70
e -7.99 -0.04 8.00
9 -4.96 -1.23 1.84
BEAM LEFT END LEFT LOAD	 RIGHT LOAD RIGHT END
(kbhm) (kN.m)
	
(kN.m) (kN.m)
2 -8.06 21.81 20.12 -11.24
3 -10.41 20.37 21.49 -7.64
4 -8.79 22.39 21.61 -9.03
5 -9.00 21.90 19.95 -12.95
6 -10.35 21.16 20.72 -10.52
TAME 5.3 Distribution of moments at beam loads of
53kN and 116kN (runs 6 and 12) - frame 1
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TABLE 5.3 continued
COLUMN Mint AT TOP
(kN.m)
Mint AT MIDDLE
(kN.m)
Mint AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)
2 21.21 5.50 -10.43
3 11.65 0.21 -8.07
4 18.27 7.66 -3.32
5 -13.08 -4.38 5.36
6 5.01 2.16 -0.61
7 -19.62 -4.93 9.58
8 -6.67 1.76 10.18
9 -11.00 -2.84 4.12
FAX LEFT END
(kN.m)
LEFT LOAD
(kN.m)
RIGHT LOAD
(kN.m)
FIGHT END
(kN.m)
2 -15.51 60.88 59.69 -17.68
3 -16.57 60.72 59.60 -14.75
4 -14.93 63.19 63.58 -14.90
5 -10.29 20.77 19.18 -13.56
6 -14.89 64.00 61.71 -16.50
5.29
COLUMN	 Mint AT TOP	 Mint AT MIDDLE	 Mint AT Bono)!
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
2 17.28 3.18 -11.14
3 9.96 0.83 -5.66
4 17.17 8.82 -6.48
5 -11.89 -6.85 4.43
6 1.38 3.67 1.15
7 -16.51 -4.82 7.85
8 -6.23 0.42 8.05
9 -14.57 -2.88 7.62
BEAM LEFT END LEFT LOAD	 RIGHT LOAD RIGHT END
(kN.m) (kN.m) (kN.m) (kN.m)
2 -11.46 63.62 63.68 -12.18
3 -15.57 62.37 61.53 -11.87
4 -11.14 65.57 65.81 -9.56
5 -10.58 20.95 20.75 -11.22
6 -10.15 65.99 63.02 -17.34
munz 5.4 Distribution of moments at failure of
internal column - frame 1
5.30
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mum Mint AT TOP Mint AT MIDDLE Mint AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
2	 18.35	 2.84	 -12.90
3	 8.09	 0.77	 -4.23
4	 21.05	 10.16	 -6.30
5	 -9.74	 -7.40	 0.76
6	 1.56	 4.13	 2.38
7	 -11.85	 -5.40	 9.10
8	 -4.11	 4.95	 12.50
9	 1.03	 1.67	 5.12
BEAM LEFT END LEFT LOAD RIGHT LOAD RIGHT END
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
2 -12.56 63.57 64.05 -11.92
3 -15.49 62.43 61.30 -12.59
4 -15.35 65.50 66.07 -2.00
5 -12.06 20.09 21.04 -10.36
6 -14.65 65.86 64.67 -7.52
TAME 5.6 Distribution of moments at failure of
external column - frame 1
5.32
Test SUF22 Minor akis frame
Scan bean	 1
Total Load per Beam	 (kN)
beam 2	 beam 3	 bean 4	 beam 5 bean 6
Column load	 (kN)
col.	 1	 col.	 2	 col.	 3
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 9.33 8.53 8.60 8.63 8.91 8.58 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 19.91 18.70 18.74 18.81 19.62 19.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 30.47 28.88 28.91 29.04 30.32 29.69 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 41.02 39.05 39.07 39.26 41.01 40.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 54.66 52.26 52.26 52.51 54.87 53.53 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 62.08 59.49 59.49 59.75 54.93 60.81 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 77.00 73.97 73.94 74.27 54.90 75.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 82.50 79.37 79.36 79.63 54.90 80.87 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 93.58 90.10 90.05 90.46 54.89 91.74 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 104.58 100.85 100.69 101.28 54.89 102.57 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 121.31 117.13 116.81 117.61 54.88 118.93 0.00 0.00 0.00
13 121.28 117.24 116.77 117.62 54.86 118.60 36.30 14.47 49.66
14 121.27 117.23 116.78 117.65 54.86 118.60 85.24 46.33 99.96
15 121.23 117.21 116.77 117.60 54.82 118.57 132.76 82.87 153.13
16 121.25 117.22 116.92 117.60 54.84 118.59 176.03 135.05 145.20
17 121.25 117.24 116.85 117.61 54.85 118.60 225.51 134.98 143.67
18 121.26 117.25 116.85 117.61 54.84 118.59 272.50 134.76 144.67
19 121.25 117.25 116.87 117.61 54.84 118.58 315.18 135.70 149.84
20 121.27 117.27 116.07 117.63 54.86 118.61 335.66 136.79 150.89
21 121.25 117.25 116.84 117.61 54.84 118.59 355.54 138.32 147.63
22 121.27 117.27 116.83 117.62 54.86 118.61 376.03 138.09 144.99
23 121.27 117.28 116.85 117.63 54.86 118.61 393.76 138.77 144.12
24 121.27 117.28 116.86 117.63 54.86 118.60 412.68 140.78 142.37
25 121.28 117.27 116.91 117.63 54.86 118.58 417.87 143.33 139.75
26 121.28 117.28 116.93 117.64 54.87 118.58 436.98 143.22 137.74
27 121.28 117.26 116.90 117.60 54.65 118.55 450.75 143.87 135.97
28 121.25 117.24 116.88 117.61 54.84 118.56 433.47 199.81 142.10
29 121.26 117.25 116.83 117.59 54.84 118.56 429.99 251.95 140.40
30 121.25 117.24 116.83 117.58 54.84 118.56 427.06 277.83 138.74
31 121.29 117.26 116.88 117.59 54.87 118.57 424.69 302.25 137.67
32 121.28 117.25 116.93 117.56 54.88 118.56 424.03 326.16 136.64
33 121.28 117.25 116.96 1t7.58 54.88 118.56 422.94 349.31 135.38
34 121.26 117.23 116.95 117.56 54.87 118.53 421.86 371.32 135.19
35 121.26 117.22 116.93 117.56 54.86 118.52 420.17 394.14 135.14
36 121.26 117.23 116.88 117.57 54.87 118.53 418.39 411.90 134.56
37 121.25 117.22 116.90 117.57 54.88 118.54 365.70 404.36 137.53
38 121.27 117.18 117.08 117.62 54.87 116.51 -11.82 85.32 161.26
39 121.27 117.18 117.03 117.55 54.87 118.49 -12.26 3.69 0.15
40 82.25 79.60 79.28 79.82 54.86 60.38 -12.42 3.46 -6.72
41 54.40 52.66 52.34 52.78 54.87 53.20 -12.53 19.26 -6.81
42 -0.16 -0.12 -0.16 -0.16 -0.15 0.30 -12.63 40.13 27.71
TABLE 5.7 Loading history of test frame 2
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mum Mint AT TOP Mint AT MIDDLE Mint AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
1 5.99 0.50 -4.86
2 3.86 -0.28 -4.20
3 4.30 0.59 -2.12
4 -0.90 0.03 0.79
5 -0.25 -0.62 -0.55
6 1.32 0.27 -0.19
7 -6.30 -0.62 4.90
8 -4.69 0.22 4.88
BEAM LEFT END LEFT LOAD	 RIGHT LOAD RIGHT END
(kN.m) (kN.m)	 (kN.m) (kN.m)
1 -6.03 25.46 21.88 -13.00
2 -7.98 22.89 21.14 -11.78
3 -7.87 23.92 21.51 -11.90
4 -12.15 23.08 26.42 -6.29
s -11.18 24.10 25.51 -8.85
6 -13.96 21.14 24.45 -8.27
TABLE 5.8 Distribution of moments at beam loads of
53kN and 116kN (runs 6 and 12) - frame 2
5.34
TABLE 5.8 continued
COLUMN Mint AT TOP	 Mint AT MIDDLE	 Mint AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)	 (k.N.m)	 (kN.m)
1 12.05 1.53 -8.91
2 5.44 -0.77 -6.19
3 9.79 0.92 -5.73
4 -0.64 0.39 1.61
5 -2.15 -1.50 0.36
6 3.33 0.54 -1.17
7 -12.82 -3.15 6.85
e -4.19 1.62 6.65
9 -7.75 -2.04 3.95
BEAM LEFT END LEFT LOAD	 RIGHT LOAD RIGHT END
(kN.m) (kN.m)	 (kN.m) (kN.m)
1 -12.23 69.73 64.89 -21.67
2 -14.13 67.94 69.69 -16.64
3 -15.51 67.75 65.20 -19.74
4 -21.04 68.55- 68.77 -12.58
5 -12.76' 22.45 24.12 -10.35
6 -22.78 67.66 67.87 -13.53
5.35
COLUMN	 Mint AT TOP	 Mint AT MIDDLE	 Mint AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
1 15.57 9.80 -14.81
2 4.65 -5.95 -3.42
3 11.14 -0.43 -7.88
4 0.55 0.54 0.23
5 -2.18 -5.83 2.94
6 4.03 0.42 -0.94
7 -12.65 -5.60 5.97
8 -5.18 2.00 7.54
9 -7.76 -2.78 4.55
BEAM Lan, END LEFT LOAD	 RIGHT LOAD RIGHT END
(kN.m) (kN.m)	 (kN.m) (kN.m)
1 3.83 72.29 68.58 -22.59
2 -14.78 68.69 70.65 -17.04
3 -9.96 69.99 67.08 -21.00
4 -22.40 70.18 69.45 -9.41
5 -13.75 21.86 24.26 -9.92
6 -22.39 68.48 68.37 -13.60
TABLE 5.9 Distribution of moments at failure of
external column - frame 2
5.36
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COLUMN	 Mint AT TOP	 Mint AT MIDDLE	 Mint AT BOTTOM
(kN.m)	 (kN.m)	 (kN.m)
1 17.64 10.63 -16.83
2 3.35 -6.83 -2.11
3 12.54 -0.29 -8.80
4 0.74 0.89 0.39
5 -0.31 -10.47 6.59
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(kN.m) (kN.m)	 (kN.m) (kN.m)
1 2.80 71.79 69.20 -20.51
2 -15.00 69.22 72.04 -12.64
3 -9.62 70.19 67.78 -21.40
4 -19.71 70.47 69.38 -8.65
5 -13.43 21.90 23.73 -10.81
6 -18.31 69.10 68.54 -13.81
TAKE 5.11 Distribution of moments at failure of
internal column - frame 2
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FIGURE 5.1 Frame 1 before testing (major axis)
FIGURE 5.2 Frame 2 before testing (minor axis)
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FIGURE 5.16 Moment—rotation curve for joint C
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FIGURE 5,17 Moment-rotation curve for joint E
FIGURE 5.18 Moment-rotation curve for joint F
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FIGURE 5.19 Moment—rotation curve for joint G
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FIGURE 5.20 Moment—rotation curve for joint
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FIGURE 5,23 Moment—rotation curve for joint K
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FIGURE 5.24 Moment-rotation curve for joint L
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FIGURE 5.26 Deflected shape of frame 1 at runs 12, 17 and 36
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FIGURE 5.38 Moment distribution around frame at runs 6 and 12
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FIGURE 5.51 Moment-rotation curve for joint F
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6.0 COMARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOUR WITH ANALYTICAL
PREDICTIONS
6.1 Declaration
In this chapter the behaviour of the sUbasseMblage tests are
compared with the response predicted by a computer program developed
by A Id Rifai at Sheffield University. Rifai conducted analyses of the
stlassemblage tests based on information provided by, and in discus-
sion with, the author. A brief presentation of some of the compari-
sons between the tests and analysis is made herein but a more complete
account is given by Rifai in reference 6.1.
Comparisons are reported between the frame test results and a
semi-rigid analysis program	 (SERVAR) (b ,2) .	 The program. was
developed by C Poggi of the Politecnico di Milano, to Whom gratitude
is expressed for his permission for its use in this project.
6.2 Introduction
A principal objective of the experimental work conducted in this
project was to provide results which could be used to verify computer
programs capable of incorporating the effects of geometric non-
linearity, plasticity and the influence of semi-rigid connections on
column and frame stability. If such programs can be shown to accu-
rately predict the behaviour of experimental tests then extended
investigations to study the influence of many parameters may be
conducted more conveniently by analytical methods than by extensive
and expensive experimental studies.
6.3.1 Subassemblage Tests
An analysis of each sUbasseMblage test was conducted using the
best possible input data (measured section dimensions, static tensile
yield stress, connection response from the joint test series and
6.1
loading history). An initial eccentricity of 2mm was assumed for the
axial load; this was considered compatible with the experimental
precision. In all cases an initial out-of-straightness of a sinusoidal
shape with a maximum amplitude of 2mm was assumed. In those tests in
which a larger initial deflection was introduced close to midheight a
mall lateral load was applied in the analysis to produce the same
effect.
Figures 6.1 to 6.8 compare the analytical and experimental load
central deflection curves for each test, and table 6.1 compares the
mmdymm column load recorded in the sUbassemblage test and that
predicted by the analysis. The comparison of predicted and tested
load-deflection responses for tests ST2, ST3, 5T4, ST8, 5T9 and ST10
are very good, although the predicted failure loads in tests ST4 and
sno are significantly lower than the test results (attributed by
Mai to numerical divergence). In tests 5T6 and 5T7 (flange cleat
connections to the column web) the application of the beam loads
produced much greater deflections in the test than the analysis
predicted but the maximum load was predicted well in case ST7. In
cue 5T6 the beam loads were of equal magnitude and placed symmetri-
cally about the column centreline resulting in little or no moment
transfer to the column in the analysis. In order to investigate the
reason for the discrepancy two further analyses of test ST6 were
conducted. In the first a lateral load was introduced at midheight to
produce the deflection recorded in the test - see figure 6.9. In the
second the moment-rotation response measured in 5T6 was used as input
data and residual stresses were also introduced. The resulting
analysis was much closer as shown in figure 6.10.
6.2
In test ST7 the deflection of the column at midheight was
modelled by the application of a lateral load, since the analysis
incorrectly predicted the deflection produced by beam loading, and the
resulting analysis produced a better load-deflection plot and maximum
load- see figure 6.11.
In addition to the comparisons of load-deflection response the
moments induced in the column and beams at the top connection through-
out the test were studied in the experiment and the analysis. Figures
6.12 to 6.14 show the above comparison for tests ST4, ST8 and 5T9.
Bearing in mind the difficulty of measuring bending moments accu-
rately, and at the desired locations, the correspondence in these
cases was very good.
The above brief summary of the comparison between experimental
and analytical results demonstrates that the computer program can
accurately predict the response and failure load of columns restrained
by semi-rigid connections. Exact correlation between tests and
analysis for all cases will never be possible due to the complexity of
the problem, the variability of the input parameters (material
properties, residual stress, connection behaviour) the influence of
experimental errors and the effects of friction, out-of-plane action
etc iddizb may be present in a physical test but are not readily
accounted for in analysis. However the usefulness of such a program
to study intimately the behaviour of restrained columns and to
consider the influence of a wide range of parameters is clearly
manifest.
63.20mparleon of Frame 1 with SERVAR
A direct comparison of the results obtained in test frame 1 with
the analytical predictions of SERVAR has been made. The measured
6.3
values of elastic modulus, yield stress and section properties were
used (see Appendix C). The initial frame geometry, as reported in
figure 5.13 was used in the model shown in figure 6.15. TO compensate
for the weight of the loading gear attached to the frame the yield
stress of the beam sections was reduced to an effective value
(approximately 17 N/mm 2
 was deducted from the measured values). Table
8,2 shows the loading applied to the frame in the analysis. An
eccentricity of 10mm was introduced to the axial loads applied to the
aammm. The moment-rotation curve, based on the behaviour of flange
cleats connected to the column web, used in the analysis is shown in
figure 6.16.
The bending moment distribution at the completion of the beam
loading phase is shown in figure 6.18, and the deflected shape of the
frame at this load level in figure 6.19. The Shape and magnitude of
the forces and deflections around the frame compare favourably with
the test results - see figures 5.38 and 5.25.	 In figure 6.17 a
comparison of the load deflection behaviour of beam 6 as predicted by
the program and that recorded in the test is presented.
Referring to table 6.2, both three storey columns were loaded to
jut above 200kN before the column in position 2 was brought up to
faihme. In the analysis the column loading was stopped at 575kN in
order that the execution could continue and load be applied to the
external column. A previous run had indicated that the axial load on
the central column at failure was 585kN. Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show
the bending moment distribution and deflected shape just prior to
failure of the central column.
	 The correspondence with the test
results (figures 5.44 and 5.25) is again good. However the value of
the applied axial load was greater than the 483kN applied in the test.
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Finally the external column was failed. An applied axial load
of 650M was sustained by the column before failure, which compares
well with the test value of 623kN. The bending moment distribution
and deflected shape are shown in figures 6.22 and 6.23, and may be
compared with the test results illustrated in figures 5.38 and 5.25.
The analysis conducted and described above assumed a 10mm
eccentricity in the application of the axial loads. This value would
appear to be reasonable in view of the detail at the head of the
column, where for practical reasons, no bearings of any description
wereused. As beam loads were applied deformation at the heads of the
column was produced and some eccentricity appears to have been
unavoidable. Further runs of the analysis program were conducted to
investigate the sensitivity of the columns to eccentricity of the
applied load. With perfectly axial loading applied to the column head
the load required to cause failure of the central column increased
from 585 to 609kN, and that for the external column increased from
650M to a value between 725 and 750kN. The central column required
only 502kN to initiate failure if the axial load was applied at an
eccentricity of 30mm.
These results show that the collapse load of the column is quite
sensitive to the degree of eccentricity of the applied axial load.
Unfortunately the exact value in the test cannot be determined, and a
shortcoming in the experiment has been identified. In future work it
would be advisable to pay greater attention to the loading detail and
it may preferable to apply the load at a known eccentricity rather
than estimate limits for the probable eccentricity of a notionally
axial load.
6.5
In figure 6.24 the load-deflection plot for column 4 (the third
storey lift of the central column) is shown for analyses assuming 10
and num eccentricities along with the test results. The central
deflection produced by the beam loads was recorded as 3.3mm and
predicted by the program as 4.3mm. This could probably be improved by
modelling the actual joint moment-rotation curves instead of using the
idealised version from the joint test series. As load Was applied to
the column the deflections increased with the curve for the analysis
assuming 10mm eccentricity at the column head more closely following
the actual test results than that for an assumed 30mm eccentricity.
In the test the column appears to soften at an axial load of about
OW. This is not simulated by the computer model. The comparison of
the results suggests that the test behaviour was influenced by
yielding in the cross section at an earlier stage than that predicted
by the analysis and that the discrepancies in the predicted and actual
failure loads is due to material non-linearity and not extreme
eccentricity at the column head.. Though residual stresses were
present in the off-cut from the head of the column they were partly
removed by cold straightening of the sections (see Appendix C). It
seems likely that a reduction in strength due to the presence of some
residual stresses has occurred in the test which cannot, at present,
be accommodated in the analysis.
63.3Comparison of Frame 2 with SERVAR
A comparison of the tested performance of the minor axis frame
with the predicted response was also made. The bending moment
distribution and deflected shape under full beam loading are shown in
figures 6.26 and 6.27 and may be compared with the test results
illustrated in figures 5.73 and 5.58.
	 In the analysis two moment-
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rotation curves were used, one for the response of the connections to
an external column and another for those connected to an internal
column. As discussed in chapter 5, and illustrated in figure 6.25,
the connections to the external column were much more flexible due to
the absence of a similar connection on the other side of the column
web. Notice that this is a difference in connection response due to
the column web flexibility and is not attributable to the column's
flexibility since the rotation of the connection was the difference
between the column and beam rotation.
Figure 6.28 shows the comparison of the predicted and actual
deflection of beam B3 as loads were applied. The correspondence is
once again good and considerably better than that assumed by simple
calculation based on pinned supports. A study of the failure loads of
the agtmm has not yet been undertaken because the SERVAR program
accounts for minor axis sections by assuming they can be represented
by an equivalent rectangular section. Where inelastic buckling is
likely this limitation causes problems because a rectangular section
can have the correct area or moment of inertia as the 1 section to be
represented, but not both.
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FAILURE LOADS
TESTNO. 	 	 FIGURE NUMBER
ANALYSIS
(kN)
EXPERIMENT
(kN)
ANALYSIS
EXPERIMENT
M2 671 682 0.984 6.1
ST3 537 520 1.033 6.2
ST4 683 762 0.896 6.3 (Numerical divergence)
MI 594 518 1.147 6.4
M7 524 526 0.996 6.5
MI 499 518 0.963 6.6
MS 511 485 1.054 6.7
ST10 597 743 0.803 6.8 (Numerical divergence)
ST6 570 518 1,100 6,9 (with applied horizontal load)
5T6 530 518 1,023 6,10 (with revised M-0 data and
residual stress)
M/ 507 526 0.964 6.11 (with applied horizontal
load)
TABLE 6.1 Comparison, of test and analysis column capacities
TOTAL BEAM LOADS	 APPLIED AXIAL
(kN)	 COLUMN LOADS (kN)
TIME
BEAMS 2, 3, 4, 6 BEAM 5 INTERNAL EXTERNAL
COLUMN	 COLUMN
1 8.8 8.8 0.0 0.0
2 17.0 17.0 0.0 0.0
3 29.0 29.0 0.0 0.0
4 40.0 40.0 0.0 0.0
5 52.0 52.0 0.0 0.0
6 60.0 54.0 0.0 0.0
7 74.0 54.0 0.0 0.0
8 80.0 54.0 0.0 0.0
9 90.0 54.0 0.0 0.0
10 100.0 54.0 0.0 0.0
11 117.0 54.0 0.0 0.0
12 117.0 54.0 45.0 45.0
13 117.0 54.0 245.0 225.0
14 117.0 54.0 390.0 270.0
15 117.0 54.0 470.0 270.0
16 117.0 54.0 510.0 270.0
17 117.0 54.0 575.0 270.0
18 117.0 54.0 440.0 270.0
19 117.0 54.0 440.0 400.0
20 117.0 54.0 440.0 550.0
21 117.0 54.0 440.0 600.0
22 117.0 54.0 440.0 650.0
TAME 6.2 Loading history for analaysis of frame 1
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7.0 DESIGN OP STEEL FRAMES WITH FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS
7.1 Availability of Connection Restraint Characteristics
The study of connection behaviour reported in Chapter 3 showed
clearly that all connections possess some Ability to resist moments,
albeit modestly in some cases. Flush end-plates in particular can
exhibit quite stiff moment-rotation behaviour but even so this type of
connection is often designed to carry the beam end reaction only, i.e.
the beam is assumed to be simply supported. However if the designer
wishes to take account of the restraint available how can he quantify
W? This question is fundamental to the development of design methods
which take due account of the response of real connections.
At present it is very difficult to provide the designer with
this information, for a number of reasons. Connections are usually
designed for a specific situation, this leads to many similar but not
Identical designs for connections required to carry essentially the
me loads. Research has shown that the moment-rotation response is
affected by changes in bolt spacing, plate size, beam and column
section etc and therefore it is not possible to predict the perform-
ance of a unique connection. If the particular connection has been
studied in a research project then the designer needs to find details
ofthewotk - not an easy task due to the vast number of publications
to be consulted, many of which are not readily available.
Attempts to alleviate this problem have been made by the
Structural Stability Research Council (7.1) which established Task
Force 25 - Connections Bibliography' with the aim "to collect and
disseminate moment-rotation data on typical connections and quantify
analytical models". At Sheffield University and elsewhere projects are
underway to provide a computer data bank of moment-rotation curves
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which will enable a designer to find the test behaviour of a particu -
lar connection or one with similar details. Another useful development
is a move towards a rationalisation of connection design and selec-
tion.
Standardisation of connections has been proposed, and adopted in
some countries, to reduce the design time used in repetitive re-design
of very similar connections. Material costs are now relatively small
and reductions in the time required to fabricate or design connections
can lead to overall reductions in cost even if the material used in
the joints is marginally increased. Standard connections would also
enable researchers to more readily provide the needed moment-rotation
data as the connections used in projects would conform to the stan-
dard. Allied to this the adoption of standard methods of connection
design would lead to greater uniformity in the details of connections
used. Currently a pro.liferation of methods exist for all types of
connection although attempts to select the best as standard are being
made (7.2) and inquiries to steel fabricators have suggested that such
=ware welcome.
If the above suggestions and initiatives become a reality it is
not so difficult to envisage moment-rotation data becoming widely
available. Connections of a particular type could be grouped together
and moment-rotation curves of the correct form, perhaps non-
dimensionalised, presented based on past research possibly supple-
rented by additional testing work. Analytical prediction of mo-
ment-rotation curves has been only moderately successful in the past
but some success in fitting a simple curve to a range of test data for
end-plate connections was reported by Yee and Melchers (7.3) and
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similar approaches for different types of connection could be imple-
mented.
Once the designer has a reasonably accurate representation of
the likely response of the connections to be used in the frame this
say be incorporated into design.
7.2 Semi-Rigid Connections and Column Design
Column design involves the determination of the forces applied
to the member-moments and axial loads - and an assessment of the
member's ability to safely sustain the design loads. The semi-rigid
nature of typical beam to column connections has an influence on both
stages of design.
In chapter 5 the frame test results were reported. Here it was
clearly demonstrated that the modest restraint provided by the simple
top and bottom cleat connections transferred significant moments into
the column. The traditional approach, first advanced in the 1930's,
is to assume the moment in the column to be equal to . a value obtained
by multiplying the beam end reaction by a notional eccentricity of
100mn from the column face (either the web or flange depending on the
axis of bending). These values were shown to be grossly in error in
the frame tests. This is not surprising since the amount of moment
transferred by the connection depends on the relative stiffness of the
aalmn, connection and beam and such interdependency conflicts with
the use of a very simple design approximation.
The subassemblage tests reported in Chapter 4 showed conclu-
sivelythat connection restraint influences the load carrying capacity
ofk column. This has been widely accepted for many years and BS 449
and Be 5950 take account of it by use of effective lengths. However
the suggested values are based solely on the designer's estimation of
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the ability of a particular joint to resist moment and or rotation at
the column-beam intersection. Effective lengths considerably shorter
than the values suggested by the two codes were evident in the
experimental tests. Clearly if the columns are experiencing greater
restraint than that assumed in design they are likely to be able to
sustain higher loads.
When comparing the failure loads of the columns in the sUbassem-
nage and frame tests the accuracy with which the interaction curve in
135 5950 (cl. 4.8.3) can predict the collapse load of a pin ended
colt= must be borne in mind. Figures 7.2 and 7.2 17,4) show the
interaction between axial load and uniform bending moment for columns
bent about their major and minor axis respectively. In both cases the
ordinate is the value of applied axial load divided by axial capacity
at a given slenderness (in the absence of applied moment) and the
Wxdssa is the applied moment divided by the moment capacity of the
section (ignoring lateral-torsional buckling in the major axis case).
It can be readily seen from these figures that the interaction is not
linear, but this is assumed by the interaction equation given in cl.
4.8,3.3.1 (if lateral-torsional buckling is prevented). For the major
axis case the departure from a straight line interaction is most
pronounced at high values of N/Mcx for columns of low slenderness. In
the minor axis case the interaction can be seen to be very poor for
slenderness ratios less than about 70. The conservatism of this, and
other interactions, was demonstrated by Nethercot in reference 7.4.
The presence or absence of residual stresses also influences the
interaction between axial load and bending moment. Ballio et al (7.5)
present comparisons of the performance of struts under axial load and
bending with and without residual stresses. For I section struts
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about the major or minor axis the presence of stresses has a detrimen-
taal effect on the load carrying capacity of the strut. Since the
column curves relating compressive strength to slenderness in codes of
practice assume the presence of residual stresses in cases Where the
pattern is more favourable than that assumed or absent entirely the
code predictions will be conservative.
However the two parts of the column design problem, the assess-
ment of the loads and the calculation of capacity, cannot be divorced.
It;wmad be inappropriate to take account of the beneficial effect of
connection restraint in reducing column effective lengths, and hence
increasing capacity, if the corresponding increase in beam end moments
transferred to the column was not properly incorporated. Conversely
it would be inconsistent to design the column for the full moments
applied by the connections if the influence of the connection re-
straint was guessed or estimated. Methods of incorporating connection
stiffness, adjusted to account for beam flexibility, have been
proposed by Bjorhovde (7.6) and Lui and Chen (7.7) , but in both cases
no assessment is made of the moments transmitted to the column and
design is based on axial load capacity only. This shortcoming may not
beam erroneous as it first appears since there is evidence to suggest
that at collapse the connections restrain rather than load the column.
In view of the wide availability of mini computers and the
complexity of the problem it appears retrogressive to be forced into
developing design techniques Which rely on easy to perform hand
computation if these require over simplification of the real behav-
iour. Computer aided design for structural frameworks isalready
widely used, and the refinement of such methods to include the effects
of semi-rigid connections does not present a radical change in design
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philosophy. Computer programs could be used in one of two ways.
Firstly they could be employed to provide the designer with a consis-
tent set of forces, axial loads and bending moments, for which an
element within a frame should be designed. With this information the
trial section's capacity could then be checked using the interaction
equations provided by structural codes of practice. In addition the
program could provide the designer with a calculated value for the
effective length of a column under consideration. Alternatively a so-
phisticated frame analysis program capable of checking the strength
and stability of a trial design under design loading could be
utilised. Compliance with codes of practice for resistance to local
buckling, material strength and flexural buckling could be incorpo-
rated within the program.
A reluctance to pass design over to the computer programs is
understandable, and desirable if the designer does not appreciate the
limitations of the model, but if improved understanding of column
behaviour is to be reflected in design the complexity of the problem
forces the designer to consider the application of more sophisticated
techniques than those currently in use.
7.3 Beneficial Effect of Semi-Rigid joints on Beam Load Carrying
Capacity
In a real frame the moments carried by a beam subjected to a
(422
uniformly distributed load, co, will lie somewhere between 0 and 12
wO	 wi2
at the supports and	 to	 at the centre, depending on the24	 e
degree of restraint provided by the column to beam connection, and
the relative stiffness of the connection, beam and column. In many
cases the beams are assumed to carry no moment at their supports, an
7.6

assumption which is rarely true in practice. If the end restraint
provided to the beam by simple connections can be quantified a more
accurate picture of the real bending moment distribution along the
beam may be obtained and more economic beam design performed. In
addition to the economy in design due to the reduction in span moment
there may also be improvements for beams which are laterally un-
supported due to the beneficial effect of a bending moment diagram
which reduces the length of the unrestrained compression flange (cf.
BS 5950 cl. 4.3.7.6) (7.8) . These economies, though at the expense of
additional design time, require no increase in fabrication time or
materials in heavier connections.
In many structural frames the beams are the primary structural
element and take up a large percentage of the structural frame weight.
In braced, simple frames, the columns may often be under designed for
the sake of practicality. For example in a multistorey building it may
not be practical to reduce the column section size for the upper
lifts, or a larger column section may be required to accommodate the
beam to column connections. Hence in many frames the beams are unable
to transmit sufficient load into the columns to cause failure, and the
ultimate capacity of the frame is limited by the capacity of the
beams. In such cases the improvement in beam load carrying capacity
due to the action of the connections results in an overall improvement
in the capacity of the frame.
Improvements in the assessment of deflections at the service-
ability limit state are also possible if the effect of semi-rigid
joint response is recognised at the design stage. This could lead to
the adoption of longer spans where serviceability is the controlling
limit state.
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Having discussed the beneficial effects of connection restraint
on beam performance it is necessary to turn attention to methods of
incorporating this present, but for the most part, ignored feature of
frame action. Early attempts to codify a method of design (7.0) were
not widely used and were based on work conducted in the 1930's on
rivetted connections. Conservative approximations and assumptions
which were necessary to formulate a design method for hand calcula-
tions produced solutions Which Impaired the benefits of beam end
restraint and made the extra work involved appear to be in vain. The
use of enhanced computational facilities which are now widely availa-
ble would appear to be a sensible way of progressing.
7.4 Frame Analysis and Design with Si—Rigid Joints
A steel frame comprises of beams and columns connected by some
form of joint. The behaviour of the bare frame depends on the
interaction of all these components. If an accurate analysis of an
existing frame, or an economic design of a new frame is sought the
analytical tools employed should take into account this interdependen-
ce. Frame analysis programs capable of incorporating the effects of
member flexibility, joint stiffness, plasticity and instability are
available (7.10) . Chapter 6 compared the results of one such program,
SERVAR, with the experimental results of two multi storey, two bay,
braced frames. This type of program could be used in its present form
to provide an indication of the force distribution around a frame
under specified loading, from which key elements could then be checked
against the design recommendations. With some modification these
programs could perform the necessary checks and inform the designer of
the results. Alternatively a given frame may be analysed to find the
ultimate load it will sustain, which could then be checked against the
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design loading. This second method would need careful calibration to
ensure that the ultimate load predictions from the analysis model
could be attained in real, imperfect buildings.
The above, though feasible, may not be practical due to the
computer time required to run extensive frame analyses. A more
practical proposition would be to consider the behaviour of limited
subasseMblages cut from the frame. Chapter 6 demonstrated the
accuracy with which a sUbasseMblage program can predict the inplane
failure load of a column restrained by beams and semi-rigid connec-
tions. This type of program would enable a designer to find the force
distribution around a limited sUbasseMblage, or alternatively to check
the ultimate capacity of a design.
The choice of sUbassemblage is important because it needs to
incorporate a sufficiently large part of the frame to include the most
dominant effects. A study of three subassemblies was conducted with
the SERVAR program to check which most accurately predicted the
failure load of a column within a more extensive frame. Figure 7.3
shows the details of the frame and s gbasseMblages studied.
The study shows that the choice of boundary at the remote end of
the beam has an influence on the collapse load of the column.
Assuming pins at the remote end the column resisted an axial load of
fnu (in addition to the beam loading) and with fixed supports the
additional axial load was 557kN. The central column in the more
extensive frame sustained a load of 494kN, the same as that required
to fail the column in case 4 where the remote ends of the beam were
free to deflect but not rotate. Further work on the suitability of
mlbassemblages in predicting the response of columns in more extensive
frames is in progress.
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A proposed design method for braced semi-rigid frames using
micro/mini computers is outlined in figure 7.4. 	 The designer
calculates the loading to be applied to the structure and selects a
number of sUbassemblages to be examined. He then chooses a connection
type to be used in the structure and estimates the degree of fixity as
a percentage of the free bending moment diagram. A beam section is
then selected which can support a reduced midspan moment. A column
section is also chosen. Next the moment-rotation relationship for a
suitable connection is sought (from a data bank or other source).
This information is used as input data for the program which
calculates the force distribution around the sUbasseMblage. The
program calculates a column effective length based on the stiffness of
the various elements and checks the member forces against the capaci-
ties permitted by the code of practice. The results are displayed and
the designer may then adjust the sections, connection or loading as
appropriate.
7.5 Sipple Design Method to include the Benefits of Semi-Rigid
Action
BS 5950 clause 2.1.2.4 allows the designer to use semi-rigid
design in one of two ways. Firstly by satisfying "the strength,
stability and stiffness requirements of all parts of the structure
when partial continuity at the joints is to be taken into account in
messing moments and forces in the members". No guidance on the
method to be used is given. The alternative is to assume the beam to
cOlimm connection provides end restraint equal to 10% of the free
bending moment applied to the beam. Beams may then be designed for
the maximum net moment. The columns must be designed to resist the
algebriac sum of the restraint moments from the beams at the same
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level on each side of the column, in addition to moments due to
eccentricity of connections. The code does not explicitly state what
value of eccentricity should be taken, and it may be construed that a
figure of 100mm from the force of the column is expected. The results
of the frame tests suggest that the moments transferred to the column
are equal to the moment in the connection plus that due to the end
reaction acting some distance from the column centreline. In the case
of the major axis test the end reaction appeared to act approximately
20mm from the column face and for the minor axis test at about 10mm
from the column centreline. It would appear therefore conservative to
use an all ehbracing figure for the eccentricity, but rather to take
account of the joint detail. Furthermore the benefit of the beam end
restraint is not accounted for in the reduction of the column's
effective length.
The principal benefits of semi—rigid action appears to be in the
reduction of beam span moments and hence section sizes. A possible
modification to the BS 5950 method would be to take more account of
this restraint Where connections are capable of sustaining higher
moments (and in reality do attract moment), as for example the two
frame tests demonstrate where moments of 20-30% of the free bending
moment were measured at the beam ends. Inclusion of the effect of
joint flexibility is complicated because of the influence of beam
stiffness. For design it would be acceptable to suggest limits for
the restraint offered by a connection type depending on typical spans
for multistorey construction. This would be considerably easier if
standard connections were available. If it is assumed that such
guidance could be provided in an acceptable form the design of beams
would require an extra stage, that of selecting the relevant restraint
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factor and determination of the net beam moment. It would be unwise
to assume that such restraint could be developed at external columns
due to column flexibility. This was illustrated by the frame tests
where in some cases the column stiffness was insufficient to allow the
joint to attain the same moment as that at the internal column where
an adjacent beam balanced the induced moment. It would therefore be
prudent to ignore the restraint at an external joint and ensure that
the beam can sustain the design load when restraint is provided by one
end only.
The effect of the connection restraint on reducing column
effective lengths may be simply accounted for by assuming the connec-
tions act rigidly, thereby enabling the designer to use Figure 23 of
SS 5950, and subsequently modifying the effective length so obtained
by a factor to account for joint flexibility. The method is described
below for the two test frames.
Consider the wholly internal column in figure 7.5. If the
column buckles one connection at the top and bottom would be forced to
close, the adjacent connection continuing to load. Hence effectively
only one connection restrains the column. The behaviour of the
restraining connection is assumed to be rigid the joint restraint
coefficients k1 and k2 are calculated as,
Kc + Ku + 0.5 KTR
Kc +XL
Kc + XL + 0.5 KBL
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where the 0.5 is required because the buckled shape puts the
beam into single curvature (cl. E.4.1). The effective length ratio
LE/L may be readily found from figure 23. Table 7.1 shows the value
of LE/L which is obtained from the major and minor axis frames by this
means.
By way of comparison table 7.1 Shows the effective lengths that
would be obtained from figure 23 of BS 5950 if various initial
connection stiffness were used to modify the beam stiffness prior to
calculating 3E1 and k2. (The method used is that described in chapter
5 where the connection stiffness C, is modified to include the
influence of beam flexibility, resulting in an effective connection
stiffness, C*.) Initial tangent stiffness ranging from 1000 to
50,000 kN.m/radian are shown in the table, which are representative of
the range of stiffness likely for connections used with the sections
under consideration. For all but the most flexible connections - less
than about 5000 kN.m/radian, the effective length obtained by the more
exact method lies within 10% of the value obtained assuming the
connections behave rigidly. It would appear, from this example, that
this relatively easy method of determining effective lengths gives a
reasonable, and conservative, result.
7.6 Conclusion
This chapter has emphasised that all forma of beam to column
connection have inherent stiffness. Efforts to standardise the design
and fabrication of joints Should help to ease the problem of obtaining
a suitable moment-rotation response for a connection at the design
stage. The benefits of the semi-rigid action of joints include
enhancing the capacity of columns and, probably more importantly
economically, reduction of beam span moments and deflections. Methods
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of incorporating this as yet largely ignored beneficial characteristic
of joints into frame analysis and design have been discussed. These
design approaches need to verified against data for a wide range of
realistic frames of varied geometry, section size and loading. In
this connection a further frame test incorporating flush and extended
end plates is being prepared by BRE and analytical work is in progress
in Sheffield and Milan.
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MAJOR AXIS FRAME 	 MINOR AXIS FRAME
INITIAL CONNECTION
STIFFNESS
kN.m/radian
f3*
K1 (= X2) LEA Xi ( a= X2) LEA
1000 0.172 0.934 0.95 0.819 0.87
5000 0.509 0.828 0.88 0.605 0.74
10000 0.675 0.784 0.85 0.536 0.71
20000 0.806 0.752 0.83 0.492 0.68
30000 0.862 0.739 0.82 0.475 0.67
40000 0.893 0.732 0.81 0.466 0.67
50000 0.912 0.728 0.81 0.461 0.67
Rigid 1.000 0.706 0.80 0.438 0.66
=
13 +4
initial connection stiffness
where 0 = beam stiffness (see chapter 4)
TABLE 7.1 Comparison of effective length ratios
from figure 23 of BS 5950
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FIGURE 7.1 Interaction plot of axial load and moment for an I section
bent about the major axis
FIGURE 7.2 Interaction plot of axial load and moment for an I section
bent about the minor axis
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FIGURE 7.3 Influence of boundary conditions at the remote ends
of beams in limited subassemblages on the axial capacity
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FIGURE 7.4 Flow chart for computerised design method for
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B .0 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has detailed the results of an experimental investi-
gation into the strength of flexibly connected steel beam-columns from
which the following conclusions may be drawn.
1. 22 steel beam to column connections have been tested to determine
their in-plane moment-rotation response. The behaviour of all the
connections tested was found to be non-linear with some variabil-
ity between identical connection arrangements. Seven of the tests
incorporated some sort of lack-of-fit. In end-plate connections
this was found not to be detrimental to the rotational character-
istics. In cleated connections enlarged bolt holes permitted more
slippage.
2. Eight end-restrained columns were tested to failure. The in-plane
buckling resistance Was found to be greatly enhanced by the
rotational restraint provided to the column ends by simple beam to
column connections.
3. The behaviour of the sUbasseMblage tests has been successfully
modelled by a finite element computer program developed at
Sheffield University. The correspondence between failure loads,
bending moment distribution and in-plane deflections was in most
cases very good.
4. Two three storey, two bay, non-sway bare steel frames were tested
at the Building Research Station, Watford. The frames' perform-
ance demonstrated that flange cleat connections provide restraint
to the beams and hence reduce midspan moments and deflections.
The connections also enhance the load carrying capacity of the
columns.
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5. The test frame results have been used to verify the accuracy of a
finite element frame analysis program developed at the Politecnico
di Milano.
6. Joint performance in isolated connection, restrained column and
frame tests has been shown to be essentially the same.
7. The failure loads predicted by the new steelwork code, BS 5950,
for an end-restrained column have been shown to be conservative in
most cases. In part this is due to the straight line interaction
of moment and axial load assumed in the code. It is also affected
by the absence of a true cooling residual stress pattern in the
test columns and the difficulty of assessing the moments in the
column at failure.
8. Methods of incorporating the beneficial effects of inherent joint
stiffness have been discussed. A simple method that assumes the
connections to act rigidly in order to calculate an effective
length, which is then modified to account for joint flexibility,
for columns in braced frames has been presented.
9. Experimental verification of the benefits of joint resistance on
the performance of columns and complete frames has been provided.
Aprincipal objective of the tests conducted and reported herein
was to provide data against which computer programs may be verified.
Once programs have been proved accurate and reliable further numeric
studies may be undertaken. Areas which need to be studied are the
influence of the practical range of connection stiffness on steel
frames of realistic geometry and section sizes, the sensitivity of
frame behaviour to joint stiffness variations and the performance of
subasseMblages compared with that of complete frames. A further frame
is to be tested at the Building Research Station which will incorpo-
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rate flush and extended end-plate connections and will investigate the
failure load of the columns restrained by these relatively stiff
connections.
Design methods which utilize the benefits of semi-rigid joint
action need to be developed. These may be verified against the test
frames and against predictions made by computer models. It would
appear that the benefits of semi-rigid design may well be in reduction
of beam moments and hence section sizes rather than in reduction of
column weights. This needs to be studied for a practical range of
frame geometry, loading, section sizes and connection types.
Further potential for incorporating the semi-rigid action into
frame design lies in the field of composite construction. joints
which have a concrete decking are considerably stiffer than their bare
steel counterparts and the reduction in beam span moments and
deflections may be significant. Additionally the performance of
columns in composite frames may at present be underestimated and some
economy in column weights might be possible. Furthermore the stiff-
ness of these composite joints may permit the omission of sway
bracing.
The work reported in this thesis, and the comments made above,
have concerned only the in-plane performance of steel frames and
columns. Future experiments on the three dimensional response of
end-restrained columns is of a high priority. This will supplement
the analytical work already in progress and would enable the restric-
tion of in-plane column failure, which is necessary in the current
work, to be lifted.
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APPENDIX A DESIGN OF CONNECTIONS
Design connections for end shear of 40 kN at working loads.
A-1 Double Angle Web Cleats
CLEATS	 Ox 60 x RSA
(BCSA recommends 8 mm thickness, cleat length 0.60
The design is based on AISC I
	'Design of Structural Connections"
(A.1)
Bolt Strength
Bolt Strength (group a) 	 V8 = 2n.Bv.ne/n
	 (1)
Bolt Strength (group Or	 1.713 = 22b.Bv.ne/n
	
(2)
where n = no. of bolts per angle leg
By = maximum permissible bolt force in shear, lesser of BvN or
Bvx. B0
ne = no. of effective bolts in one line, Table 3.1.3 gives
ne = 2.
Zb( 3 )
s/(1 + (6e/p (n + 1))2
l Australian Institute of Steel Construction.
A.1
2
▪ 1
where e = eccentricity
p = bolt pitch
Now, Byto Byx are given in Table 3.1.1.2, assuming M16 grade 8.8
untorqued bolts,
shear (threads in shear plane) 1	ByN = 29 kN (safe load)
shear (threads out of shear plane) Byx = 40 kN (safe load)
and, Bo is given in section 3.1.1 as,
for group a, Bo = 1.35Fy.t.D 	 (4)
for angle cleat to supporting member
Bo = 2.1Fy.t.D	 (5)
for supporting member
for group 0, Bo = 1.35Fy.t.D	 (6)
for angle cleat attached to beam web
Bo = 2.1Fy.t.D/2	 (7)
for supported beam web
where Fy = 260 N/mm 2 for grade 43 (specified yield stress)
t = ply thickness (column web, beam web, cleat thickness, as
appropriate)
D = bolt diameter
Substituting into eqps. (4) to (7) Bo = 44.9, 53.3, 44.9, 25.3 kN
ie Boon = 25.3 kN (for supported
beam web)
Now, substitute ByN into eqn. (1)
= 2 x 2 x 29 x 2/2	
•	
116 kN
eqn. (3)
Zo = 	
4r 1 4. (6 x 0.055/0.1 (2 + 1))2
l AISC advises that this case be assumed.
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hence, eqn. (2)
Vb = 2 x 1 x 25.3 x 2/2	 = 50.6 kN
Cleat Strength
1.7/3 = ( 17c, Vd) min
where
Vc = 2 x 0.3 x Fy.t.i
	 (9)
2 x 0.66.Fy.t.12 (9)Vd 6E
and
= cleat length
E = eccentricity
eqn. (8)
Vc = 2 x 0.3 x 260 x 8 x 160 = 199 kN
Eqn. (9)
2 x 0.66 x 260 x 8 x 1602 Vd	
+ 66	 = 213 kN
Web Strength of Supported Member
17"	 0.37D.t.Fy	 (10)
where
Vxx = maximum permissible x-x shear strength of an unstiffened
web (AS 1250, Rule 5.10.2)
D = beam depth
Vxx = 0.37 x 245 x 5.8 x 260 	 = 142 kN
(Note - the Australian code allows a higher value to be taken for the
web yield stress; this increase has been ignored in these
cases)
A.3
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N . Kb cot 30*
WEB OR FLANGE OF
15 2 x 152 x 23 UC
1
Summary
Failure Mode
Va bolt strength - group a
Vb bolt strength - group 0
Vc cleat bearing
Vd cleat bending
Vxx beam web failure
Maximum Permissible Load
116 kN
50 kN*
199 kN
213 kN
124 kN
* likely mode of failure is that of bearing of the bolts in group 0 on
the beam web.
A.2 Top and Bottom Flange cleats 
CLEAT POSITIONS
C-
+
254x 102 x 22UB
Seat angle	 125x 75x8RSA
10
Design based on AISC, Design of Structural Connections, (A.1)
1.ra = 0.75Fy (N* + kb cot 300)t
40 x 10 3
 = 0.75 x 260 (N* + 14.4.173).5.8
40.103 N* = 	 	 144 x 1.73 = 10.45mm0.75 x 260 x 5.8
N*If c +	 < ta + ri2 bending of 0/S leg of seat not critical
A.4
c +	 = 10 + 5.2
ta + ri = 8 + 11	 bending of seat not critical
Design condition Nrcies = ( %Vcap, Vc)min
Capacity of Seat
%roar) = 0.375Fy.tz + jy.2s Fyt + (0.375.Fy.T.z)2 	 (1)
where
Y = 0.1875 Fy t a 2	 (2)
Z = kb cot 300 + 2 (ta + ri) - 2c 	 (3)
calculate
y = 0.1875 x 260 x 82 . 3.1 kN
and
z = (11 + 6.8) cot 30 0 + 2 (8 + 11) - 2 x 10 = 48.8mm
substitute into eqn. (1),
Nroa b = 0.375 x 0.260 x 5.8 x 48.8
/3.12 x 100 x 0.26 x 5.8 + (0.375 x 0.260 x 48.8)2
= 27.6 + /470.5 + 22.6 = 49.8 kN
Capacity of Fasteners
Consider bearing on column web
Bo = 2.1FytD
= 2.1 x 260 x 6.1 x 16 = 53.2 kN
Check bolts in shear, ByN = 12 kN (safe load, table 3.1.1.2)
4 bolts @ 12 kN = 48 kN ) 40 kN . . 0:x.
(Note - this method of design is similar to that in BCSA publication
No. 9/82. BCSA recommends that the end beam end clearance
should not exceed 3mm. AISC states that the maximum end
A.5
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End plate thickness tp = ...////FvrtM
PYPie
( 1 )
clearance in practice should not exceed lamm, but suggests
15mm for design. A value of lemm has been used for these cal-
culations).
A.3 Plush End Plate
This type of connection is often adopted for its neat appearance and
not its moment capacity. Design may therefore be based simply on the
shear load. By comparison with the seat cleat connection it can be
clearly seen that provision of a 12mm thick end plate with 6 M16
(Grade 4.6) bolts will safely carry the shear load.
Limit State Design of Flush End-plate (A.2) 
Moment Capacity
M16 grade 4.6 bolt, proof load, PL = 34.8 kN
Connection capacity based on bolt strength, Mb
Y2Mb = 2 PL Ymax = 2 x 34.8 (f0
)2 
+ 32-g (c312) = 21.75 kN .m
End Plate Thickness
A.6
where F*t = 4PL
pyp = plate yield stress - 220 N/mm 2
 (Grade 43A)
• = (A - tb - 2 weld size)/2
= (76 - 5.8 - 2 x 4)/2 = 31.1mm
ie = (pitch of bolts + 3.5m)
= (50 + 3.5 x 31.1) = 158.9mm
substituting into eqn. (1)
/4 x 34.8 x 31.1 x 103 tp = 
	
	 = 11.1mm use 12mm M.S. Plate.220 x 158.9
Weld Size
Horne and Morris (A.2) suggest a throat thickness of 0.5 x beam flange
thickness; therefore required leg length 0.5 x 6.8 x 1.4 = 4.76mm.
4mm fillet weld was used.
Adequacy of Column Flange
[3.14 (m+n 1 ) + 0.5C1	 n 1
Fmb = Tc2 m + n	 j PYc 4- 4131-
	 + nj
where Tc = column flange thickness 	 = 6.8mm
	
tc = column web thickness	 = 6.1mm
Pyc = yield stress of column (grade 43A) 240 N/mm2
m = (A - tc - 1.root fillet)/2
= (76 - 6.1 - 2 x 7.6)/2 = 27.4mm
• (B -A)/2 = (130-76)/2
	 = 27.0mm
n1 
▪ 
(Bc - A)/2 = (152-76)/2 = 38.0mm
substituting into eqn. (2)
(2)
Fmb = 6.82
	
[3.14 (27.4 + 8) + 0.5 x 501	 240
27.4 + 22.5	 j	 151
A . 7
+ 4 x 34.8 x	
r	 27.0 
127.4 + 27.0] = 96.86 kN
Fmc = Tc 2 [3.14 + ( 2111
 + C - D1)/m]Pyc
= 6.82 [3.14 + ( 2 x 38 + 50-18)127.4] 240
= 78.6 kN
F*t = 4PL = 139 kN
Since F*t > Fac, Fac < Fab, column flange needs stiffening.
Leave flanges unstiffened, and limit F*t to 78.6 kN
78.6
.	 . max. capacity of connection - 	 x 21.75 = 12.3 kN139
COlumn Web in Tension
Horne and Morris require F*t 4 (C + 3.5m)tc pyc
and F*t 4 7.0m ta pyc
(c + 3.5m)tc pyc = (50 + 3.5 x 27.4) x 6.1 x 240 = 213 1M > Ft*
7.0 mtc pyc	 = 7.0 x 27.4 x 6.1 x 240
	 = 281 kN > Ft*
Hence column web in tension zone O.K.
Column Web Compression Zone
Fwc = ( Tb + tp + d + 5K)tc pyc
where
K = (Tc + root fillet)
Fwc = (6.8 + 12 + 0 + 5 x 14.4) 6.1 x 240 = 132.9 kN < F*t
require web stiffeners - but since answers are close leave web
unstiffened.
Connection to Column Web
Capacity of connection governed by bolt strength or end plate failure.
Since end plate is larger than required failure likely to be by bolt
failure.
A.8
B I
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A-4 Extended End plate
152x 152x23UC
Check connection to the method of Mann and Morris (A-3)
Base design on plastic moment of beam section,
Mp = Zbp .Pyb = 261:9 x 240	 = 62.8 kN.m
62.8 Max. tensile force Ft =	 = 254 kN0.2472
take max. bolt force as Pu = Ft/3 = 85 kN
try M16 bolt grade 8.8, Pu = 157 x 800 = 125 kN	 O.K.
Plate Thickness
t rFtm* 	 1 1/2 x 103 x 46.611/2L( Pyp B ).1
[254
220 x 135	 j
19.96mm
As a general rule end plate thicknesses equal to the bolt diameter are
usually adopted, hence use a 15mm thick end-plate.
Weld Size
Recommended sizes are flange weld ?A 0.5 Tb
web weld 0.5 tb use 4mm fillet weld all round
(Note: this recommendation is for minimum throat thickness, and hence
the leg length should actually have been 1.4 x 0.5 x 6.8 = 4.76mm).
A.9
Check Column Flange Tension Region
Feb = Tc 2
 Pyc
0.5C ]	 4Pun[	
m
3.14 + 
+n 
+
m+ n
(note to ensure bolts
do not fall limit Pu
to 0.8Pu)
. 6.82 x 240	 0.5x100]	 4x100x30x103 
	
1000	 [3.14 + 35 + 30 35 + 30	 = 200.3 kN
	
Tc 2 Pyc	 [3.14 + (2n' + C - D I )]
6.82 x 240 38 + 100- 18)]35 = 84.9 kN[ 3.14+ (2 x 
Since Fmc < Feb and Ft > Fmc column flange requires stiffening
Fmc	 Tc2 Pyc	
[ 1 1(- + -) ( 2m + 2n'	 D , )	 2v + 2w - 
v w
where	 (m(m + n' - 0.5D')) 1/2
= (35(35 + 38 - 9))	 = 47.3mm
Fms = 6.8 x 240 r(1_
L 45	 47.3 ) (2 x 35 + 2 x 38 - 18)
2 x 45 + 2 x 47•3 - 18]
= 114 kN < Ft	 require35
thicker flanges
Rather than increase column size use 3 stiffeners in tension zone.
Check Column Web
Fc < Alps + 1.63 pyc Tc (bo-c)
4.1 Pyc tc (bctc)
and ts <
Fc
	 150 x 5 x 240 + 1.63x240x6.8 (152x6.1) 1/2 = 261 kN O.K.
4.1 x 2401618 (152 x 6.1)
240 x 152	 = 5.6 > 5	 .	 O.K.
Pys tos
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APPENDIX B DESIGN OF FULL SCALE FRAMES
B.1 Simple Design to BS 449
The following cross sectional properties, taken from the
Structural Steelwork Hand book are assumed,
152 x 152 x 23 UC	 area	 Ac = 29.8cm3
gross moment of inertia	 Ixx = 1263cm3
minor axis moment of inertia I Y = 403cm4Y
radius of gyration	 rxx = 6.51cm
radius of gyration 	 ryy = 3.68cm
elastic modulus
elastic modulus
D\T ratio
254 x 102 x 22 UB: gross moment of interia 	 Ixx = 2356cm4
radius of gyration 	 ryy = 2.095cm
elastic modulus	 Zxx = 225.7cm3
D/T ratio	 = 37.2
Grade 43A steel throughout.
Beam Design
Point loads to be applied at 1/4 span from each column
Zxx = 165.7cm3
Z yy = 52.95cm3
= 22.3
wL
. . max. BM = --8 where w = total load per beam
Assume beams restrained at 1/3 points,
= 5000/3.ry = 81.3
ry
Permissible bending stress, f-bc = 165 N/mm2 (Table 3a)
8 x 165 x 225.7 Max. value of load/beam, w -
	
	
59.6 kN5000
Hence, if dead:live ratio is 2:1
59.6Point dead load -	 = 19.8, say 20kN6
B.1
59.6Point live load = 	 - 19.9 kN, say 20 kN3
Column Design
If connections were designed as pinned effective lengths would be
taken as 1.0, except base to 1st floor which would be 0.85. However
most designers would provide seat and top cleats or flush end plate
and reduce effective lengths to 0.85.
Worst case - bottom storey
Maximum axial load x. 5 x (10 + 20) + 20 170 kN
Maximum out of balance load a. 20 kN
( 1 )	 Major axis column:-
Bending moment = (0.075 + 0.1) 10 = 1.8 kN.m
distribute moment 50% to upper column, 5% to lower,
hence column moment = 0.9 kN.m
i/ry = 0.85 x 3600/65.1 = 47, pc = 136 N/mm2,
Pbc = 165 N\mm2
fbc = 0.9 X 103/165.7 = 10.8 N/mm2
fc = 170 x 103/2980 = 57.0 N/mm2
For "failure"
Now, fbc/Pbc
fr	 fka
-= +
Pc	 Pbc
5.4/165 = 0.033
1
so fc/Pc > 0.967 i.e. fc 132 N/mm2 at failure
Additional	 axial load	 to cause	 "failure"	 MC
(132-57).2980 = 223 kN.
(ii)	 Minor axis column:
Bending moment = 0.1 x 10 = 1 kN.m
Moment to lower column = 0.5 kN.m
i/ry = 0.85 x 3600/36.8 = 83.1 Pc = 100 mimm2,
Pbc = 165 N/mm2
B.2
fbc = 0.5 x 10 3/52.95 = 9.5 N/mm2
fc = 170 x 10 3/2980 = 57.0 N/mm2
fbc/Pbc = 9.5/165 = 0.0.58
so fc/Pc > 0.94 for "failure" i.e. fc = 0.94 x 100
= 94 N/mm2
Additional axial load to cause "failure" = (94-57).2980
= 110.3 kN.
Test Loading
If a factor of safety of 1.7 is assumed, then the working loads
calculated above become the following ultimate test loads:-
Beam loads,
dead point load	 = 34 kN
live point load	 = 17 kN
Column loads,
Major axis - additional column load 	 = 379 kN
Minor axis - additional column load 	 = 187 kN
B.2 Semi-rigid Design
Assume beam-column connection transmits 20% of beam fixed end
moment. Loading and frame as before.
Beam Design
Beam end moment = 0.2.0.093W.5 = 0.09W kN.m
WLFree bending moment @ centre =
	
= 0.625W8
Moment at centre = 0.625W - 0.09W = 37.2 kN.m (elastic moment of
resistance)
so W = 37.2/0.535 = 69.5 kN
Assume dead:live ratio 21
point dead load = 23.2 kN
B.3
point live load - 11.6 kN
Column Design
Maximum axial load = 5(11.6 + 23.2) + 23.2 - 196.8 kN
Out of balance moment . 0.09 x 69.6 - 0.09 x 46.4 . 2.0 kN.m
( i)	 Major axis
Distribute in proportion to I/L
l b/Lb . 2867/5 . 573, Ic/Lc . 1263/3.6 = 351
351hence moment to column = ( ---) x 0.5.2.0 = 0.4 kN.m924
Pbc = 165 N/mm 2 , Pc = 136 N/mm2
(as before)
fbc = 0.4 x 103/165.7 = 2.4 N/mm2
fc = 196.8 x 103/2980 = 66.0 N/mm2
fbc/Pbc = 2.7/165 = 0.02
.. at "failure" fc/Pc ) 0.98
Additional axial load to give "failure" 0.98 x (136-66) x
2980 = 204 kN
(ii)	 Minor axis
Ic/Lc . 403/3.6 . 112, l b/Lb . 573
112hence moment to column = (---).0.5. x 2 = 0.15 kN.m685
Pbc . 165 N/mm 2 , Pc . 100 Nimm2
(as before)
fbc ' 0.15 x 103/52.95 . 2.9 N/bun2
fc m 196.8.10 3/2980 = 66.0 N/mm2
fbc/Pbc = 2.9/165 . 0.02
so f /p > 0.98 @ "failure"
c c
B.4
Additional axial load required = 0.98 x (100-66) x 2980 =
99.3 kN
Test Loading
Again assuming a factor of safety of 1.7, test loads at ultimate
• limit state of the column are as follows:-
Beam loads,
dead point load	 = 39.4 kN
live point load	 = 19.7 kN
Column loads,
major axis - additional column load
	
= 355 kN
minor axis - additional column load 	 = 169 kN
B.3 Design to BS 5950
Beam Design
Shear Capacity Pv = 0.6 py Av = 0.6 x 275 x 5.8 x 254 = 243 kN (cl.
4.2.3)
b _ 51
T	 6.8
240
= 75,	 =	 = 41.4, table 7, plastic section5.8
Moment Capacity = pyS = 275 x 261.9 = 72 kN.m (4.2.5)
Loads at quarter span,
WL
max bending moment = --B
where W = total load,
W = 72 x 8/4.953 = 116 kN
if ratio of dead:live is 2:1 and load factors are 1.4 and 1.6, then
unfactored dead load = 53 kN
unfactored live load = 26.5 kN.
and at ultimate loading condition total dead load per beam = 74 kN
total live load per beam = 42 kN
B.5
2.8
50.6
Column Design
Cl. 4.7.7 says "in structures of simple construction it is not
necessary to consider effects on column of pattern loading". In order
to get some moment into the column assume pattern loading, as used in
B.1 and B.2.
Minimum beam loading - end reaction 	 = 26.5 kN
Major Axis Column Strength
Moment due to eccentricity = (0.075 + 0.1)26.5 = 4.6 kN.m
and = (0.075 + 0.1)58 	 = 10.2 kN.m
Maximum moment to column = 10.2 - 4.6 = 5.6 kN.m
distributed 50% to top, 50% to bottom
Maximum axial load to column - 5 x 116 * 0.5 + 26.5
= 316 kN
These tests prevent minor axis buckling therefore XLT = 0 and Mb =
Sxpy = 184 x 275 = 50.6 kN.m
3500
= 0.85 . --651 = 46.9, and from table 27 curve b (py = 275
.rx	 N/mm2) pc = 241 N/mm2
cl. 4.8.3.2 ixAgpc	 Mb
/, 1
= 0.005
F ) 0.945 x 2.98 x 241 = 678 kN
Additional axial load required to give ultimate loading,
678 - 316 = 362 kN
Minor Axis Column Strength
Moment due to eccentricity = 0.1 x 26.5	 = 2.6 kN.m
and = 0.1 x 58	 = 5.8 kN.m
Maximum out of balance moment = 3.2 kN.m (distributed 50/50)
8.6
Maximum axial load as before - 316 kN.m
Mb = Sy.Py where Sy ) 1.2 Zy
1.2 Zy = 1.2 x 52.95 = 63.54 < Sy
Mb = 63.54 x 275 = 17.5 kN.m
2	 3600
= 0.85 x
ry	 36.8 = 83.1,. from table 27, curve c, pc = 155 Nimm2
using equality
AlPc	 Mb
= 
1.6
= 0.09
Mb	 17.5
• • AgPc )• 0.91
	
F) 0.91 x 2.98 x 155 = 420 kN
Additional axial load required to give ultimate loading
5.7
APPENDIX C MATERIAL AND CROSS SECTIONAL PROPERTIES
C.1 Cross Sectional Properties
Throughout the test series a careful record of the material used
in each test was kept. Tables C.1, C.2 and C.3 log which beam, column
and connection sections were used in the joint tests, sUbassetblages
and frame tests respectively. Each column and beam section supplied
was measured at regular intervals along its length. The average cross
sectional dimensions and properties are presented in tables C.4, C.5
and C.6.
C.2 Tensile Tests
Tensile tests based on the procedure specified in TRRL Report
254 (C.1) were conducted on coupons from all material used in the
testing programme (except the angles used in the frame tests).
Specimens were cut from the sections as shown in figure C.1 and
machined to a nominal gauge length of 140mm and width of 10mm. Tests
were conducted in an Instron testing machine at its slowest strain
rate, 0.005"/minute (0.127mm/minute) corresponding to a rate of change
of strain in the specimen of approximately 0.1%/minute. A plot of
load against cross head movement was plotted as the test proceeded and
this trace was used in controlling the tests. Strain, at the rate
specified Above, was applied until the load against deflection trace
flattened. The machine was then stopped for two minutes and the
relaxation load in this time monitored. The test was restarted and
the specimen strained further into the plastic region before stopping
the test for a further two minute period. Ultimate strength tests were
not conducted. Figure C.1 illustrates the test procedure and defines
the dynamic and static yield stress. A summary of the test results is
reported in table C.7.
C.1
C.3 Stub Column Tests 
Stub column tests were conducted on short lengths of column cut
from the six sections used in the two frame tests. The procedure
detailed in reference C.2 was followed. A length of column of
approximately 600mm was machined so that its ends were square to the
longitudinal axis and parallel to within * 0.025mm. The cross
sectional area was computed from readings around the section at four
locations along the column length. Two high precision AC LVDT's were
used to measure the change in length of the central 250mm portion of
the stub column as load was applied using a 200kN Amsler testing
machine - see figure C.2. An Orion Delta data logger was used to
record the stress (computed from the load and cross sectional area)
at strain intervals of 25As. Typical stress-strain curves are
presented in figure C.3 and C.4. A value for the 0.2% yield stress (or
proof stress) and Young's Modulus in compression for the six columns
was thus obtained and is reported in table C.7.
C.4 Residual Stress Tests
In addition to the tensile and stub column tests residual
stress testing was also undertaken using the sectioning method. A
600mm length of column was cut from the column used in the sUbassem-
blage and frame tests and 1mm diameter indentations (columns 4, 11,
13-15A) or holes (columns 13B and 15B) were made over a 100mm gauge
length at the locations around the section shown in figure C.5. The
actual gauge length was measured for each pair of holes using a
Cambridge Instruments Electronic Tenseometer. The column was then cut
to a length of 120mm and sectioned as shown in figure C.5. The change
in length of each pair of holes was then recorded and the stress
C.2
released by cutting the section calculated using an estimated value
for Young's Modulus. Figure C.6 shows the residual stress patterns
obtained.
Columns C.4 and C.11 were used in the sUbassemblage tests.
Evidence of cold straightening was clear from the marks contained in
the mill scale, and test C.11 shows the residual stress pattern had
been almost eliminated. In test C.4 two adjacent lengths of the
column were examined to see what variation in residual stress occurred
along the column length. The patterns in C.4A and C.4B have been
altered by the straightening process and therefore no set pattern
could be selected as representative of the stress in the columns.
The columns in test frame 1 (C.13, 14, 15) were examined prior
to testing the frame and the residual stress patterns in a length cut
from the end of the column during fabrication are shown in C13A, C.14
and C.15A. The columns appeared to have been Straightened but the
process has not affected the column section near the end of the
column. However tests conducted in the column length show a different
pattern (C.13B and 153) and again illustrate that the straightening
process destroys the residual stress pattern caused by cooling.
C.3
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aa b c d
ANGLE 1 60.03 78.86 8.03 8.09
ANGLE 2 60.23 78.80 8.02 8.13
ANGLE 3 60.0 80.0 8.03 8.07
ANGLE 4 60.0 80.0 8.07 8.00
ANGLE 5 76.50 124.55 8.08 8.03
TABLE C.6 Cross Sectional Dimensions of Angles
SPECIMEN
REFERENCE
DYNAMIC YIELD
STRESS (N/mm2 )
STATIC YIELD
STRESS (NM/12)
REMARKS
CIA 284.00 275.47 Joint Tests
C1B 280.11 270.77 II
C1C 290.33 281.81 It
C2A 278.68 270.90 It
C2B NOT USED
C2C 274.50 266.26 ft
C3A 294.84 286.53 Sub Assemblage
C3B 282.15 274.93 Tests
C3C 284.92 273.61 VI
C4A 300.21 292.16 If
C4B 282.00 273.79 II
C4C 280.09 270.71 If
C5A 297.80 289.16 II
C5B 291.60 282.89 t1
C5C 305.23 297.13 II
C6A 303.41 292.74 ft
C6B 309.98 300.50 VI
C6C 285.35 272.01 IV
C7A 277.74 270.77 ft
C7B 267.63 261.75 It
C7C 271.54 262.58 It
C8A 292.30 284.91 IV
C8B 285.20 275.13 II
C8C 284.19 274.17 VI
C9A 285.15 280.00 II
C9B NOT USED
C9C 268.06 262.54 II
ClOA 273.01 264.15 II
ClOB 291.77 279.56 II
ClOC 280.52 271.58 IV
CllA 282.76 275.69 VI
CUB 282.47 273.59 VI
C11C 277.27 268.33 VI
C12A 286.97 271.17 Pt
Cl2B 278.23 271.17 Vt
C12C 275.94 269.52 VI
C13A 275.70 269.43 Frame Test	 Stub Column
C1315 251.60 243.66 No. 1	 Test Result
C13C 253.00 244.42 ft	 Py = 295N/mm 2 , E = 277kNimm2
C14A 277.15 268.33 ft	 Stub Column
C14B 263.54 255.13 It	 Test Result
C14C 270.60 266.50 ft	 Py = 295N/mm2 , E = 222101/m2
TABLE C.7 Material properties of columns, beams and connection components
C.12
TABLE C.7 continued
PECIMEN
EFERENCE
DYNAMIC YIELD
STRESS (N/mm2 )
STATIC YIELD
STRESS (N/mm2)
REMARKS
Cl5A 278.85 271.28 Frame Test
	
Stub Column
Cl5B 268.31 261.01 No. 1	 Test Result
Cl5C
Cl6A
262.04
305.83
254.56
294.72
Py m
Frame Test	 Stub
300N/mo2,
Column
E = 210kN/mm2
Cl6B NOT USED No. 2	 Test Result
Cl6C 311.11 302.78 11 Py m 304N/mm2, E = 202kN/mm2
Cl7A 305.77 288.86 VI Stub Column
Cl7B NOT USED Test Result
Cl7C 305.61 297.84 VI Py m 300N/mm2, E = 207 kN/mm2
Cl8A 287.29 278.71 VI
Cl8B 286.46 277.43
Cl8C NOT USED
BlA 307.57 301.13 Joint Tests
B1B 295.39 287.33 11
B1C 298.20 288.26 11
B2A 317.18 308.32 IP
B2B 306.04 295.66 11
B2C 295.02 287.04 11
B3A 306.84 297.06 11
B3B 299.39 291.44 IV
B3C 301.10 293.25 IV
MA 314.15 303.78 11
MB 296.10 291.11 11
MC 292.76 287.28
B5A 321.28 310.60 IV
B5B 313.83 305.40 11
B5C 317.84 308.53 IV
B6A 308.92 301.30 11
B6B 311.97 302.32 11
B6C NOT USED
B8A 326.04 314.79 Sub Assemblage
B8B 305.05 294620 Tests
B8C 294.42 287.88 11
B9A 334.97 324.64 VP
B9B 304.35 297.87 VO
B9C 303.04 292.94 VO
BllA 288.23 281.82 IV
BUB NOT USED
B11C 281.36 274.81 VI
C.13
REMARKS
TABLE C.7 continued
SPECIMEN
REFERENCE
DYNAMIC YIELD
STRESS (N/mm2 )
STATIC YIELD
STRESS (N/mth2)
B12A 322.37 314.96 Sub Assemblage
B12B 296.03 289.30 Tests
B12C 291.50 283.17 IV
B13A 331.89 322.17 II
B13B 296.18 289.60 II
B13C 300.56 292.25 VI
B14A 332.78 323.66 It
B14B 301.64 294.87 VI
B14C 298.39 288.22 VI
B15A 335.31 323.06 II
B15B 303.21 294.41 II
B15C 296.30 287.54
B16A 328.48 321.10 VI
B16B 291.37 280.96 It
B16C 296.61 287.96 Ft
B17A 290.08 280.62 Frame Test
B17B 265.43 259.53 No. 1
817C 268.71 262.74 It
B18A 290.95 283.01 II
B18B 264.39 258.54 VI
B18C 266.81 260.75 II
B19A NOT USED
B19B 276.80 269.25 It
B19C 279.46 269.30 tV
B20A 296.05 283.37 II
B2OB 275.84 266.42 It
B20C 273.50 264.60 VI
B21A NOT USED
B21B 283.01 272.63 II
B21C 275.71 266.30 It
B22A 296.51 286.85
B22B 253.14 244.21 It
B22C 280.54 270.63 IV
B23A 319.84 311.15 Frame Test
B23B 296.28 287.26 No. 2
B23C 298.39 287.73 ..
B24A 322.05 313.34 VI
B24B 297.98 289.03 It
B24C 307.36 298.57 It
B25A 317.53 311.78 VI
B25B 291.85 282.96
B25C 299.78 293.23 It
B26A 298.72 291.44 VI
B26B 288.07 279.07
B26C 301.98 292.03
B27A 294.34 286.95
B27B 292.80 286.29 It
B27C 295.58 287.38 01
B28A 297.70 289.43 It
B28B 285.90 276.62 It
B28C 311.42 297.44 ..
C.14
TABLE C.7 continued
SPECIMEN
REFERENCE
DYNAMIC YIELD
STRESS (Nimm2)
STATIC YIELD
STRESS (N/mm2)
ANGLES
LA 267.20 259.24 Joint Tests
16 265.73 258.97 PI
2A 265.03 257.35
26 278.50 272.76
3A 269.09 259.80 It
36 273.16 260.47 •e
4A 281.10 270.10 PI
46 270.41 259.93
5A NOT USED
56 294.99 286.29
12mm plate 298.28 290.43 Joint & Sub Assemblage
/5mm plate 446.01 437.44
15mm plate 273.53 266.01 Lack of fit tests
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FIGURE C .,3 Stress-strain curve for column C16
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FIGURE C.4 Stress-strain curve for column C17
FIGURE C.5 Sectioning of universal column section to
determine residual stress pattern
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